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Non-technical summary 
2005/228 A pilot project conducted in the western rock lobster industry, to create 
a software audit tool for assessing occupational health and safety compliance with 
industry best practice on board a commercial fishing vessel  
 
Principal investigator: Tanya Adams 
 
Address: Taylored Health and Safety Pty. Ltd. 

Director  
 Post Office Box 2331 
 Malaga WA 6944 
 Telephone: (08) 9248 1405 
 Facsimile: (08) 9248 6004 
 Mobile: 0417 961 973 
 
Address KASA Consulting 
 Unit 2/ 12 Mumford Place 
 Balcatta WA 6021 
 Telephone:(08) 9240 7663 
 Facsimile: (08) 9240 7794 

Objectives:  
1. Design and test an assessment tool to evaluate the uptake of the WAFIC 

Occupational Health and Safety Code in the Western Rock Lobster sector in 
WA. 

2. Demonstrate the benefits of such a tool to the WA Commercial fishing 
Industry for wider application throughout the state and Australia. 

3. Demonstrate to other states through the peak bodies, the benefits of the audit 
tool as part of the Occupational Health and Safety National Extension for the 
Australian Professional Fishing Industry. 

Outcomes achieved to date  
The majority of work for this project was conducted by the PI under the PI’s business 
Taylored Health and Safety Pty. Ltd. As of January 2009, the PI took an employee 
role with KASA Consulting and completed the work for this project under that banner. 
 
A pilot project developed in the Western Australian Rock Lobster Industry to design 
and test an audit tool to assess a rock lobster fishermen’s uptake of the WAFIC OSH 
Code has been completed. 
 
The pilot project included two components. Component 1 was to develop an audit 
question set in Microsoft word to reflect the clauses of the WAFIC OSH Code part 1 
and 2 and the pot and trap fishery specific section. The second component was to 
develop a web site to be able to upload the question set, input data from audits and 
design and develop reports. 
 
With modifications to the question set this audit tool can be easily applied to other 
fisheries in WA and to all fisheries across Australia. The process can be applied to 
any audit criteria e.g. Environment and Quality as the functionality of the web design 
allows this. The only changes required are to the word based question set. 
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The Western Australian Fishing Industry Council has had a comprehensive health 
and safety code for use in the wild catch fishing industry in place since 1992. The 
OSH Code (hereafter referred to as the Code) was developed as a result of an 
increasing fatality and serious incident rate within the industry and pressure from 
both government agencies with jurisdiction over the fishing industry (Worksafe WA 
and Marine Safety WA) for WAFIC to act over the r incident rate. 
 
The Code was issued as a formal printed document in 1997 and while the education 
and awareness process continues to this day, questions have been raised by 
WAFIC, Industry and Government agencies as to the Code’s effectiveness and 
uptake by industry. 
 
This project involved the Principal Investigator (hereafter referred to as the PI) 
developing the audit tool (question set) and conducting the trial audits and the Co-
Investigator (AXON IT) accessing the software, developing the web based system 
and uploading all necessary documentation.  
 
The question set reflected the content and structure of the Code: Part 1 
Responsibilities; Part 2 – General guidelines; and Part 3 – Pot and Trap. 
 
The question set was refined over eight versions based upon feedback from trial 
audits.  
 
SafetyNet is the name assigned to the web site where all the data is collated and 
reports produced. 
 
Twenty two sample audits were conducted randomly within the Western Rock 
Lobster sector and the data entered into the software. The audits and subsequent 
data collected was not analyzed other than collection of answers for each question. A 
statistical analysis was not within the scope of the pilot project. 
 
The reports that can be generated by the data base are simple pie charts or bar 
graphs. They are easy to access and interpret from SafetyNet. Sample reports on the 
data from the twenty two audits were used to design and test the report generator. 
 
While the audit tool has been piloted within the Western Rock Lobster industry, the 
audit tool can be adapted to any sector across Australia by designing the question 
set and uploading to the web. It has been designed so that it can be adapted to 
enable each state to audit their industry where and when required to assess the 
uptake of each state’s OSH Code. 
 
The use of Microsoft word for the audit tool also provides flexibility to adapt the 
question set and reports for other types of audits e.g. environmental and quality 
audits. 
 
Keywords:  
 
Rock lobster, Worksafe, Marine Safety, audit, Microsoft word, software, SafetyNet 
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Definitions 

WAFIC:  Western Australia Fishing Industry Council 
 
WRLC;  Western Rock Lobster Council 
 
FRDC:  Fisheries Research and Development Corporation 
 
Audit: A systematic examination against defined criteria to determine 

whether activities and related results conform to planned 
arrangements and whether these arrangements are implemented 
effectively and are suitable to achieve the objectives. 

 
PI: Principal Investigator (Tanya Adams) 
 
WAFIC SET: Western Australia Fishing Industry Council safety, Education and  
  Training Committee 
 
SSA: Seafood Services Australia 
 

Background 

FRDC Research and Development Program 

At the time of the project application this project related to the R&D program: Industry 
development under Strategy 6 - occupational health and safety: to increase and 
apply the knowledge of occupational health and safety in the fishing industry.  
 
Western Australian Fishing Industry Council OSH Code 

The Western Australian Fishing Industry Council has had a comprehensive health 
and safety code (herein after referred to as the Code) for use in the wild catch fishing 
industry in place since 1992. The Code was developed as a result of an increasing 
fatality and serious incident rate within the industry and pressure from both 
government agencies with jurisdiction over the fishing industry (Worksafe WA and 
Marine Safety WA) for WAFIC to act over the incident rate. 
 
Both Worksafe WA and Marine Safety WA indicated to WAFIC that the industry had 
two choices – either be governed by specialist OSH Act requirements for the fishing 
industry or to develop a set of industry best practice guidelines. WAFIC chose the 
second option and subsequently engaged an OSH Consultant (Tanya Adams of 
Taylored Health and Safety) to the fishing industry from 1992 to develop the WAFIC 
OSH Code –in consultation with industry members.  
 
Development of the Code began in 1992. This was the first part of the process to 
introduce OSH to industry; the second part being to embark on an extensive 
education and awareness program.  
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The consultative process for the development of the Code involved establishing 
fishery specific consultative groups, of practicing fishermen, to assist with the 
development of various sections of the Code. Broadly, discussions with these fishery 
specific groups centered on providing practical methods to achieve compliance with 
the safety and health principles of both sets of legislation and the fishery specific 
guidelines. 
 
These fishery specific consultative groups also encouraged wherever possible to 
assist the local Professional Fishermen’s Association (PFA’s) to include OSH in 
meeting and workshop agendas. By engaging the local fishermen to interact with 
their members, some of the fear and resentment to the proposed changes was 
reduced. Also by engaging people at fishery meetings, the correct information was 
presented to industry rather than the relying on inaccurate information being passed 
from fisher to fisher. 

The Code is structured in three parts:  

• Part 1 includes the legislative requirements applicable to the fishing industry 
as per the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and the WA Marine Act 
1982. 

• Part 2 includes the specific safety and health requirements for a fishing vessel 
as per the WA Marine Act Regulations, the Occupational Safety and Health 
Regulations and also the key priority areas for the fishing industry as 
identified by Worksafe, Coroners reports and accident data held by Worksafe 
and DPI (Marine Safety) 

• Part 2 also contains the existing legislative requirements as per the WA 
Marine Act 1982 and associated Regulations. These included vessel surveys, 
certificate of competency, manning levels, emergency equipment and 
procedures etc.  

• Part 3 includes the specific requirements for a fishing vessel as per the 
fishery involved. This section outlines the best practice standards WAFIC had 
developed with industry relating to specific hazards on board a vessel in a 
fishery. For example, for the Western Rock Lobster sector, one of the main 
hazards relates to manual handling tasks associated with pot handling. The 
OSH Regulations state manual handling hazards must be identified, the risk 
assessed and suitable control methods introduced to reduce the risk. The 
manual handling guidelines of the pot / trap fishery addressed the manual 
handling tasks with safe work procedures. 

 
Uptake of the Code 
 
Whilst the Code has been available as a formal printed document since 1997 and the 
education and awareness process continues to this day, questions have been asked 
by WAFIC and Government agencies as to the Code’s effectiveness and uptake by 
industry. 
 
It is recognised that the fatality rate and serious accident rate have decreased; 
however, there is no reliable data available that can be used to correlate the 
decrease in incidents with the introduction of the Code and education and awareness 
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program. 
 
At numerous industry forums questions have been raised as to whether the time and 
money invested in the Code and the education and awareness program has seen 
their original objective achieved. In addition, considering the original choice put to 
WAFIC in 1992 from the Regulators for industry to develop a set of best practice 
guidelines, or for government to develop Regulations for the fishing industry, an 
assessment of the effectiveness of the industry program was required to provide 
feedback to the Regulators. 
 
The WA Worksafe Commission has also been monitoring the WAFIC OSH program 
and has made regular enquiries regarding the status, the uptake and the way forward 
for the program. 
 
Audit tool project 
 
WAFIC succeeded in gaining FRDC funds to develop an auditing program to 
measure the Code’s effectiveness and rate of uptake across one sector of industry 
as a pilot study.  
 
It was decided to conduct the pilot project on the Rock Lobster Fishery as this group 
was easier to access, with the majority being day fishers and located within short – 
medium travel distance by motor vehicle. This group was also the largest in number 
and was well represented by an industry peak group – the Western Rock Lobster 
Council. 
 
The intent of the auditing program was to provide an automated approach to 
gathering data that could provide instantaneous results to the fisher. The company 
supplying the audit tool software technology and web design for this project was 
AXON Information Technology (AXON IT). AXON IT had supplied similar types of 
systems to other private and public sector groups across Australia and was an ideal 
solution to enhancing the uptake of the Code audit tool, which would otherwise be a 
paper based exercise. 
 
AXON IT’s patent pending Key Performance Manager® (KPM) assessment systems 
offer significant efficiency benefits while maintaining the quality and consistency 
necessary to fulfill the objectives of the WAFIC program.  
 
The proposed KPM system provides a very flexible, easy to use system that can 
handle a variety of sector specific audits within the one consistent framework. KPM 
also provides WAFIC with the ability to conduct other types of assessments including 
environmental or quality audits and industry surveys. 
 
While this project focused on the Rock Lobster industry, KPM would enable WAFIC 
to extend the OHS auditing program to all sectors of the Western Australian Fishing 
industry. It is intended that the tools and methodology developed during the pilot 
project phase will also be suitable for use where similar codes are introduced in other 
states as part of the OHS National Extension Strategy (FRDC 2002/231). 

 
Other FRDC projects in this area 
 
There have been two other OSH related projects funded by the FRDC since 2003 
with WAFIC as the applicant. 
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FRDC 2003 / 236 – Accident Statistics Tool 
 
The FRDC 2003 / 236 project designed and tested a software based accident report 
collection system that was able to transfer data from a paper report form received 
from fishermen into a database. This then allowed a variety of data analysis reports 
to be generated.  
 
While the project was trialed and developed with the Western Rock Lobster Industry, 
the form has been adapted to suit other sectors within WA. The software has the 
scope to include other sectors for data input. The accident/ incident report form has 
also been included in other states OSH documentation as part of the project outlined 
below – FRDC 2002/231 OSH National Extension. 
 
This project is complete. For further details please see FRDC 2003/228: Final 
Report: Accident Statistics Tool. The status of this project with respect to the WA 
Western Rock Lobster fishery in 2008 is that accident forms books were distributed 
to industry, fisher completed forms are sent to WAFIC and each incident is entered 
into the data base 
 
FRDC 2002/231: OSH National Extension 
 
Following on from the work conducted in WA in the OSH program, FRDC funds were 
obtained to develop similar OSH documentation for each state of Australia.  
The project provided funds for the PI to develop OSH documentation including the 
legislative requirements under each states OSH legislation and Marine Safety 
legislation. Similarly to the WA program, the OSH Code for each state contained 
generic OSH guidelines and then fishery specific guidelines.  
 
This project is complete. All states have their respective documentation. For further 
details please see the Final Report 2002/231: Occupational Health and Safety 
National Extension for the Australian Professional Fishing Industry. 
 

Need 

As discussed above, the Code has been in available as a formal printed document 
since 1997 and while the education and awareness process continues to this day, 
the evidence of industry utilization of the Code and compliance with the legislative 
requirements remained anecdotal. There was no formal evidence of how well the 
industry was performing in the area of the OSH 
 
While the fatality rate and serious accident rate had decreased, there was no form of 
reliable data that could correlate the decrease in incidents to the introduction of the 
Code and the industry education and awareness program. 
 
For the uptake of the Code to be effectively evaluated a suitable tool was required to 
assess fishermen with respect to their compliance with the Code requirements. While 
a paper based system could have been used, the opportunity to develop a web 
based system using Microsoft word would streamline the process of auditing and 
collating data with feedback to the fisherman. 
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This audit tool could be the model for other states to use to assess industry 
compliance with their state OSH Code developed under 2002/231 as discussed 
above. 
 
While focused on the Rock Lobster industry this proposal is designed to enable 
WAFIC to extend the OHS auditing program to all sectors of the Western Australian 
Fishing industry. It is intended that the tools and methodology developed during the 
pilot project phase will also be suitable for use where similar codes are introduced in 
other states as part of the OHS National Extension Strategy 
 

Objectives 

1. Design and test an assessment tool to evaluate the uptake of the WAFIC 
Occupational Health and Safety Code in the Western Rock Lobster sector in 
WA 

 
2. Demonstrate the benefits of such a tool to the WA Commercial fishing 

Industry for wider application throughout WA and Australia 
 

3. Demonstrate to other states through the peak bodies, the benefits of the audit 
tool as part of the Occupational Health and Safety National Extension 
Strategy for the Australian Professional Fishing Industry 

Methods 

Overview 
 
This project involved the PI developing the audit tool (question set) and conducting 
the trial audits and the Co-Investigator (AXON IT) accessing the software and 
developing the web based system.  
 
In summary, the project involves the design and piloting of an auditing process based 
on the WAFIC OSH Code Part 1 ,Responsibilities as shown in Attachment 1 (pages 
12-23); Part  2 – General guideline, as shown in Attachment 1 (pages 24-29); and 
Part 3  – Pot and Trap as shown in Attachment 2. 
 
While this project was conducted over a period of two years 2007 - 2009, the audit 
tool (Question set) was based on the original WAFIC Code developed in 1992 with 
the final updates in 2003.  
 
While there have been significant changes to the OSH legislation in WA since 1992 
and also since 2003, the audit tool was required to reflect the content of the WAFIC 
Code as it was issued to industry in 1992 – 1997 with updates in 2003.  
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The following is an overview of the project methodology:  
 
Stage 1: Project Specification 
Stage 2: Initial consultation with all parties 
Stage 3: Supply of KPM Software 
Stage 4: Audit Tool Development 
Stage 5: Distribution & Pilot Trials 
Repeat of stages 4 and 5 until question set finalized 
Stage 6: Upload to web 
Stage 7:  Report set 
Stage 8:  Reporting to stake holders  
 
Stage 1: Project Specification 
 
The initial project specifications contained the early concepts regarding the 
demographics to be collected, the structure of the question set and the verifications 
that would be used. This initial structure is shown in Attachment 3. 

It was considered critical to collect demographic details as this information gave an 
insight into a range of factors that may indicate trends in the audit answers. For 
example, page 2 demonstrates the types of questions required to gain an 
understanding of the level of participation in the WAFIC annual pre season safety 
sessions. This included whether or not the owner and skipper had attended the 1 day 
OSH workshop and if the crew had attended the pre seasons workshop, even if at 
the time of the workshop they were working for another skipper. 

This information was important because the Code was never implemented as a 
standalone document. The pre-season training and awareness sessions conducted 
from 1993 – 2006 were the main methods WAFIC and WRLC used to communicated 
with industry about OSH.  

These sessions took a variety of forms, some years being a formal process involving 
an assessment and other years being an industry briefing session. They have always 
focussed heavily on the duty of care responsibilities and have been critical to the 
uptake of the Code. 
The next few pages of the project specification indicate the broad structure planned 
for the audit. The section titled: Part 3 Duty of Care identifies the methodology for 
asking questions about the responsibilities sections. It was agreed by the PI and 
AXON IT to structure the questions to follow the exact format of the Code; therefore, 
the duty of care questions would be asked in the order of owner, skipper, and crew. 

Included in the project specification was the initial plan for the Validations and the 
ratings to be used; however, this altered quite significantly once the project got 
underway, as it was determined after several audits that there were too many rating 
categories in this section. 

In the section titled: Part 4: General Guidelines and Part 5: Pot and Trap the structure 
if the questions also reflected the structure of the Code. The Validations were 
included with a yes/ no answer. This however changed once audits began and it was 
determined that a broader range of ratings was required 
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Stage 2: Initial consultation with all parties 
 
During the establishment of the audit protocol and process for the pilot audits, 
various meeting were held with industry members to explain the project objectives 
and methodology. 
 
The PI attended various meetings of the Western Rock Lobster Council (WRLC,) 
various Professional Fishermen’s Association meetings and spoke to individual 
members at the commencement of the project and during the project itself. 
 
The PI also attended the WAFIC subcommittee – Safety, Education and Training 
(SET) where a formal report on this project and the other two FRDC OSH projects 
was presented. 
 
In November 2007, a presentation on the three FRDC OSH projects was provided to 
the WA Worksafe Commission. This presentation is shown in Attachment 4. The 
version of the question set at November 2007 was provided to members of the 
Commission 

The Worksafe WA Commission is the OHS Ministerial appointed policy group for WA 
workplaces. It is this group that had been encouraging WAFIC to develop the audit 
tool and to keep the Commission informed of the progress. 
 
Stage 3: Supply of KPM Software 
 
A summary of the software is shown below. A more detailed explanation is shown in 
Attachment 6: Presentation of FISHSAFE online auditing 170608 
 
KPM Online’s has a unique patent pending technology that means that anyone who 
can use Word can capture, collate, analyse and report on data, quickly and 
efficiently.KPM Online can be used to turn simple Word documents into online: 

• Audits (Environmental or OHS as proposed) 
• Surveys 
• Checklists 
• Training needs analysis tools 

While KPM has the capability to provide respondents with immediate feedback, for 
the purposes of this project and as only 1 auditor was conducting the trial audits, data 
was collected by paper and entered into the data base. 

The analysis of the data is discussed later in this report however it was envisaged 
that this analysis might include: 

• A summary report to individual fishermen showing the results for their 
operation, compared to the overall score for their industry sector. 

• Non-Conformance action sheets highlighting areas for improvement where 
responsibility and completion dates can be assigned. 

• Summary reports comparing up take up and compliance with the WAFIC 
Code in different groups (e.g. compare performance between each of the 3 
West Australian Rock Lobster zones). 

• Gap analysis reports identifying widespread areas of non-conformance (used 
to identify where additional support and or industry training may be required). 
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• Surveys/assessments of safety attitudes and/or knowledge. 

While it is envisaged that auditors will assist in conducting the first round of audits the 
process can be repeated in the future (perhaps as a self assessment) and 
improvements noted. 
 
Stage 4: Audit Tool (Question set) Development 
 
Developing the question set was a combined process involving stages 4 and 5; 
whereby, once developed, audits would be conducted and the question set reviewed 
and improved.  
 
It is anticipated that the question set may be subject to minor alterations over the 
next 12 months. This can be accommodated within the software as WAFIC can 
arrange for the upload of the new question set at any time. 
 
a) Hierarchy of the question set 
 
When using the KPM software template the Heading Style hierarchy as used in 
Microsoft word automatically control the appearance of Headings at different levels in 
a document.   
Heading 1 
Heading 2 
Heading 3 
Heading 4 
 
The heading structure reflected the original structure of the Code and ensured the 
weightings for each question were correct. All Heading 2’s are part of a Heading 1 
section. All Heading 3’s are part of a Heading 2 section and so on down the levels. In 
other words a Heading 1 section cannot be followed by a Heading 3 or 4 without a 
Heading 2 in between to maintain the unbroken ‘tree’. 
 
As summarised earlier in this report the question set was developed in three specific 
sections that reflects the structure of the Code. These sections are: 
 
Part 1: Duty of Care Responsibilities for Owners, Skippers and crew under the OSH 
Act 1984 (WA) and the Marine Act (WA). The OSH Act has specific sections t and 
these sections were used as headings in the Code.  
 
These sections for responsibilities in the Code are: 

• Safe systems of work 
• Provision of information, instruction, training and supervision 
• Consultation and co-operation 
• Provision of personal protective clothing and equipment 
• Safe plant and substances 

 
Part 1 of the Code and subsequent question set was the main section where the 
hierarchy of the question set mattered the most. 
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Part 2 (pages 24-29) Generic Health and Safety requirements for any commercial 
fishing vessel in WA follows the applicable OSH Regulations as the outline .each 
Regulation has guidelines below it to explain its application to a fishing vessel. 
 
Part 2 of the Code also contains the applicable Marine Act Regulations i.e. certificate 
of survey, crew competencies etc. This is provided in a summary only. 
 
The major difference between the two sets of Regulation is that The Marine Safety 
Regulations are statements of fact and must be adhered to. The OSH Regulations 
dictate an outcome to be achieved, and there may be more than one way to meet the 
Regulation. 
 
Part 2 questions were asked in groups where the headings were the link to the 
WAFIC Code. For example: 
 
Heading 1 
Emergency procedures 
Heading 2 
Emergency plans, drills, evaluations of drills etc  
 
Part 3 of the Code is the Pot and Trap (fishery) guidelines. This section takes the 
OSH Regulations and applies best practice for a vessel owner/ skipper and crew to 
follow. For example. The OSH Regulations states a manual handling risk 
assessment and control must be done for a workplace. The WAFIC Code identifies 
the manual handling hazards on board a rock lobster vessel (i.e. lifting pots) and the 
safe work methods as a best practice model to follow to reduce the risk of a manual 
handling injury. 
 
Part 3 questions were asked in groups where the headings were the link to the 
WAFIC Code. For example: pot and trap handling was heading one and tasks such 
as retrieving ,stacking and setting pots were all level two headings. 
 
b) Question set order 
 
Both the PI and AXON IT revisited the structure of the question set as originally 
detailed in the project specification (Attachment 3). The two options were: 
 
(i) Ask the Owner, skipper and crew the relevant questions under each heading i.e. 
ask the owner, skipper and crew about Work systems, then ask the owner, skipper 
and crew about information, instruction and training and so on until all the subject 
headings such as consultation, personal protection etc. are addressed.  
 
There were however differences in the subject headings for each, for example, safe 
plant and substances was not included in the Code section for the owner or the crew. 
In addition, the crew headings were different to the owners and skippers 
 
This would mean a significant deviation on how the Code was written but could still 
achieve the same result with the question layering. 
 
OR 
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(ii) Ask the questions in the order they appear in the Code i.e. ask the questions of 
the owner under the requirements of the duty of care in the Code; for example, the 
owner of the vessel is asked about work systems, information and training, 
consultation, personal protection and reporting of accidents. 
 
Then the skipper is asked the questions under the requirements of the duty of care in 
the Code; for example work systems, information and training, consultation, personal 
protection safe plant and substances, reporting of accidents and general duty to all 
on the vessel. 
 
Then the crew are asked the questions under the duty of care requirements of the 
Code; for example providing assistance, personal protective equipment and clothing, 
misuse or damage to equipment, reporting hazards, report injury or harm to health 
and co-operation with the skipper. 
 
It was resolved that most appropriate and practical method of ordering the questions 
was to ask every question of the owner, then every question of the skipper and then 
every question of the crew. This would flow easier and recognises that in 2008 there 
was a growing number of non owner operator members of the Western Rock Lobster 
industry as compared to in the mid – late nineties. This would enable the owner of 
the vessel to have the audit asked at a separate time and location to the skipper. 
 
It was also considered a more time efficient method of auditing, as it was desirable to 
keep the time limits for an individual audit to 1.5 – 2.0 hours maximum. Therefore the 
version as shown in WAFIC Question set version 1 071107 Attachment 7 was 
adopted as the methodology of the order of audit questions. 
 
With regard to the order of the next two sections i.e. Generic Safety and Health 
requirements for any commercial fishing vessel in WA and the Specific Safety and 
Health requirements for a Western Rock Lobster vessel, the hierarchy of the question 
set was not an issue as each question stood alone in the audit tool. 
 
c) Question set development (early stages) 
 
The question set was developed in a three step process and kept separate until both 
project investigators were satisfied with the basic format. Then as discussed later in 
this report the question sets were combined into a single document. 
 

Part 1: Responsibilities 
 
Part 2: Generic health and safety applicable to any fishing vessel 
 
Part 3: Pot and Trap specific health and safety requirements for a Western 
Rock Lobster vessel 

 
The WAFIC Question set for Responsibilities Version 1:071107 (Attachment 7) was 
the first structured version of Part 1 of the Code. In this Attachment Part 2 and 3 were 
still under development.  
 
The structure of the demographic data on the first page of the question set was 
established to be able to track results in different towns, fishing zones etc.  
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The information collected in page 2 of the question set is centred on the industry 
member’s participation in industry driven OSH programs since 1992. It was critical to 
gather this information as the results of the main audits may show a difference 
between those who have participated and those who have not. Also on this second 
page is a question relating to the nature of employment / engagement agreement 
between owners-skippers and crew.  
 
There are  varied forms of engagement agreements between owners, skippers and 
crew and this data was considered useful  information,  to determine any relationship 
to an industry members audit performances and the engagement agreements in 
place. 
 
For statistical purposes, the capture of the data on whether the vessel has a safety 
plan, was also considered to be useful for strategic planning by the Western Rock 
Lobster Council and WAFIC. 
 
The first draft of the Part 2 General question set version 1 is shown in Attachment 8. 
This version’s question set mirrored Part 2 of the Code (General guidelines section), 
with no altering of the order or validation as to whether there were double up of 
questions as compared to the responsibilities sections. The intent of this section was 
to get the main framework outlined and assess then what modifications were 
required. 

 
The first draft of the Pot and Trap specific questions are attached in Attachment 9. 
This was a basic outline of the question set for this section and in later versions the 
text was added. 
 
One of the key requirements to this question set development was to ensure 
repetition of questions was minimised and that the order of questions being asked 
was a smooth flow. A significant effort was made to ensure that there was no 
‘jumping around’ with the questions. It was also recognised that fishermen would not 
be responsive to questions that were repetitive and did not flow as they were asked 

 
d)  Question set (composite document) 
 
Version 1 of the composite document is shown in Attachment 10. This was the first 
version where all three question sets have been amalgamated. 
 
As this was the first composite version, the text for the questions and validation was 
treated more quantitatively rather than qualitatively as the main objective was to get 
all the question sets under one document. Once this assessment was done, the three 
main actions from review of this question set were to: 
 

• Broadly identify any repetitive questions. 
• Identify where there were questions asking the same thing in the 

Responsibilities and the generic OSH sections. 
• Address words and phrases that may have been vague or very subjective in 

the validations, recognising that one objective is to minimise the subjectivity of 
the answers. 

• Review the hierarchy of the question set structure. 
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The second version of the composite question set is shown in Attachment 11 and the 
main changes between Version 1 and 2 were: 
 

• Reorder of some questions relating to written agreements the induction and 
on the job training requirements for the skipper to deliver to the crew was 
made specific and therefore easier to evaluate conformance during an audit. 

• Deleting repeat questions. 
• Group all PPCE items. 
• Include crew training under crew responsibilities….” 
• Include cyclones in weather  
• Reflect correct words as per WAFIC Code in pot and trap specifics.  

 
Version 3 of the composite question set is shown in Attachment 12. 
 
The main changes made from Version 2 to Version 3 were: 
 

• Recording safety and health background data on the first page  
• Inclusion of Seamanship in generic work guidelines as a standalone item due 

to its importance in operating a vessel safely. 
• Including abandon vessel and life rafts in Emergency Equipment and 

Procedures 
• Previously separate sections on skin cancer, eye damage, personal health, 

alcohol and drugs and infectious disease were all included under one heading 
– Personal Health. This was necessary to maintain the hierarchy of the 
question set and to ensure importance is placed on the subject and the 
components that make it up come under the title. 

• Under Part 2 – Generic Work Guidelines; Manual handling (Section 2.12) it 
was included in Minimising Risk as this was manual handling in general. The 
specifics of manual handling are addressed in Pot and Trap (see the following 
section). 

• Mariners deleted from Part 3 – Work Guidelines; Pot and Trap Seamanship / 
Mariners and included in the generic section and given a higher priority of 
question level. 

• Reordering of questions in Part 3 – Work Guidelines – Pot and Trap; to 
ensure similar functions were grouped together i.e. questions were re – 
ordered into pot and trap handling, and machinery and equipment. 

 
This Version (3) of the composite question set was used to conduct the first two 
audits. (There were originally another 2 audits planned in that time span, however the 
fishers had to cancel the appointment at the last moment) Further information on the 
audits is discussed below in the initial audits section. 

 
Version 4 of the composite question set is shown in Attachment 14. 
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Modifications after the first two audits were conducted. After the first two audits it was 
recognised that the question set was too confusing to work with for an owner / 
skipper, too many questions were asked more than once and the audit took longer 
than necessary. Therefore two question sets were created. One for an owner and a 
skipper and one for an owner/skipper 
 
The main changes made from Version 3 to Version 4 were: 

 
• Question reword of Part 1 Owner – Responsibilities, Question 2; to reflect  a 

hazard management system. 
• Deletion of the question relating to maintenance in  Part 1 – Skipper – 

Responsibilities – Work Systems; was deleted as it included the requirements 
in Question 1 regarding the vessel being in a seaworthy condition. 

• Text changes to the management of boots cleanliness. 
 
Version 5 of the question set is shown in Attachment 14 This version formalised the 
new additions, which were highlighted in red in Version 4. 
 
Version 6 of the question set is shown in Attachment 15. The alterations made from 
Version 5 are shown in the comments column. 
 
Modifications made to Version 6 that are currently reflected in Version 7 were; 

• Modifications to the front page to capture data if the vessel is leased, collect 
information on crew experience 

• Drop down lists for types of employment arrangements 
• A question regarding maintenance of the vessel was inserted 
• Separated question sets for owner / skipper (same person) and owner and 

skipper to reduce the size of the documents 
• Inserted question regarding chemicals and Material Safety Data Sheets 
• Inserted a separate question to determine if  the skipper and crew change the 

work system  when encountering heavy weather 
• Established the rating systems used for the safety and health background 

data- and the question set. There are two systems used, which are Yes - Part 
– No- N/A and 4 +, 3+, 2+, 1+ (these ratings are discussed in section e 
below). 

• Included fatigue management , plant guarding, plant isolation questions 
• Included a question asking about risk minimisation for man overboard and a 

rescue procedure (this was a suggestion from the Worksafe WA Commission 
meeting) 

• Reduced double up of questions as changes have been made , similar 
questions were reworked 

• Finalised the corrective actions rating scales and information collected and 
reproduced for the fisher to action 

Version 7 of the question set is shown in Attachments 16 and 17.  
Version 8 of the question set is shown in Attachments 23 and 24. This is the current 
version at the time of the finalisation of this report. 
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e) Ratings 
 
There are two types of rating scales used in the question sets: 
 
(i) First scale:  Yes Part No N/A 
 
The majority of the questions use this scale. It is designed to fulfil the audit 
requirements, and be able to discuss with the fisher where the gaps are for them. 
Any entry other than ‘yes’ will require the corrective actions to be completed and 
these actions will itemise which of the verifications was not met and should be. 
 
All verifications included in the question sets relate to clauses in the WAFIC OSH 
Code. 

Safe Plant and Substances
 

1) Are all guards, locks, and devices on plant installed? Yes Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Emergency stop mechanism for the winch 

• Winch controls marked forward and reverse 

• Rope guards on the winch 

• Pot tipper lock 

• Guards on moving parts in engine room 

• Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
‘Yes’ or full conformance: 
 
All the verification requirements are met or there are equivalent systems in place.  
 
‘Part’ or partial conformance: 
 
Only some of the verification requirements have been met. 
 
‘No’ or non-conformance rating: 
 
None of the verification requirements are met. 
 
‘N/A’ or not applicable 
 
The requirement is not applicable to the vessel. 
 
(ii)Second scale:   4+ 3-4 1-2 0 
 
This scale is used to capture data that is required for numbers only. The intent of 
these questions is to determine whether the fisher has been proactive over a number 
of years in attending industry driven safety awareness sessions. 
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3) Has the owner/ skipper attended WAFIC / WRLC pre-
season safety awareness sessions? 4 + 3-4 1-2 0 
 

Check to see how many the owner / skipper can recall. 
Check records held at WAFIC. 
If not attended any ask why not. Answer: 
 
Stage 5: Distribution & Pilot Trials 
 
a) Initial pilot audits 
 
Initial pilot audits were held in Fremantle (45 minutes south of Perth) and Ledge Point 
(1.5 hours north of Perth). Originally it was planned to do 4 audits, randomly selected 
to test the question set and the technique used by the auditor to ask the questions. 
 
No demographics were used to select the fishers to participate. As the question set 
was in a raw state this initial phase was necessary to check how the question set 
was constructed. 
 
As discussed above 4 audits were booked for Fremantle but owing to fishers not 
being available, only 2 were completed. The two fishers where the question set was 
tested were industry members that the PI had not had any contact with during 16 
years of association with WAFIC.  
 
This was ideal, as a lot of the points discussed were new to these fishers, whereas in 
the two audits conducted in Ledge Point, safety plans had been developed for their 
vessels by the PI and the level of understanding of the issues was significantly 
higher. 
 
The second 2  audits were conducted in Ledge Point. The PI has had a lot of prior 
association with the fishers that were audited, and both vessels had a safety plan.  
 
b) Second round audits 
 
20 sample audits of fishers in the owner / skipper and owner and skipper category’s 
were conducted in April – May 2009. Fishers were randomly selected from three 
regional locations and chosen for the audit if they agreed to participate. The fishers 
audited included those who had participated in the free Small Business safety advice 
program in WA through Worksafe WA.  
 
The primary objective of the sample audits conducted was to ‘test’ the question to 
evaluate the intent of the questions and the information provided in the verifications 
and look at repetitive questions. 
 
The sample audit process also allowed one to one discussions with the owner/ 
skipper, or owner and skipper and the crew to refresh their understanding of the 
requirements of the WAFIC Code. These sample audits were not designed to get 
statistically significant information, but rather to design the audit tool and test the 
software.  
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Stage 6 Upload to web 
 
a) Web site-SafetyNet  
 
The web site has two functions. One to provide information to the general public and 
interested parties. The other to provide a portal to be able to enter audit data and 
manage reports etc... Auditors have a log in and are able to access the auditing 
portal  
 
b) Public access 
 
The webpage can be accessed through www.wafic.axonit.com.au/kpmnet 

 
 
By scrolling down the home page, there is a link to “How to enter ratings and 
corrective actions.” 
 
By accessing this link, the user is taken to the next page, which has a link to the 
WAFIC Code- General section, and the WAFIC Code- Pot and Trap .By clicking 
these links, PDF copies of the documents are available. 
 
The information on the ratings used in the auditing is also outlined on this page. 
 
c) Auditors portal 
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Entering data 
 
The first step for the auditor in entering data to SafetyNet is to log on through the 
administrator Portal with a log on and password. This front page prior to log on is 
shown in b) above.  
 
The page immediately below is after log in. 
 

 
 
 
 
After logging on the auditor can access the following links 
By clicking on Procedures, the following links are seen: 
Link: How to conduct and complete the audit 
Link: How to apply the rating 
Link: Verifications / validations 
Link: Entering corrective actions 
Link: Risk assessing corrective actions 
Link: WAFIC OSH Code General Revised  
Link: WAFIC Pot and Trap 
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By clicking on online auditing, the audit logs are shown. 
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Once the data for each audit is submitted, the audit then transfers to submitted.  
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A new audit is commenced through accessing ‘not started’ 
Below is an example of the front page of the question set. The current question set is 
version 8. 
 

 
 
Under each question, there is provision for entering corrective actions. Corrective 
actions are applied for each question as required either at the time of the audit or 
after completion/.  
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The text is entered as required in the data fields below. Each corrective action is then 
automatically rated in accordance with the risk assessment matrix, which can be 
found in the guidelines section on the home page. 

 
The corrective action required is then inserted into the submitted audit. 
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The full audit and list of corrective actions can then be printed out, or if the audit is 
done via the web, the Auditee can get instantaneous results. 
 
Stage 7: Report set 
 
The report set is where the data collected can be reproduced and assessed in the 
form of pie charts or bar graphs.  
 
The first page of the charts menu is shown below. The reports are initially filtered by 
whether it is owner/ skipper or owner and skipper. The next division is by the main 
heading of the question set. For example, the results for those vessels with a safety 
management plan can be found from isolating the ticks on the menu and asking for a 
pie chart or bar graph on that question only, as shown below. 
 
Reports can be generated on any of the questions from the question set. 

 
 
Stage 8: Reporting to stake holders  
 
Industry Consultation 
 
The PI has had a long association with the WA Fishing Industry and many of the 
industry members who were part of this project. Owing to the long association, the PI 
had gained trust form the industry and did not need to establish herself as a 
trustworthy person to work on the project. This was critical as the information 
gathered in the audit when testing the system was of a sensitive nature and required 
confidentiality.  
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The WRL industry was chosen to pilot the system as access to this group was the 
easiest owing to the industry being based on day fishers, with long periods of time at 
sea not being the norm. There were also significant numbers of personnel in the 
industry available to audit. 
 
During the course of this project, the PI has attended the quarterly WAFIC safety, 
Education and Training Committee to update members on the progress of the 
project. In attendance at that meeting are the WAFIC CEO and a Board Member. 
Also in attendance is the Executive Officer – Western Rock Lobster Council. 
 
The PI had weekly telephone discussions with the WAFIC Safety, Education, and 
Training Manager regarding the project and was in regular telephone contact with 
industry members organising audit schedules. The PI was conducting audits in April 
– May and during that audit schedule was in contact with owner/skippers and crew. 
 
The PI has also attended regional Professional Fishermen’s meetings to discuss the 
project. 
 
Presentation to Worksafe WA Commission 
 
This project is of particular interest to the Worksafe WA Commission, which is the 
Government policy body for OSH in WA. Worksafe, the Commission and the 
Regulatory arm of the Worksafe Department are keen to see how well the Code has 
been taken up by industry.  
A presentation of the project development and data collected so far was provided on 
June 3 2009. The power point presentation is shown in Attachment 18: Update to 
Worksafe Commission. 
  
Just prior to the Worksafe presentation, the software system had a slight malfunction 
and data that was entered could not be retrieved. For the Worksafe Commission 
presentation, the data from all the audits was manually calculated and formatted into 
the results as shown in Attachment 19: Fishsafe Owner Skipper Results. These 
results will be discussed under Results and discussion. 
 
While the data collected was from different versions of the question set due to 
enhancements made along the way, and the sample size was small, some of the 
information available indicated positive outcomes. It was, however, reinforced to the 
Worksafe Commission members that this project was never about getting statistically 
significant results, as it was about developing the tool, and learning from the process. 
 
There were some useful suggestions from members of the Commission that have 
been / will be incorporated into the question set. The Commission were very 
impressed with the software capabilities and the ease of use with which 
instantaneous reports can be obtained. 
 
The Chair of the Commission was keen to see WAFIC continue past the pilot stage 
and obtain funding to conduct a significant number of audits in Western Rock Lobster 
with the final question set. The Commission is also very keen for WAFIC to apply for 
funding to expand the audit tool to all fisheries in WA.  
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Presentation to Ministerial Fishing Industry Advisory Committee (MFIAC) 
 
MFIAC is a Government Ministerial appointed committee overseeing safety and 
education matters concerning the fishing industry. MFIAC is comprised of 
Government representatives from DPI: Marine Safety branch, Worksafe WA and 
Department of Fisheries WA as well as industry and WAFIC. 
 
A presentation was made to MFIAC on July 8 (Attachment 20) to update members of 
the committee on the progress of all three FRDC funded projects in particular this 
project.  

Results and discussions 

1. Design and test an assessment tool to evaluate the uptake of the WAFIC 
Occupational Health and Safety Code in the Western Rock Lobster sector in 
WA 
 
Software system/ web design 
 
The software operating system was well established with the IP belonging to AXON 
IT. AXON IT had developed similar software systems for many other clients and was 
well versed in the requirements of the auditing process. 
 
Over the time of the project, AXON IT had introduced new capabilities in the system 
such as the provision for corrective actions and the ability to have a wider scope 
when deciding what reports were required. 
 
The web page designs were modelled on previous work AXON IT had implemented 
and were therefore very familiar with the type of systems required having conducted 
with both public and private sector agencies. In addition the rolling screen with the 
FRDC , WRLC and WAFIC logos was a “nice to have’ design feature.  
 
The design of the format of the main home page was contracted to graphic designers 
with the Logo – SafetyNet as the name chosen for the audit tool. Pictures were 
sourced from photo libraries and text was developed by the PI and AXON IT. 
 
Question set 
 
As discussed earlier in the report, the question set took some time to develop and 
this was critical, as the need to keep the question set reflecting a set of guidelines 
that were developed many years prior to the audit as well as delivering the outcomes 
for the project was the main objective. 
 
When developing audit questions, the specificity of the verifications was critical. The 
verifications to each answer needed to be unambiguous to achieve a consistent audit 
process and meaningful results. Due to the WAFIC OSH Code, being written by the 
PI for this project and the PI’s 16 years experience in the fishing industry the process 
of developing the verifications adapted from the WAFIC OSH Code guidelines was 
streamlined. 
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There was some overlap in the WAFIC OSH Code between Part 2 General Work 
Guidelines applicable to all fishing sectors and the Part 3 – Pot and Trap fishery 
specific guidelines. As discussed earlier, this was due to the methodology involved 
with the development of the WAFIC OSH Code. The Part 1 and Part 2 Guidelines 
were first developed in the early nineties, while the fishery specific sections were 
produced later in the mid to late nineties. 
 
During the development of the question set and the audits conducted there was 
significant repetition of similar questions due to the original structure of the Code as 
discussed above. Therefore the question set went through several versions to 
eliminate the repetition and to ensure that all aspects of one question, no matter 
where it appeared in the Code, were asked. 
 
The final set of ratings used for the background data and the question set was 
discussed throughout the project between the PI and AXON IT. The ratings needed 
to reflect a simple approach as to what data was to be collected and why. 
 
The background data number ratings as discussed previously did not alter during the 
course of the question set development. The only changes were the structure of the 
data input from a software design aspect.  
 
Audits 
 
Two rounds of audits were conducted over a 12 month period. The initial audits (2) 
demonstrated the overlaps in the question set that required alteration and confirmed 
the structure of the question set. These early audits showed the structure required for 
fluent audits was to ask the questions of the owner, then the skipper and then the 
crew covering the essential elements of the Code in the order the Code was written. 
 
During the second round of audits (20) the question set underwent several changes. 
The structure remained the same, however, some questions were combined and 
where questions wouldn’t have been clear to an auditor who was working with the 
question set for the first time, the questions were clarified. 
 
There were no barriers to obtaining industry support for the PI to conduct the audits 
for the project. This was due to the PIs strong personal involvement with the industry 
over many years. The audits were also seen as an educational process for some 
fishers who had not had the exposure to the WAFIC OSH program as others. There 
were a number of industry members who had not had the opportunity to ask 
questions regarding the WAFIC OSH program and it was seen as a good opportunity 
to do on a one to one basis. 
 
Sample results 
 
The projects objectives were not about producing meaningful results, but to design 
the audit tool and test it to a stage that it was a useable audit process. 
 
It was, however, possible to do some preliminary analysis of the information gathered 
from the audits completed. The information was manually collated and is considered 
useful to gain an initial understanding of the pilot audit outcomes. These results were 
tabled at the Worksafe Commission meeting on June 3 2009.  
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The results are shown in Attachment 6 –SafetyNet Owner Skipper (2) results 
020609. Overall, the sample audits showed that fishers have a good understanding 
of safe work practices, induction, and risk reduction.  
 
The area that fishers do not comply with is the documentation of these processes. 
Even with the Code in place for over 10 years, the basics of recording the crew 
induction was not being complied with. This was a consistent finding of the sample 
audits. Many processes existed but were not documented. 
 
These initial sample results have been provide to the WRLC for their comments and 
application. This will be discussed further under further development 
This data has been reported to the WAFIC SET committee and will be discussed with 
the WRLC and WAFIC Board. 

2. Demonstrate the benefits of such a tool to the WA Commercial 
fishing Industry for wider application throughout the state and Australia 

WAFIC Safety, Education and Training meetings 

The WAFIC Board has several sub- committees. One of those is the Safety, 
Education and Training (SET) sub-committee. This group deals with all matters 
across all sectors concerning, marine and workplace safety, industry education and 
industry training. 

The group is comprised of industry representatives and also public and private 
training groups. Government Regulators are invited to attend as required. Members 
of this committee are responsible for keeping their networks informed of the activities 
of the committee. The WAFIC CEO and also the Safety, Education and Training 
Manager (Steve Hall) is the co-coordinator of this committee and is the link to wider 
industry regarding SET matters. It was the responsibility of the WAFIC SET Manager 
to liaise with all industry sectors on this project and to assist the PI wherever 
required. 

However as of July 2009, Steve Hall has resigned from WAFIC and the process of 
maintaining the OSH function is under review. 

The PI attended these meetings to report on a range of matters concerning safety 
and health and also reported on the three FRDC funded projects. An example of a 
typical report to the quarterly meetings is shown in Attachment 21. 

Worksafe and Marine Safety consultation 

As has been discussed earlier in this report, presentations have been made to the 
WA Worksafe Commission and also the Ministerial Fishing Industry Advisory 
Committee. 

This has enabled those government groups to be informed of the progress and the 
status of all three FRDC OSH projects. 

3. Demonstrate to other states through the peak bodies, the benefits of 
the audit tool as part of the Occupational Health and Safety National 
Extension for the Australian Professional Fishing Industry 
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Network meetings 

The PI attended as many SSA network meetings as possible. At many of these 
meetings the PI was also attending for the FRDC funded National OSH extension 
2002/231. Generally an update was provided in a presentation to the network 
meeting via power point covering all three projects. An example of a presentation 
made to the SSA network meeting is shown in Attachment 22. 
 

Benefits and adoption 

The audit tool has been produced for the Western Rock Lobster industry to be able to 
begin audits of fishers across the industry. These audits will enable statistically 
significant results to be gathered to provide information to industry on where the gaps 
in the uptake of the Code exist. Both WRLC and WAFIC can then address the areas 
of need in the future. 
 
In addition, the two main government regulators – DPI -Marine Safety and 
Department of Commerce – Worksafe WA will be keen to get results of audits 
conducted over the 2009 / 10 /11 seasons. These results will be used as a measure 
on how effective the industry OSH program has been since 1992 and whether 
Worksafe and / or DPI need to intervene by establishing Codes of Practice or 
Regulations. 
 
This final report will be uploaded to the WRLC http://www.rocklobsterwa.com/ and 
WAFIC http://www.wafic.com.au/ web sites to provide information to industry and 
other interested persons. In addition the safetyNet web site link will be added to both 
web sites. 
 
This audit system is easily transferred to other fisheries as the core of the question 
set is not specific to Western Rock Lobster. Only Part 3 of the question set, which is 
Pot and Trap specific, would need reviewing to the specific requirements of another 
fishery. 
 
The tool can be incorporated in the FRDC funded National Extension OSH Industry 
Codes project. This audit tool can be adjusted by modifying the question set to suit 
each States requirements. The software system is a standard item that would not 
need adjustment. There would however be a cost to each State for accessing the 
software and this is discussed below in further development. 
 
While other States may not have the pressure of the Government Regulators 
observing the progress of the industry in self regulation, each State has similar 
documentation to WA. The FRDC is keen to see those States using the 
documentation and providing the follow up through an audit tool such as this. 
 
The additional benefits of this project are that it has given the PI an opportunity to 
showcase the information technology and to demonstrate how easy it is to transfer 
the audit tool to other sectors and other industry groups. 
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Further development 

The first stage of further development identified is the need for the WRLC to conduct 
a statistically significant number of audits on industry members using the audit tool. 
This will enable the information to be gathered on the uptake of the WAFIC OSH 
Code for both industry and Government. 
 
The next stage would be to develop the question set for all other sectors within the 
WA Professional Fishing Industry. This would enable a more comprehensive 
assessment of the industry uptake of the Code as there have been fatalities and 
serious incidents in more sectors than the Western Rock Lobster fishery. 
 
For those rock lobster industry members who are well versed in word documents and 
data entry, they could use the tool to self assess their performance. 
 
Further developments to the web site could occur, through developing training tools 
and online videos etc. to support the WAFIC OSH program and assist with industry 
members to enhance their training skills. The facility exists through the existing web 
site for the training enhancements. 
 
As discussed above in adoption, each state now has an OSH Code modeled on the 
WA version to suit their specific legislative requirements. This audit tool could be 
adapted to each states OSH guidelines and audits could be conducted of the industry 
uptake of the OSH guidelines. 
 
The three projects conducted by the PI form a suite of OSH tools that are available to 
industry across Australia. The suite includes this project as well as the OSH National 
extension which provided each sates with a set of OSH guidelines and the accident 
statistics report form and data base. 
 

Planned outcomes 

The planned outcomes were outlined in the original application. This section will now 
discuss each planned outcome and how well it has been achieved. 
 
The audit tool is a practical assessment system that can be used to audit OSH 
performance by an external person who is trained in the audit tool and the specificity 
of the question set. The audit tool has been designed to transfer a word document 
into the question set from where data can be entered via the web. Some industry 
members may use this as a self assessment tool on an annual basis. 
 
The reports generated by the data base are simple pie charts or bar graphs. They 
are easy to access and interpret from safetyNet. 
 
Through the liaison with government agencies as discussed in this report the industry 
has been able to demonstrate that it has the tools and the capacity to assist industry 
members to self regulate in the area of OSH. 
 
This audit tool has been developed to the needs of the commercial wild catch 
industry in WA and it has the capacity to be adapted to any sector in Australia. 
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This audit tool also has the capacity to be adapted to other forms of audits such as 
audits in the environmental and quality sectors. The software would remain the 
same, with the changes arising from the word documents uploaded to the web. 
Aesthetic changes would be made to any web site hosting the service to suit the 
industry or type of audit process. 
 
This audit tool as been designed to follow on for each State to be able to audit their 
industry where and when required assessing the uptake of each states OSH Code. 
 

Conclusion 

This project has achieved the objective of conducting a pilot project in the Western 
Rock Lobster industry for creating a software audit tool for assessing OSH 
compliance to the WAFIC OSH Code.  
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

WAFIC has initiated the development of a
comprehensive occupational health and safety
programme, policies and health and safety code for
the fishing industry, in accordance with the
framework of the Occupational Safety and Health Act
and the Marine Act.

This Code contains occupational health and safety responsibilities of
owners, licencees, skippers, and crew members as well as specific guidelines
for safe work practices.

This safety code has been compiled by an independent consultant, after
consultation on a regular basis with industry representatives and government
bodies.

WAFIC considered this to be a very positive step towards managing the
occupational health and safety issues confronting the fishing industry.
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LIABILITY FOR USELIABILITY FOR USELIABILITY FOR USELIABILITY FOR USELIABILITY FOR USE

The information in this Code is given in good faith and is based on the
knowledge and experience of those who contributed to the document in their
chosen field of expertise.

The Western Australian Fishing Industry Council shall not be liable for any
loss, damages or other claim in respect of or arising from any death of or
injury to or damage to property of any person which may occur while any
person conducts any fishing activities concerned with guidelines in this Code
and it is expressly stated and brought to the readers attention:

(a) this Industry Code is not a complete technical guide for fishing
operations and it should be used in conjunction with existing
company procedures; and

(b) this Industry Code is designed to assist in the process of
understanding the responsibilities of owners, licencees, skippers and
crew with regard to Occupational Health and Safety.

OVERVIEW OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACTOVERVIEW OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACTOVERVIEW OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACTOVERVIEW OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACTOVERVIEW OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT

In Western Australia, the Occupational Safety and Health Act applies
general duties to protect persons at work from hazards and to maintain safe
and healthy workplaces.

Some of the general duty provisions in the Act are qualified by the words
“so far as is practicable”.

The Duties of Employers are:
General duty:

Employers must, so far as is reasonably practicable provide and maintain a
working environment where employees are not exposed to hazards.

The General duty includes:

. Safe systems of work

. Information, instruction, training and supervision

. Consultation and cooperation

. Personal protection

. Safe plant and substances

. Reporting of accidents

The Duties of Employees are:
General Duty:

Employees must take reasonable care for their own safety and health at
work and avoid harming the safety and health of other people.

The General duty includes:

. Following health and safety instructions

. Using personal protective clothing and equipment

. Taking good care of equipment

. Reporting hazards

. Reporting work-related injuries or harm to health
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. Cooperating with employers so that employers are able to carry out
their duties under the Act.

The Duties of Employers and Self-Employed Persons

An employer or a self-employed person shall -

a) take reasonable care to ensure his own safety and health at work;
and

b) so far as is practicable, ensure that the safety or health of a person
not being his employee is not adversely affected wholly or in part
as a result of the work in which he or any of his employees is
engaged.

The Duties of Persons Who Have Control of Workplaces

(1) A person who has, to any extent, control of-

a) a workplace where persons who are not employees of that person
work or are likely to be in the course of their work; or

b) the means of access to and egress from a workplace

shall take such measures as are practicable to ensure that the workplace,
or the means of access to or egress from the workplace, as the case may
be, are such that the persons who are at the workplace or use the means of
access to and egress from the workplace are not exposed to hazards.

(2) Where a person has, by virtue of a contract or lease, an obligation
of any extent in relation to the maintenance or repair of a workplace
or the means of access to and egress from the workplace, the person
shall be treated for the purposes of subsection (1) as being a person
who has control of that workplace or that means of access or egress.

(3) A reference in this section to a person having control of any
workplace or means of access to or egress from a workplace is a
reference to a person having control of that workplace or that means
of access or egress in connection with the carrying on by that person
of a trade, business or undertaking (whether for profit or not).

OBJECTIVES OF THE CODEOBJECTIVES OF THE CODEOBJECTIVES OF THE CODEOBJECTIVES OF THE CODEOBJECTIVES OF THE CODE

This Health and Safety Code for the fishing industry has six main
     objectives:

1. To enable the Fishing Industry to self regulate occupational health
and safety in line with the legislation.

2. To promote and secure the health and safety of people at
work on fishing vessels.

3. To minimise the risk of hazards for people at work on fishing
vessels.

4. To reduce, eliminate and control hazards on fishing vessels.

5. To assist in securing safe hygienic work environments on fishing
vessels.
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6. To foster co-operation and consultation between owners, licencees,
skippers and crew members in the fishing industry.

NOTES ON TERMINOLOGYNOTES ON TERMINOLOGYNOTES ON TERMINOLOGYNOTES ON TERMINOLOGYNOTES ON TERMINOLOGY

The terminology in the Code has not been standardised rigidly, however
various phrases are used where instructions or recommendations are given
and should be interpreted as follows:-

SHALL/WILL: There are no circumstances under which this
recommendation should be ignored.

SHOULD: Normal practice would expect this to be followed but there
may be occasion to deviate from the normal practice
provided the level of risk is not increased.

ENSURE: Generally means to make sure or certain to occur.

INDUCTION: The training of all persons new to the job in that particular
workplace.

DEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITION

SHARE FISHING: A share fisherman carries on with another or others, a
business of fishing operations. A true share fishing agreement is an
agreement in respect of fishing operations and is usually evidenced by a
written contract which specifies the rights and obligations of the parties.  It is
usual for a contract to provide that the parties should share (in stated
proportions) the gross proceeds of the sale of the fish and that they each
bear a portion of the operating expenses.

THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS ARE FROM THE OCCUPATIONALTHE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS ARE FROM THE OCCUPATIONALTHE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS ARE FROM THE OCCUPATIONALTHE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS ARE FROM THE OCCUPATIONALTHE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS ARE FROM THE OCCUPATIONAL

SAFETY & HEALTH ACT 1984.SAFETY & HEALTH ACT 1984.SAFETY & HEALTH ACT 1984.SAFETY & HEALTH ACT 1984.SAFETY & HEALTH ACT 1984.

CONTRACTS (AS PER SECTION 19(4) OF THE ACT)

For the purposes of this section where, in the course of a trade or business
carried on by him, a person (in this section called the principal) engages
another person (in this section called the contractor) to carry out work for
the principal -

(a) the principal is deemed, in relation to matters over which he has
control or, but for an agreement between him and the contractor
to the contrary, would have had control, to be the employer of -

(i) the contractor; and

(ii) any person employed or engaged by the contractor
to carry out or to assist in carrying out the work;

and
(b) the persons mentioned in paragraph (a)(i) and (ii) are deemed, in

relation to those matters, to be employees of the principal.

EMPLOYER: Means –
a) a person by whom an employee is employed under a

contract of employment; and
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b) in relation to an apprentice, or industrial trainee, the
person by whom the apprentice or industrial trainee is
employed under an apprenticeship or industrial
training agreement.

EMPLOYEE: Means –
a) a person by whom work is done under a contract of

employment; or
b) an apprentice or industrial trainee.

HAZARD: In relation to a person, means anything that may result in -

a) injury to the person or
b) harm to the health of the person.

PLANT includes any machinery, equipment, appliance, implement,
or tool and any component or fitting thereof or accessory
thereto.

PRACTICABLE means reasonably practicable having regard, where the
context permits, to -

a) the severity of any potential injury or harm to health
that may be involved, and the degree of risk of it
occurring;

b) the state of knowledge about-

(i) the injury or harm to health referred to in
paragraph (a)

(ii) the risk of that injury or harm to health
occurring; and

(iii) means of removing or mitigating the risk or
mitigating the potential injury or harm to health;
and

c) the availability, suitability and cost of the means
referred to in paragraph (b) (iii)

RISK in relation to any injury or harm, means the probability of
that injury or harm occurring.

SELF-EMPLOYED
PERSON means a person who works for gain or reward otherwise

than under a contract of employment or an apprenticeship
or industrial training agreement, whether or not he employs
another person.

WORKPLACE means a place, whether or not in an aircraft, ship, vehicle,
building, or other structure, where employees or
self-employed persons work or are likely to be in the
course of their work.
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HOW TO USE THIS CODEHOW TO USE THIS CODEHOW TO USE THIS CODEHOW TO USE THIS CODEHOW TO USE THIS CODE

Who Does This Code Apply To?Who Does This Code Apply To?Who Does This Code Apply To?Who Does This Code Apply To?Who Does This Code Apply To?

This Code has application to every owner (meaning the owner of the
vessel), licencee, skipper and licensed fisherman operating in Western
Australia.

How Do I Use This Code?How Do I Use This Code?How Do I Use This Code?How Do I Use This Code?How Do I Use This Code?

There are three parts to this Code.

The first part, Sections A & B detail how requirements can be met in line
with the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and the Marine Act.  The
owner may enlist a representative to carry out the functions of the Code.

Either Section A or Section B will apply to you.  In other words, if you
operate under a Share Fishing Agreement/Joint Venture/Other refer to Section
A. If you operate under an employer/employee agreement, refer to Section B.

In many circumstances it may not be clear whether the arrangement in
which you are working comes within Section A or Section B.  This is not
assisted by the fact that the Occupational Safety and Health Act expands the
definition of employer/employee incorporating contracts and agreements.
(See the reference to Section 19(4) in definitions).  However, the main point to
consider for owners, licencees is the level of control that owner, licencee has
over the operation.

In some fisheries, the responsibilities may differ as listed in A & B.  This
will be identified in the fishery specific section with responsibilities listed in
that section.

Generally speaking, the obligations of the employer are greater than the
obligations for those operating under a Share Fishing or Joint Venture
Agreement.  Therefore, if you are not sure whether Section A or Section B of
this Code applies to you, the safest thing to do is to seek advice on your
responsibilities.

The second part, (the sections following Sections A & B containing details
concerning deck safety, emergency equipment and procedures, training,
alcohol and drugs etc), apply to all fishermen throughout Western Australia.

The third part details safe working practices for each specific fishery you
are working in.

You should refer to the appropriate Appendix when indicated in the body
of the Code.

Whether you or your company choose to operate under this Code is at your
discretion, however the advantages are that this code provides information on
how you or your company can meet your legal obligations as well as specific
guidelines that your industry believe are appropriate and practicable.
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A.SHARE FISHING AGREEMENT/JOINT VENTURE/OTHERA.SHARE FISHING AGREEMENT/JOINT VENTURE/OTHERA.SHARE FISHING AGREEMENT/JOINT VENTURE/OTHERA.SHARE FISHING AGREEMENT/JOINT VENTURE/OTHERA.SHARE FISHING AGREEMENT/JOINT VENTURE/OTHER

1.1.1.1.1. OWNER OF THE VESSELOWNER OF THE VESSELOWNER OF THE VESSELOWNER OF THE VESSELOWNER OF THE VESSEL

1.11.11.11.11.1 Work SystemsWork SystemsWork SystemsWork SystemsWork Systems

1.1.1 Shall assist the skipper to understand the requirement to keep the
vessel seaworthy and properly equipped at the commencement of
and during the season.

1.1.2 Shall assist the skipper to ensure the vessel meets all statutory
requirements as deemed by the Marine Act, Occupational Safety  &
Health Act, Fisheries Act and AQIS (e.g. life-saving appliances,
survey, radio equipment, fire appliances.)

1.1.3 Should request the skipper to ensure an appropriate procedure
exists for rectifying hazardous equipment/situations on board the
vessel. (eg. skipper rectifies hazards at sea where possible and makes
log book entries for problems that cannot be rectified immediately.)

1.1.4 Shall require the skipper to ensure a maintenance checklist system
for the vessel exists.

1.1.5 Shall ensure all agreements provide a clause determining what costs
are to be shared with regard to vessel maintenance.

1.1.6 Shall require the skipper to conduct emergency drills at the
beginning of the season and at regular intervals thereafter.

1.1.7 In accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations
1996, the owner/owner’s representative shall ensure a system exists
on board for:

(a) Identifying hazards on board the vessel that people are likely to
be exposed to.

(b) Assessing the risk of injury or harm to a person on board that
could result from each hazard.

(c) Considering the ways the risks may be reduced.

1.21.21.21.21.2 Information and trainingInformation and trainingInformation and trainingInformation and trainingInformation and training

1.2.1 Where the owner is engaging the skipper and crew directly, the
owner should formalise agreements and responsibilities with the
crew.

1.2.2 Where the skipper is engaging the crew directly, the owner should
require the skipper to formalise agreements with the skipper and
crew.

1.2.3 Shall ensure the vessel is appropriately manned for the position of
Master, Engineer (as required), Crew.

1.2.4 Shall discuss with the skipper the details in this code as part of the
owner/owner's representative-skipper induction.
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1.2.5 Should ensure the skipper is aware of any unusual vessel
characteristics and specific vessel requirements.

1.2.6 Should encourage the skipper to undergo training programmes as
appropriate.

1.31.31.31.31.3 Consultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and Cooperation

1.3.1 Should encourage the skipper to understand his/her responsibility to
consult and discuss matters relating to health and safety with all
persons on board.

1.3.2 Shall ensure that concerns raised by skippers regarding the safety of
the vessel are dealt with to the satisfaction of all parties without
prejudice.

1.41.41.41.41.4 Personal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal Protection

1.4.1 Should ensure that agreement has been reached between parties on
who will provide and maintain personal protective equipment.

1.51.51.51.51.5 Reporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of Accidents

1.5.1 Shall assist the skipper in establishing and maintaining a formalised
accident reporting system for the vessel.

1.5.2 Shall require the skipper to be aware of his/her responsibility for
accident reporting.

1.5.3 Shall ensure a system exists for the reporting of major injuries or
fatalities, as per the Occupational Safety and Health regulations and
the Marine Act.

2.2.2.2.2. SKIPPER OF THE VESSELSKIPPER OF THE VESSELSKIPPER OF THE VESSELSKIPPER OF THE VESSELSKIPPER OF THE VESSEL

2.12.12.12.12.1 Work SystemsWork SystemsWork SystemsWork SystemsWork Systems

2.1.1 Shall ensure the vessel is properly equipped and operates in a  safe
manner during fishing operations.

2.1.2 Shall assist the owner to ensure the vessel meets statutory
requirements as deemed by the Marine Act, Occupational Safety &
Health Act, Fisheries Act and AQIS.

2.1.3 Shall do all that is reasonably practicable to ensure that any
hazardous situations on board the vessel are rectified.

2.1.4 Shall do all that is reasonably practicable to ensure that the work
area layout on board the vessel does not place any person at an
increased risk.

2.1.5 Shall ensure the appropriate maintenance checklist system for the
vessel is completed.  (eg. log book entries or other means of
recording.)

2.1.6 Shall ensure emergency drills are held, at the beginning of the season
and at regular intervals thereafter.
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2.1.7 In accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations
1996, the skipper shall follow the system for the vessel for:

(a) Identifying hazards on board the vessel that people are likely to
be exposed to.

(b) Assessing the risk of injury or harm to a person on board that
could result from each hazard.

(c) Considering the ways the risks may be reduced.

2.22.22.22.22.2 Information and trainingInformation and trainingInformation and trainingInformation and trainingInformation and training

2.2.1 Where the owner is engaging the skipper and crew directly, the
skipper should ensure agreements are formalised.

2.2.2 Where the skipper is engaging the crew directly, the skipper should
formalise agreements with the crew.

2.2.3 Shall discuss with the crew where hazards exist on the vessel and
discuss safe working practices in those areas.

2.2.4 Shall ensure the on board induction is conducted for crew including
discussing the crew’s responsibilities as per this code.

2.2.5 Shall participate in the induction with the owner/owner’s
representative.

2.2.6 Shall ensure that crew members are adequately instructed and
trained on safe working procedures.

2.32.32.32.32.3 Consultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and Cooperation

2.3.1 Shall assist crew members to understand their responsibility to
discuss matters relating to health and safety as per this code.

2.3.2 Shall assist crew members to become aware of their responsibilities
concerning safety at sea as per this code.

2.3.3 Shall ensure that concerns raised by crew regarding the safety of the
vessel are considered without prejudice.

2.42.42.42.42.4 Personal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal Protection

2.4.1 Should ensure that agreement has been reached between appropriate
parties on who will provide and maintain personal protective
equipment.

2.4.2 Shall use personal protective equipment when required.

2.52.52.52.52.5 Safe Plant and SubstancesSafe Plant and SubstancesSafe Plant and SubstancesSafe Plant and SubstancesSafe Plant and Substances

2.5.1 Shall ensure as far as is reasonably practicable the vessel, machinery
and equipment are in a safe working order.

2.5.2 Shall assist the crew in maintaining the machinery and equipment on
the vessel, so that those on board are not unreasonably exposed to
hazards.
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2.62.62.62.62.6 Reporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of Accidents

2.6.1 Skipper should record all reported accidents on the vessel as per the
log book or other recording system.

2.6.2 Shall ensure that the owner is advised of accidents that are required
to be reported to Worksafe or the Department of Transport.

2.6.3 Shall ensure the reporting of accidents to the Department of
Transport as per the Marine Act Section 64 in accordance with the
appendix in this code.

2.72.72.72.72.7 General Duty to all on the VesselGeneral Duty to all on the VesselGeneral Duty to all on the VesselGeneral Duty to all on the VesselGeneral Duty to all on the Vessel

2.7.1 Shall ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that people on board
the vessel (including visitors) are not exposed to hazards.

2.7.2 Shall ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that people
embarking and disembarking the vessel are not exposed to hazards.

3.03.03.03.03.0 CREW OF THE VESSELCREW OF THE VESSELCREW OF THE VESSELCREW OF THE VESSELCREW OF THE VESSEL

3.13.13.13.13.1 Provide AssistanceProvide AssistanceProvide AssistanceProvide AssistanceProvide Assistance

3.1.1 Shall as far as is reasonably practicable assist the skipper in the
correct maintenance of the vessel, and rectifying any hazardous
situations.

3.1.2 Shall maintain a satisfactory level of cleanliness and hygiene in the
vessel at all times.

3.1.3 Shall participate in the emergency drills on board the vessel.

3.1.4 Shall engage in safe work methods on board the vessel.

3.23.23.23.23.2 Personal Protective Equipment and ClothingPersonal Protective Equipment and ClothingPersonal Protective Equipment and ClothingPersonal Protective Equipment and ClothingPersonal Protective Equipment and Clothing

3.2.1 Shall use personal protective equipment when required, or as
instructed.

3.2.2 Should ensure that agreement has been reached between appropriate
parties on who will provide and maintain personal protective
equipment.

3.33.33.33.33.3 No Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to Equipment

3.3.1 Shall not misuse or deliberately damage equipment.

3.3.2 Should only use equipment for the purposes intended in normal use,
within normal operating requirements.

3.3.3 Shall not alter machinery, unless instructed to by the skipper.
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3.43.43.43.43.4 Reporting HazardsReporting HazardsReporting HazardsReporting HazardsReporting Hazards

3.4.1 Should report to the skipper all accidents on the vessel as per the
log book or other recording system.

3.53.53.53.53.5 Report Injury or Harm to HealthReport Injury or Harm to HealthReport Injury or Harm to HealthReport Injury or Harm to HealthReport Injury or Harm to Health

3.5.1 Shall report to the skipper when affected by an injury, illness or
disease arising from work.

3.63.63.63.63.6 Cooperate with the SkipperCooperate with the SkipperCooperate with the SkipperCooperate with the SkipperCooperate with the Skipper

3.6.1 Should formalise share fishing agreements and any other
agreements.

3.6.2 Should where practicable attend industry developed and endorsed
training programmes.

3.6.3 Shall participate in the on board induction.

B. EMPLOYER–EMPLOYEE AGREEMENTB. EMPLOYER–EMPLOYEE AGREEMENTB. EMPLOYER–EMPLOYEE AGREEMENTB. EMPLOYER–EMPLOYEE AGREEMENTB. EMPLOYER–EMPLOYEE AGREEMENT

1.1.1.1.1. OWNER OWNER OWNER OWNER OWNER (Employer)(Employer)(Employer)(Employer)(Employer)

In order to clarify the Occupational Health and Safety
responsibilities each employer shall ensure that the lines of
responsibility are listed in writing.

1.11.11.11.11.1 Provide a safe system of work.Provide a safe system of work.Provide a safe system of work.Provide a safe system of work.Provide a safe system of work.

1.1.1 Shall instruct the appropriate person to ensure the vessel is
seaworthy and properly equipped at the commencement of and
during the season.

1.1.2 Shall make whatever arrangements are necessary and appropriate to
ensure the vessel meets all statutory requirements as deemed by the
Marine  Act, Occupational Safety & Health Act, Fisheries Act and AQIS.

1.1.3 Shall instruct the skipper to ensure an appropriate procedure exists
for reporting and rectifying hazardous equipment/situations on
board the vessel. (eg. skipper rectifies hazards at sea where possible
and makes log book entries for problems that cannot be rectified
immediately).

1.1.4 Shall instruct the appropriate person to ensure the work area layout
on board the vessel is such that as far as practicable hazards are
reduced, and any person on board is not at increased risk.

1.1.5 Shall instruct the skipper to conduct emergency drills at the
beginning of the season and at regular intervals thereafter.

1.1.6 Shall ensure that procedures are in place to satisfactorily address
vessel maintenance.
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1.1.7 In accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations
1996, the owner/owner's representative shall ensure a system exists
on board for:

(a) Identifying hazards on board the vessel that people are likely to
be exposed to.

(b) Assessing the risk of injury or harm to a person on board that
could result from each hazard.

(c) Considering the ways the risks may be reduced.

1.21.21.21.21.2 Provide information, instruction, training andProvide information, instruction, training andProvide information, instruction, training andProvide information, instruction, training andProvide information, instruction, training and

supervisionsupervisionsupervisionsupervisionsupervision

1.2.1 Where the owner is engaging the skipper and crew the owner should
ensure that written employment contracts are put in place for all
employees.

1.2.2 Where the skipper is engaging the crew directly, the owner should
require the skipper to formalise written employment contracts with
the crew.

1.2.3 Shall ensure the vessel  is appropriately manned for the position of
Master, Engineer (as required), Crew.

1.2.4 Shall ensure the skipper/crew are aware of the details in this code as
part of the skipper/crew induction.

1.2.5 Shall ensure the skipper is aware of any unusual vessel
characteristics and specific vessel requirements.  Where appropriate
the owner should instruct the skipper to discuss these requirements
with the crew.

1.2.6 Should encourage the skipper and crew to undergo training
programmes as appropriate.

1.2.7 Shall ensure the skipper understands that he/she is responsible  for
the on board crew induction.

1.31.31.31.31.3 Consultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and Cooperation

1.3.1 Shall ensure the skipper understands the responsibility to consult
and discuss matters relating to health and safety with all persons on
board.

1.3.2 Shall ensure the skipper is aware of his/her responsibilities
concerning safety at sea.

1.3.3 Shall ensure that concerns raised by skippers regarding the safety of
the vessel are dealt with to the satisfaction of all parties without
prejudice.

1.41.41.41.41.4 Personal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal Protection

1.4.1 Should ensure employment contracts contain the responsibility
for provision and maintenance of personal protective equipment.
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1.51.51.51.51.5 Safe Plant and SubstancesSafe Plant and SubstancesSafe Plant and SubstancesSafe Plant and SubstancesSafe Plant and Substances

1.5.1 Shall ensure where practicable that the vessel, machinery and
equipment are in a safe working order.

1.61.61.61.61.6 Reporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of Accidents

1.6.1 Shall ensure a formalised accident reporting system exists on each
vessel.

1.6.2 Shall ensure the skipper is aware of his/her responsibility with
accident reporting.

1.6.3 Shall ensure a system exists for the legal reporting of accidents as
per the Occupational Safety & Health Act and Regulations and Marine
Act requirements. See Appendix in this code.

2.2.2.2.2. SKIPPER OF THE VESSELSKIPPER OF THE VESSELSKIPPER OF THE VESSELSKIPPER OF THE VESSELSKIPPER OF THE VESSEL

2.12.12.12.12.1 Provide a Safe System of WorkProvide a Safe System of WorkProvide a Safe System of WorkProvide a Safe System of WorkProvide a Safe System of Work

2.1.1 Shall as far as practicable ensure the vessel is properly equipped and
operated in a safe manner during fishing operations.

2.1.2 Shall ensure the vessel meets statutory requirements as deemed by
the Marine Act, Occupational Safety & Health Act, Fisheries and AQIS,
while at sea.

2.1.3 Shall do what is reasonably practicable to ensure that hazardous
situations on board are rectified.

2.1.4 Shall ensure the appropriate maintenance checklist system for the
vessel is completed.  eg. log book entries or other means of
recording.

2.1.5 Shall ensure emergency drills are held  at the beginning of the
season and at regular intervals thereafter.

2.1.6 Shall do all that is reasonably practicable to ensure the work area
layout on the vessel does not place any person at an increased risk
of an accident.

2.1.7 Shall ensure  where practicable that the vessel, machinery and
equipment are in a safe working order.

2.1.8 In accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations
1996, the skipper shall follow the system for the vessel for:

(a) Identifying hazards on board the vessel that people are likely
to be exposed to.

(b) Assessing the risk of injury or harm to a person on board that
could result from each hazard.

(c) Considering the ways the risks may be reduced.
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2.22.22.22.22.2 Provide Information, Instruction, Training andProvide Information, Instruction, Training andProvide Information, Instruction, Training andProvide Information, Instruction, Training andProvide Information, Instruction, Training and

SupervisionSupervisionSupervisionSupervisionSupervision

2.2.1 Where the skipper is engaging the crew directly, the skipper should
formalise agreements with the crew.

2.2.2 Shall as far as is reasonably practicable ensure that crew members
have been adequately instructed, and trained on safe working
procedures.

2.2.3 Shall ensure the on board induction for crew, including discussing
the crews responsibilities as per this code, has been conducted.

2.2.4 Shall as far as is reasonably practicable provide a level of supervision
of crew as required depending on the skills and experience of each
crew member.

2.2.5 Shall as far as is reasonably practicable, ensure the crew are aware of
where hazards exist on the vessel and instruction given on safe
working practices in those areas to crew.

2.2.6 Shall assist the crew to maintain the machinery and equipment on
board the vessel.

2.2.7 Shall participate in the induction with the owner/owner’s representative.

2.32.32.32.32.3 Consultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and CooperationConsultation and Cooperation

2.3.1 Shall allow crew on board to discuss issues concerning crew and
vessel health and safety.

2.3.2 Shall ensure that concerns raised by crew regarding the safety of the
vessel are considered without prejudice.

2.3.3 Shall assist crew members to become aware of their responsibilities,
concerning safety at sea.

2.42.42.42.42.4 Personal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal ProtectionPersonal Protection

2.4.1 Shall ensure that wherever required, personal protective equipment
is used and maintained.

2.52.52.52.52.5 Reporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of AccidentsReporting of Accidents

2.5.1 Skipper should record all reported accidents on the vessel as per the
log book or other recording system.

2.5.2 Shall ensure the owner is advised of accidents that are required to be
reported to Worksafe and the Department of Transport.

2.62.62.62.62.6 HygieneHygieneHygieneHygieneHygiene

2.6.1 Shall ensure a satisfactory level of cleanliness and hygiene is
maintained on the vessel.
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2.72.72.72.72.7 No Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to Equipment

2.7.1 Shall ensure as far as is practicable no misuse or deliberate
damaging of equipment (including emergency equipment) occurs.

2.7.2 Shall ensure that equipment is used only for the purposes intended,
within normal operating requirements.

2.82.82.82.82.8 Injury or Harm to HealthInjury or Harm to HealthInjury or Harm to HealthInjury or Harm to HealthInjury or Harm to Health

2.8.1 Shall do all that is reasonably practicable to assist, where a crew
member is affected by an injury, illness or disease arising from work.

2.92.92.92.92.9 General duty to all on the VesselGeneral duty to all on the VesselGeneral duty to all on the VesselGeneral duty to all on the VesselGeneral duty to all on the Vessel

2.9.1 Shall ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that people on board
the vessel (including visitors) are not exposed to hazards.

2.9.2 Shall ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that people
embarking and disembarking the vessel are not exposed to hazards.

3.03.03.03.03.0 CREW OF THE VESSEL CREW OF THE VESSEL CREW OF THE VESSEL CREW OF THE VESSEL CREW OF THE VESSEL (Employees)(Employees)(Employees)(Employees)(Employees)

3.13.13.13.13.1 Follow InstructionsFollow InstructionsFollow InstructionsFollow InstructionsFollow Instructions

3.1.1 Shall follow the skipper’s instructions on correct maintenance of
the vessel.

3.1.2 Shall maintain a satisfactory level of cleanliness and hygiene in the
vessel at all times.

3.1.3 Shall participate in all appropriate training provided  on board the
vessel (e.g. including emergency drills).

3.1.4 Shall follow instructions on safe work methods.

3.23.23.23.23.2 Personal Protective Equipment and ClothingPersonal Protective Equipment and ClothingPersonal Protective Equipment and ClothingPersonal Protective Equipment and ClothingPersonal Protective Equipment and Clothing

3.2.1 Shall use personal protective equipment when required, and/or as
instructed.

3.2.2 Shall maintain all personal protective equipment as per the
employment contract.

3.33.33.33.33.3 No Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to EquipmentNo Misuse or Damage to Equipment

3.3.1 Shall not misuse or deliberately damage equipment (including
emergency equipment).

3.3.2 Should use equipment for the purposes intended as normal use,
within normal operating requirements.

3.3.3 Should not alter machinery (ie. removal of guarding), unless
instructed to by the skipper.
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3.43.43.43.43.4 Reporting HazardsReporting HazardsReporting HazardsReporting HazardsReporting Hazards

3.4.1 Shall follow instructions for rectifying hazards on the vessel.

3.4.2 Shall report a hazard that he/she notices.

3.53.53.53.53.5 Report Injury or Harm to HealthReport Injury or Harm to HealthReport Injury or Harm to HealthReport Injury or Harm to HealthReport Injury or Harm to Health

3.5.1 Shall report to the skipper when a crew member is affected by an
injury, illness or disease that could affect their capacity to work
safely.

3.63.63.63.63.6 CooperateCooperateCooperateCooperateCooperate

3.6.1 Shall ensure all employment contracts with the owner and or skipper
are agreed in writing.

3.6.2 Should cooperate with the skipper in maintaining where necessary
and improving the health and safety on board the vessel.

3.6.3 Should where practicable attend industry developed and endorsed
training programmes.

3.6.4 Shall attend the on board induction.
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1.01.01.01.01.0 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURESEMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURESEMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURESEMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURESEMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

1.11.11.11.11.1 GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral

1.1.1 Each vessel will have the correct emergency equipment provided
and readily available at all times, as per the
Department for Planning and Infrastructure equipment
list (Appendix 1).

1.1.2 Crew members will be adequately trained in emergency
procedures, either by video, booklets, direct
instruction. The details will be documented.

1.1.3 Appropriate signs/stickers should be displayed on
board, identifying the location of the emergency
equipment.

1.21.21.21.21.2 Fire fightingFire fightingFire fightingFire fightingFire fighting

1.2.1 Fire fighting equipment must be kept in its proper
location and correctly maintained.

1.2.2 Good fire prevention procedures must be in place on
board.

1.2.3 The correct extinguisher must be used at all times.

1.31.31.31.31.3 Abandon Vessel, Survival and RescueAbandon Vessel, Survival and RescueAbandon Vessel, Survival and RescueAbandon Vessel, Survival and RescueAbandon Vessel, Survival and Rescue

1.3.1 Survival raft (where required)

- Life rafts will be fitted in a place for easy access
and deployment

- No life raft of any kind will be fastened down
- Life rafts will be fitted with a hydrostatic release,

be able to float freely, or be fitted to an approved
launching device

- Where awnings are installed on deck the life raft
will be positioned above the awning

1.3.2 Each vessel will conduct regular emergency drills, with new crew
members and existing crew members at the beginning of the season
and at regular intervals thereafter.  The details of the drills will be
documented.

1.3.3 Emergency drills required by the Western Australian Marine Act are:

- fire fighting procedures
- launching lift rafts
- collision procedures

1.3.4 Emergency drills recommended by industry are:

- man overboard
- life jackets
- abandon vessel
- confined spaces rescue procedure
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1.3.5 Any additional EPIRBs carried on a vessel should be in an easily
accessible place.

2.02.02.02.02.0 HEARING CONSERVATIONHEARING CONSERVATIONHEARING CONSERVATIONHEARING CONSERVATIONHEARING CONSERVATION

2.1 Any person entering the engine room (whilst machinery is running)
will wear approved hearing protection.

2.2 All persons will be given instruction on the correct fitting of ear
protection.

2.3 All machinery in the engine room shall be regularly maintained to
ensure noise levels emitted are minimised.

3.03.03.03.03.0 ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS (also see updates)ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS (also see updates)ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS (also see updates)ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS (also see updates)ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS (also see updates)

3.1 No drugs, other than prescription medicines and first aid items will
be carried or used on board any fishing vessels.

3.2 When a member of the crew is likely to be an increased risk to safety,
due to alcohol or other drugs, that crew member can be refused
entry to the vessel.

3.3 No crew member will arrive for work, or in the course of their work
be under the influence of any alcohol or drug substance so as to
affect their ability to work in a safe manner.

3.4 When in the opinion of the skipper a crew member is an increased
risk to safety while at sea, the skipper should remove that person
from the fishing process until that crew member is able to work
without increased risk to safety.

3.5 Refusal of entry onto the vessel must be based on the assessment of
that crew member’s ability to do the job he/she has been engaged to
do.

4.04.04.04.04.0 TRAINING REQUIREMENTSTRAINING REQUIREMENTSTRAINING REQUIREMENTSTRAINING REQUIREMENTSTRAINING REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Specific short courses dealing with selected health and safety topics
may be developed by industry and made available to industry.

5.05.05.05.05.0 WEATHER CONDITIONSWEATHER CONDITIONSWEATHER CONDITIONSWEATHER CONDITIONSWEATHER CONDITIONS

5.1 The skipper should ensure that the safety of the crew be considered
at all times when encountering inclement weather conditions.

5.2 For any vessel operating in areas where cyclones are expected, the
skipper and the owner must have a cyclone contingency plan for the
vessel.

6.06.06.06.06.0 VESSEL MODIFICATIONVESSEL MODIFICATIONVESSEL MODIFICATIONVESSEL MODIFICATIONVESSEL MODIFICATION

6.1 Whenever vessel modification is carried out, the safety and health
requirements both in this code and other requirements as they arise
will be considered.
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7.07.07.07.07.0 CLOTHING AND FOOTWEARCLOTHING AND FOOTWEARCLOTHING AND FOOTWEARCLOTHING AND FOOTWEARCLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR

7.1 The ideal clothing requirements should be:
- light weight boots and/or boots one size too big
- heavy duty rubber gloves
- sun visor/hats where required
- sunscreen where required
- light weight clothing
- apron with a quick release mechanism

7.2 Appropriate clothing and footwear should be worn when working in
the vicinity of machinery on deck, i.e: close fitting, no toggles, ties or
torn edges.

8.08.08.08.08.0 PORT SAFETY COMMITTEESPORT SAFETY COMMITTEESPORT SAFETY COMMITTEESPORT SAFETY COMMITTEESPORT SAFETY COMMITTEES

8.1 Where Health and Safety Committees are established in regional
locations, the following are guidelines:

8.2 The Committee should be comprised of:

- Independent chairperson where appropriate.
- Vessel owners, skippers and crew for each sector of the fishing

industry operating out of the port.
- 1 Fisheries Department representative.
- 1 Department of Transport representative.
- Shore based personnel as appropriate.

8.3 The Committee should include the following in the terms of reference:

- Consider any proposed changes to the Occupational Safety and
Health Code section for the relevant fishing sector.

- Consider an agreed approach to specific issues e.g: working at
heights.

- Monitor the effectiveness of the Code within the various
fisheries.

- Evaluate how special programs can be introduced into each
sector.

- Consider guidelines that affect the commercial fishing industry
and the impact on the fisheries in the port locations.
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9.09.09.09.09.0 ACCIDENT REPORTINGACCIDENT REPORTINGACCIDENT REPORTINGACCIDENT REPORTINGACCIDENT REPORTING

9.1 Owners and skippers shall ensure that legislative requirements for
accident reporting are met.

9.2 Reporting procedures shall be as listed in:
Appendix 3 - Occupational Safety and Health Act and

Regulations
Appendix 4 - Marine Act

The Department of Transport require reporting of accidents
immediately by phone or other means and completion of the Marine
Accident Report within 24 hours of the event.

10.10.10.10.10. INFECTIOUS DISEASESINFECTIOUS DISEASESINFECTIOUS DISEASESINFECTIOUS DISEASESINFECTIOUS DISEASES

10.1 Always wash hands after working and before eating or smoking.

10.2 Cover cuts and sores with waterproof dressings and / or bandages
before working.

10.3 If there is an accident where a cut is suffered, immediately wash the
cut (soap and water and / or antiseptic) and then cover it with
a dressing or bandage.

10.4 If a cut has been caused by an object which may have human blood,
body fluids or tissues on it, seek first aid advice.

10.5 Gloves should be worn when handling product and bait.

10.6 Hand washing after administration of first aid is essential.

10.7 Personal items such as razors and toothbrushes must not be shared.

11.011.011.011.011.0 SKIN CANCER/EYE DAMAGE PREVENTIONSKIN CANCER/EYE DAMAGE PREVENTIONSKIN CANCER/EYE DAMAGE PREVENTIONSKIN CANCER/EYE DAMAGE PREVENTIONSKIN CANCER/EYE DAMAGE PREVENTION

(also see updates)(also see updates)(also see updates)(also see updates)(also see updates)

11.1 Wear a broad brimmed hat or cap with a flap.

11.2 Wear a shirt with sleeves to ensure protection of the back, shoulders
and arms.

11.3 Use a 30+ broad spectrum sunscreen – layer sunscreen on, don’t
rub in.

11.4 Where possible wear sunglasses with an eye protection factor 10,
polaroid glarefoil lenses with 99.9% glare reduction.

12.012.012.012.012.0 DANGEROUS SPECIESDANGEROUS SPECIESDANGEROUS SPECIESDANGEROUS SPECIESDANGEROUS SPECIES

12.1 All fishermen should be aware of the fish species that can cause
injury or illness.

12.2 The skipper will instruct crew in the correct handling procedures for
poisonous / dangerous species.
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12.3 Appropriate protective equipment shall be worn when
handling / sorting catch.

12.4 Adequate first aid information on the treatment of injuries caused by
dangerous species will be available on board the vessel.

12.5 Information on identification, prevention and treatment concerning
dangerous species can be obtained by phoning 13 11 26.

13.013.013.013.013.0 GENERALGENERALGENERALGENERALGENERAL

13.1 Crew members should be able to move safely on board the vessel in
order to complete tasks, and walk areas should be kept free of
obstructions.

13.2 Skippers shall ensure where practicable that for areas under their
control, there is a safe means of access to and egress from the
workplace and those areas of access and egress are kept free of
obstructions.

13.3 Where there is an area on board the vessel where there is a hazard
that may not be readily apparent, the skipper shall ensure that a sign
exists for that area to inform crew.

13.4 The owner shall ensure that the deck area of the vessel has a slip
resistant surface and is as far as practicable free from any
obstruction that may cause a person to fall.

13.5 No escape hatches are to be locked.

13.6 Whilst the vessel is unmanned, the escape hatch may be secured (not
locked) internally.

13.7 The master shall ensure the escape hatch is unsecured whilst the
vessel is manned.

13.8 All sea going vessels under construction shall be fitted with an
anchor light.

13.9 One year from the date of the next equipment survey, all existing
vessels shall be fitted with an anchor light (as at June 1997).

13.10 The anchor light is to be clearly visible in a 360 degree arc, and is to
have an individual switch.

13.11 Where there is an unavoidable obstruction (for example a radar
scanner) a second light may be fitted to provide a full 360 degree
vision.
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14.014.014.014.014.0 MANUAL HANDLING (also see updates)MANUAL HANDLING (also see updates)MANUAL HANDLING (also see updates)MANUAL HANDLING (also see updates)MANUAL HANDLING (also see updates)

Definition: manual handling is any activity where a person exerts a force to
lift, lower, carry, push, pull, move or restrain any object.  Manual handling
activities include lifting, pushing, pulling, holding, grasping, throwing and
carrying.

14.1 The Skipper shall ensure that manual handing tasks are assessed in
the course of normal operations.

14.2 Assessment of manual handling tasks must consider the following
factors:

· do crew have to overreach or reach above shoulder height?
· do crew have to twist while lifting?
· does the object require an awkward grip?
· is it a sharp edge object?
· is the task very repetitive?
· is the task done over a long period of time?
· what is the weight of the object?
· is the lifting in a confined space?
· do the crew have to carry the load over a long distance?

14.3 Methods for reducing the risk of manual handling tasks

· redesign the task considering how and where the job is done,
· assess whether mechanical lifting equipment is necessary,
· crew training.

APPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIX

1. Department of Transport Equipment List
2. Cyclone Contingency Plan Guidelines
3. Occupational Safety & Health Regulations – Accident Reporting
4. Marine Act – Accident Reporting
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APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2

CYCLONE GUIDELINESCYCLONE GUIDELINESCYCLONE GUIDELINESCYCLONE GUIDELINESCYCLONE GUIDELINES

CYCLONE CONTINGENCY PLAN GUIDELINES FORCYCLONE CONTINGENCY PLAN GUIDELINES FORCYCLONE CONTINGENCY PLAN GUIDELINES FORCYCLONE CONTINGENCY PLAN GUIDELINES FORCYCLONE CONTINGENCY PLAN GUIDELINES FOR

COMMERCIAL FISHING VESSELS IN WESTERN AUSTRALIACOMMERCIAL FISHING VESSELS IN WESTERN AUSTRALIACOMMERCIAL FISHING VESSELS IN WESTERN AUSTRALIACOMMERCIAL FISHING VESSELS IN WESTERN AUSTRALIACOMMERCIAL FISHING VESSELS IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

TERMS OF REFERENCETERMS OF REFERENCETERMS OF REFERENCETERMS OF REFERENCETERMS OF REFERENCE

This document is designed to provide all owners, skippers and crew with
guidance in developing a cyclone contingency plan for each of their own
company vessels.

It is expected that individual owners and companies will establish a
specific cyclone contingency plan (for action to be taken in case of a cyclone)
for every vessel they own or manage.

These guidelines include two reference sources from the Bureau of
Meteorology.  These references are – Marine Weather Services and Tropical
Cyclones.

When company or vessel cyclone contingency plans are completed they
should be included in both shore bases and on board vessel documentation.

These guidelines make the assumption that the skipper of the vessel has
had adequate training in vessel operation in cyclone conditions, and also has
a sound understanding of the nature of cyclone activity.

OUTLINE OF A CYCLONE PLANOUTLINE OF A CYCLONE PLANOUTLINE OF A CYCLONE PLANOUTLINE OF A CYCLONE PLANOUTLINE OF A CYCLONE PLAN

A cyclone plan for each company or vessel should contain the following:

· company policy and responsibilities of owners, skippers and crew
· technical information regarding:

· tropical cyclone classification
· marine warning technology
· marine forecasts

· forecast and warning delivery system
· list of anchorages and shelter areas and information on using these

areas
· shore based liaison and contact details
· crew training for cyclone procedures
· further information

COMPANY POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITIESCOMPANY POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITIESCOMPANY POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITIESCOMPANY POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITIESCOMPANY POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITIES

POLICY (example only)

The official cyclone season extends from November through to April,
however cyclones can occur at any time.  Cyclones are experienced more on
the northwest coast of Western Australia which is one of the most cyclone
prone coasts anywhere in the world.
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As fishing operations are carried out in these areas it is essential that all
skippers, crew and associated personnel are provided with information regarding
cyclones in order to manage conditions accordingly.

Therefore, this company has developed this cyclone contingency plan to
ensure that all parties are fully informed.  It is essential that safe working
procedures are adopted to ensure the safety of the skipper and crew and
minimal risk to the vessel is maintained.

The purpose of this policy and plan is to ensure that all skippers, crew and
other company staff are aware of their responsibilities and the procedures to
follow in the event of a cyclone developing.

Nothing in this plan will override the authority of a master, or interfere
with his independent discretion.

RESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIES

Company/OwnerCompany/OwnerCompany/OwnerCompany/OwnerCompany/Owner

1. The company/owner shall ensure the skipper trains the crew of each
vessel in cyclone response procedures.

2. The company/owner shall ensure that each vessel has a copy of the
company cyclone contingency plan and the relevant harbour plan or
plan for selected areas of shelter on board and at company shore based
offices.

3. The company/owner shall ensure that the skipper and crew of each
vessel are aware of the contents and procedures contained within the
cyclone contingency plan.

4. The company/owner shall instruct the skipper to conduct cyclone
training drills for all crew.

5. The company/owner shall ensure that each vessel has the Bureau of
Meteorology cyclone plotting map/chart.

6. The company/owner is encouraged to provide devices on board the
vessel to maximize access to information.

7. The company/owner shall ensure that appropriate shelter areas for the
region being fished are discussed with the skipper prior to departure
from port.

SkipperSkipperSkipperSkipperSkipper

1. The skippers shall ensure they are familiar with the requirements of
the company cyclone contingency plan and ensure that all crew on
board the vessel have been fully trained in vessel procedures.

2. The skipper shall ensure they are familiar with the relevant harbour
plan for the area being fished and that all crew members are aware of
the plan and its requirements.

3. The skipper shall ensure that all the requirements in this plan are
followed to minimise risk to the vessel and crew.

4. The skipper shall discuss with the owner/owner's representative/
company, areas of appropriate shelter in accordance with the area
being fished, prior to departure.

5. The skipper shall ensure that all relevant navigational charts are on
board.

6. The skipper shall continually obtain the most current meteorological
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information about a cyclone and plot the predicted and actual track of a
cyclone into the charts.

7. The skipper shall ensure that regional radio broadcasts are monitored
at least daily, preferably twice daily during the cyclone season in order
to obtain early warning of a cyclone watch.

8. Where the company has a designated shore base, the skipper shall
ensure constant radio contact with the base to receive up to date
information.

9. Where the company has a designated shore base, the skipper shall
discuss action to take with regard to impending impact from the
cyclone.

10. The skipper shall ensure that at all times the following are maintained:
· good quality calibrated barometer
· radio equipment, radar and echo sounder in good working order
· bilges are clean and all pumps are in good working order
· oil and fuel filters for main engines and generators are clean and

secure with sufficient spares on board
11. Every safety precaution shall be taken to seek shelter or leave the path

of the cyclone, in time to ensure the safety of the crew and the vessel,
taking into particular account the information obtained from ‘6’ above
and the other points made above.

CrewCrewCrewCrewCrew

1. The crew shall ensure they are familiar with the requirements of the
company cyclone contingency plan.

2. The crew shall ensure they are familiar with the relevant harbour plan
for the area being fished.

3. The crew shall ensure they understand the requirements of these plans
and the specific vessel procedures.

4. The crew shall participate in any training drills conducted on the vessel
for cyclone procedures.

5. The crew shall follow instructions given by the skipper, or the second in
charge, in action to take for a cyclone.

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONTECHNICAL INFORMATIONTECHNICAL INFORMATIONTECHNICAL INFORMATIONTECHNICAL INFORMATION

Tropical Cyclone Classification
Descriptive material provided in attachment 1.

Marine Warning Terminology
Descriptive material found in attachments 1 and 2.

Marine Forecasts
Descriptive material found in attachments 1 and 2.

Forecast and Warning Delivery System
Descriptive material found in attachments 1 and 2.
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LIST OF ANCHORAGES OR SHELTER AREASLIST OF ANCHORAGES OR SHELTER AREASLIST OF ANCHORAGES OR SHELTER AREASLIST OF ANCHORAGES OR SHELTER AREASLIST OF ANCHORAGES OR SHELTER AREAS

N.B.N.B.N.B.N.B.N.B.

Shelter may be found in a variety of anchorages and will vary in quality
and appropriateness depending on the vessel, weather conditions, vessels in
company, characteristics of anchorage.  No anchorage or harbour can be safe
for all vessels in all circumstances.  Skippers and/or shore based personnel
must exercise judgement in selecting anchorages for the circumstances with
which they are presented and in consideration for minimising risk to the crew
and vessel.

Guideline 1Guideline 1Guideline 1Guideline 1Guideline 1

For each fishery in which vessels are operating, prior to commencing
fishing operations the owner and skipper must establish the appropriate
shelter areas available to them.  Appropriate shelter areas can include further
out to sea, anchorage in a sheltered area, cyclone mooring or a berth in a
harbour.

Guideline 2Guideline 2Guideline 2Guideline 2Guideline 2

All crew should be placed in the most appropriate place for safety.  There
may be times that dependent on where the vessel is located that it is safer to
remain on the vessel in shelter.

Guideline 3Guideline 3Guideline 3Guideline 3Guideline 3

The Department of Transport should be contacted for available
information regarding shelter areas, prior to departure.

Guideline 4Guideline 4Guideline 4Guideline 4Guideline 4

Where there are cyclone contingency plans for a harbour within the fishery
that vessels are operating in, the skipper must make themselves aware of the
plans and the procedures in those plans.  The skipper must also ensure
liaison takes place with the designated harbour coordinators.

Guideline 5Guideline 5Guideline 5Guideline 5Guideline 5

Where there are no cyclone contingency plans for a harbour within the
fishery that vessels are operating in, the skipper must ensure they are
familiar with access and egress to the harbour and any navigational
requirements.

SPECIFIC VESSEL ACTIONSPECIFIC VESSEL ACTIONSPECIFIC VESSEL ACTIONSPECIFIC VESSEL ACTIONSPECIFIC VESSEL ACTION

This is dependent on the distance from the cyclone, the distance from the
most appropriate shelter and the distance travelled within the fishery and the
location of the vessel when the initial warnings are given.

Vessel procedures should include the following:

· Muster all crew and review the vessel’s safety procedures for cyclones
· Ensure booms, equipment and assorted gear are well secure, mooring
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lines and nets stowed wherever possible below deck and/or in the
lowest part of the vessel.

· Ensure scuppers are clear and are not able to be blocked by loose gear
moving around the deck

· Secure all hatches ports and doors without padlocking
· Check that life rafts, buoys, radio beacons and other safety equipment

is secure
· Adequate supply of torches are available
· Make the vessel as water tight as possible.  Have rags or dry towels

available to prevent water reaching electrical equipment
· Remove all awnings
· Secure catch freezer holds
· Tank configuration adjusted for optimum stability
· Supplies of food and water on hand

SHORE BASED LIAISONSHORE BASED LIAISONSHORE BASED LIAISONSHORE BASED LIAISONSHORE BASED LIAISON

Where possible owners and companies should establish shore base
stations or liaison.  This may be the fleetmaster or the local harbour
coordinator to coordinate procedures for access into harbours.

CREW TRAININGCREW TRAININGCREW TRAININGCREW TRAININGCREW TRAINING

Company plans must reflect the areas in which crew require training
regarding cyclone procedures.  These requirements will include the following:

· clear understanding of the vessel’s cyclone plan and the relevant
harbour plan/s

· clear understanding of the specific vessel procedures in activating the
vessel cyclone plan

· emergency drill procedures such as life jackets, life rafts, EPIRBS, flares,
first aid kits

FURTHER INFORMATIONFURTHER INFORMATIONFURTHER INFORMATIONFURTHER INFORMATIONFURTHER INFORMATION

The cyclone contingency plan should include any reference material or
texts to provide the skipper and crew with as much information as possible
in order to manage the situation.
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LIABILITY FOR USELIABILITY FOR USELIABILITY FOR USELIABILITY FOR USELIABILITY FOR USE

The information in these guidelines is given in good faith and is based
on the knowledge and experience of those who contributed to the
document in their chosen field of expertise.

The Western Australian Fishing Industry Council shall not be liable for
any loss, damages or other claim in respect of or arising from any death of
or injury to or damage to property of any person which may occur while
any person conducts any fishing activities using these guidelines.  This is
expressly stated and brought to the readers attention:

(a) these guidelines are not a complete technical guide for
managing vessels or procedures in cyclone conditions and it
should be used in conjunction with existing company
procedures;
and

(b) these guidelines should be used to assist in the process of an
individual company developing its own contingency plan for
the company or vessels.
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POSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLY
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POSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLY
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POSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLY
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POSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLYPOSITIONAL ONLY
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APPENDIX 3APPENDIX 3APPENDIX 3APPENDIX 3APPENDIX 3

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REGULATIONS 1996OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REGULATIONS 1996OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REGULATIONS 1996OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REGULATIONS 1996OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REGULATIONS 1996

NOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN INJURIESNOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN INJURIESNOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN INJURIESNOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN INJURIESNOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN INJURIES

2.4 (1) For the purpose of section 19(3) of the Act, the kinds of injury
incurred by an employee to be notified by an employer to the
Commissioner are –

(a) a fracture of the skull, spine or pelvis;
(b) a fracture of any bone –

(i) in the arm, other than in the wrists or hand;
(ii) in the leg, other than a bone in the ankle or foot;

(c) an amputation of an arm, a hand, finger, finger joint, leg, foot, toe
or toe joint;

(d) the loss of sight of an eye;
(e) any injury other than an injury of a kind referred to in paragraphs

(a) to (d) which, in the opinion of a medical practitioner, is likely
to prevent the employee from being able to work within 10 days
of the day on which the injury occurred.

(2) Notification of an injury to which section 19(3) of the Act applies
is to be made –

(a) in the form of Form 1 in Schedule 2; or
(b) by telephone

(3) The prescribed particulars for the purposes of the notification of
an injury to which section 19(3) of the Act applies are –

(a) name and business address of the employer;
(b) name, sex and occupation of the employee;
(c) address of the place at which the injury was incurred;
(d) date and time the injury was incurred;
(e) brief description of how the injury was incurred and the type of

machine or equipment, if any, involved;
(f) nature of the injury or, where applicable, report of death; and
(g) the place to which the employee has been taken

NOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN DISEASESNOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN DISEASESNOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN DISEASESNOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN DISEASESNOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 19 OF CERTAIN DISEASES

2.5 (1) For the purposes of section 19(3) of the Act, the kinds of disease
affecting an employee to be notified by an employer to the Commissioner are
the diseases set out in column 1 of the Table to this regulation that have been
contracted in the course of the kind of work set out opposite that disease in
column 2 of the Table.
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TableTableTableTableTable

DiseaseDiseaseDiseaseDiseaseDisease WorkWorkWorkWorkWork

1. Infectious diseases:

tuberculosis Work involving exposure to human blood
viral hepatitis products, body secretions, excretions or
legionnaires’ disease other material which may be a source of
HIV infection

2. Occupational zoonoses:

Q fever Work involving the handling of or
anthrax contact with animals, animal hides,
leptospiroses skins, wool, hair, carcasses or animal
brucellosis waste products

(2) Notification of a disease to which section 19(3) of the Act applies is to
be made –

(a) in the form of Form 2 in Schedule 2; or
(b) by telephone

(3) The prescribed particulars for the purposes of the notification of a
disease to which section 19(3) of the Act applies are –

(a) name and business address of the employer;
(b) name, sex and occupation of the employee;
(c) name and address of the workplace where the employee works;
(d) name of the disease; and
(e) date of diagnosis of the disease.
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APPENDIX 4APPENDIX 4APPENDIX 4APPENDIX 4APPENDIX 4

LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS - MARINE AND HARBOURS - WESTERN
AUSTRALIAN MARINE ACT

Duties in case of collision, casualty, etc.: (Section 64)

(1) In every case of collision between two vessels, the master of each
vessel, if and so far as he can do so without danger to his own vessel,
crew, and passengers (if any) -
a) stay by the other vessel until he has ascertained that she has no

need of further assistance and render to the other vessel, her
master, crew and passengers (if any) such assistance as may be
practicable and necessary in order to save them from any danger
caused by the collision; and

b) give to the master of the other vessel the name of his own vessel
and of her port of registry or of the port or place to which she
belongs and also the names of the ports or places from which she
comes and to which she is bound.

(2) A master of a vessel who without reasonable excuse fails to comply
with subsection (1) is guilty of an offence.

Penalty: $ 1,000

(3) (Not applicable)

(4) If a commercial vessel -
(a) sustains a casualty;
(b) sustains damage affecting her seaworthiness or efficiency, either

in the hull or in any part of the boilers and machinery;
(c) causes the loss of or damage to any other vessel;
or where by reason of a casualty happening to or on board a commercial
vessel loss of life or serious injury to any person ensues, the master or
owner of the vessel shall immediately after the happening of any of
those events send to the General Manager by the fastest means of
communication available to him a report containing full particulars of
the event and of the probable cause of the event, stating the name and
official number (if any) of the vessel, the port to which she belongs, the
names of the master, mates and owner and the numbers and other
particulars of their certificates (if any) and, if practicable, the present
position of the vessel.

Penalty: $1,000

(5) Where the master or owner of a vessel is required by subsection (1)
to send a report to the General Manager immediately after the
happening of an event of a kind described in that subsection, the
master or owner of the vessel shall, if possible within 24 hours after
the happening of the event or if it is not so possible within 24 hours
then as soon as it is possible, send to the General Manager by letter a
report signed by the master or owner and containing all of those
particulars and confirming the report sent in accordance with
subsection (4).

Penalty: $500
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Attachment 2: 
WAFIC OSH Code Part 3  – Pot and Trap
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PART 3 – POT/TRAP GUIDELINESPART 3 – POT/TRAP GUIDELINESPART 3 – POT/TRAP GUIDELINESPART 3 – POT/TRAP GUIDELINESPART 3 – POT/TRAP GUIDELINES

1. Deck Safety PT 2
2. Pot & Trap Handling PT 2
3. Pot/Trap Handling PT 3
4. Machinery & Equipment Safety (Pots only) PT 4
5. Hearing Conservation PT 4
6. First Aid/Medical PT 4
7. Induction for Crew Members PT 5
8. Diving (applies to pots only) PT 5
9. Vessel Modification PT 7
10. General PT 7
11. Weather Conditions PT 8

APPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIX

1. Induction Outline – Crew PT 9
2. Guidelines for Handling Pots PT 11
3. Induction - Skipper PT 13
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1.01.01.01.01.0 DECK SAFETYDECK SAFETYDECK SAFETYDECK SAFETYDECK SAFETY

1.1 Proper lookout shall be maintained at all
times.

1.2 No unnecessary gear will be left loose
liable to cause tripping.

1.3 Engine room hatches will remain closed
and secure while work continues and, on
completion of work.

1.4 Where practicable slip resistant floor surface/matting should be
provided.

1.5 Decks shall be hosed down and/or cleaned on a regular basis.

1.6 During hours of darkness sufficient lighting shall be provided on deck
to enable crew to move about and work.

1.7 Work practices should be closely monitored during heavy weather.

1.8 Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed
in such a position where they do not impair the vision of the person on
watch when turned on.

1.9 A suitable watch position should be maintained at a steering station
where navigational aids are in close proximity and vision is not
impaired.

1.10 Tank or other hatches (especially those
flush with the deck) should be closed
whenever possible/practical.

1.11 Where the vessel is set on autopilot, the
skipper or watchkeeper will remain in the
wheelhouse at the control maintaining a
proper lookout.

1.12 Where vessels are not fitted with toilet
facilities on board and ablution for
fishermen is over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified
of where that crew is going.  In any situation, a suitable  container can
be used on the vessel.

1.13 Emergency knives should be placed in a readily accessible place. eg.
below the gunwhale, cacker box, front of the deck.

2.02.02.02.02.0 POT & TRAP HANDLINGPOT & TRAP HANDLINGPOT & TRAP HANDLINGPOT & TRAP HANDLINGPOT & TRAP HANDLING

2.1 When casting pots and traps, all lines will be checked to ensure correct
placement to prevent entanglement of limbs in the process.

2.2 Pots should be stacked up to three high. Where necessary to stack
higher than three, health and safety requirements should be complied
with.
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2.3 When handling pots, correct lifting
techniques should be used (see
Appendix 2).

2.4 When handling traps 2 crew will lift
the traps and correct lifting techniques
will be used.

2.5 Whenever practical, warm up
stretching should be done prior to
commencing lifting work.

2.6 When stacking pots, minimising rope and float tangling should be
considered.

2.7 When handling traps, minimising rope and float tangling should be
considered.

2.8 On Rock Lobster vessels, whenever practical, waist height bait buckets
should be used.

2.9 When releasing a snagged line with the winch, crew members should
keep clear as the pot or trap and ropes come on board the deck.

2.10 Correct lifting principles will be used when:

• lifting crates out of holding tanks
• lifting crates of lobster from the vessel to the jetty
• lifting crates of lobster from the vessel to the dingy
• lifting crates of lobster from the dinghy to a transport vehicle
• lifting bait boxes

3.03.03.03.03.0 POT/TRAP HANDLINGPOT/TRAP HANDLINGPOT/TRAP HANDLINGPOT/TRAP HANDLINGPOT/TRAP HANDLING

3.1 There shall be an agreed system discussed for setting and pulling pots/
traps between the skipper and deckhands, prior to the start of fishing
operations.

3.2 The skipper and deckhands shall ensure each party are prepared and in
position before the signal is given to set or pull the pot/ trap,
particularly in heavy conditions.

3.3 Before the winch is engaged checks should be made that deckhands
have no chance of becoming caught in the moving parts of the winch.

3.4 When the pot/trap is coming aboard the winch operator and deckhands
should make sure they are clear of the tipper and other crushing points.

3.5 The deckhand throwing the rope should stand next to the deckhand
setting the pot/trap on the side of the vessel rather than further in
board. This reduces the distance that a rope travels in the air before
reaching the water, reducing the risk of entanglement.

3.6 If there are two deckhands setting pots/traps, establish a system where
the deckhand with the rope should stand clear of the other deckhand
holding the pot/trap making sure the other is clear when the rope is
released. There shall be an agreed system discussed for setting pots
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between the deckhands, prior to the start of fishing operations.

3.7 There should be adequate time before the signal is given between pot/
trap settings.

3.8 Where the skipper does not have a full view of the pot/trap setting
procedures on the deck, additional forms of communication between
the deck and the skipper shall be established.

3.9 When attempting to release a snagged pot/trap with the winch, crew
members should keep clear and remain vigilant until the pot/trap is
freed and normal operations can continue.

4.04.04.04.04.0 MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY (POTS ONLY)MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY (POTS ONLY)MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY (POTS ONLY)MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY (POTS ONLY)MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY (POTS ONLY)

4.1 When throwing the grapple iron, a safe procedure shall be
used.
eg. From near the fly bridge, clear head room between

the crew member and the fly bridge should be maintained.
eg. Lean out from the vessel and throw the grapple iron

underarm and backhand.

4.2 All winches shall have an emergency stop mechanism.

4.3 All winches shall have the control in sight of the winch.

4.4 All tippers should have an effective tipper lock with an
appropriate release.

4.5 Any loose nails or damaged pots or traps should be
repaired as soon as practical.

5.05.05.05.05.0 HEARING CONSERVATIONHEARING CONSERVATIONHEARING CONSERVATIONHEARING CONSERVATIONHEARING CONSERVATION

5.1 Noise levels on vessels may be assessed by industry in accordance with
the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996, and co-ordinated
by Industry.

5.2 Where possible machinery emitting noise levels above allowable levels
should be acoustically shielded.

5.3 Where the deck noise is above allowable levels, hearing protection will
be worn.

6.06.06.06.06.0 FIRST AID/MEDICALFIRST AID/MEDICALFIRST AID/MEDICALFIRST AID/MEDICALFIRST AID/MEDICAL

6.1 All vessels will carry a first aid kit.

6.2 At least one member of the crew shall have a current senior first aid
certificate/training.

6.3 Where possible if C.P.R. is to be performed, a mouthpiece should be
used.

6.4 The skipper shall ensure that all crew members are aware of the major
marine stingers and the correct first aid treatment.
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7.07.07.07.07.0 INDUCTION FOR CREW MEMBERSINDUCTION FOR CREW MEMBERSINDUCTION FOR CREW MEMBERSINDUCTION FOR CREW MEMBERSINDUCTION FOR CREW MEMBERS

7.1 Any crew member entering the fishing industry commencing work on
any vessel should complete a two part induction programme as per 8.2
as practicable.

7.2 The two part induction programme consists of:

a) attendance at an onshore training course that is both industry
coordinated and endorsed. The content of that course will include
items listed in Appendix one - Part A.

b) participation in an on board induction on the vessel conducted by
the skipper. The content of that induction should include items
listed in Appendix one - Part B.

7.3 The skipper shall conduct the onboard induction for all crew on an
annual basis.  Essential items in the induction will be conducted prior
to leaving port and in week 1.

7.4 All crew members new to a particular fishing vessel will attend the on
board induction on the vessel conducted by the skipper as per 8.2(b).

7.5 The completion of these induction programmes should be included as a
requirement in each crew member’s and skipper’s share fishing
agreement/employment contract and should be recorded as such.

7.6 The induction program will form part of the industry endorsed training
programme for all members.

7.7 Where any crew member has attended an industry endorsed or
accredited training programme, concerning the items listed in
Appendix one - Part A, they can be exempt from Part 8.2 (a).

7.8 All skippers will have an induction session with the owner or the
owners representative of the vessel.  Details documented as per
Appendix 3.

8.08.08.08.08.0 DIVING (APPLIES TO POTS ONLY)DIVING (APPLIES TO POTS ONLY)DIVING (APPLIES TO POTS ONLY)DIVING (APPLIES TO POTS ONLY)DIVING (APPLIES TO POTS ONLY)

8.1 Skippers shall ensure that crew members who are required to dive on
pots below the water surface have completed the Open Water Diving
Qualification as per the Recreational Diving Industry Code of Practice.
Eg. PADI.

8.2 Skippers and crew members holding dive qualifications will ensure that
divers attend refresher courses, as required under the qualifications
they hold.

8.3 All qualified divers will ensure they complete the annual medicals per
the Australian  Standard 4005.1, Appendix A.

8.4 The skipper of the vessel shall have a basic knowledge of diving
requirements, including dive tables and divers first aid.
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8.5 The owner of the dive equipment shall ensure all tanks are filled
according to the Australian Standard 2030.1 - 1989 and 2299 - 1990.

8.6 The owner of the dive equipment shall ensure that all dive equipment is
correctly maintained and serviced.

8.7 Skippers and divers shall ensure that weather conditions are favourable
for diving and that the risk of accidents is not increased.

8.8 Skippers shall ensure that when crew members are required to dive, to
release snagged lines or pots, the hazards below the water surface
shall, where practicable be identified.

8.9 The diver shall assess the hazards below the water surface.

8.10 Skippers shall ensure that when crew members are required to dive
using a snorkel and mask, the hazards of the dive shall be assessed.

8.11 The diver in consultation with the skipper shall ensure the appropriate
dive tables are followed when using tanks or surface supplied air. Dive
tables shall be kept on board the vessel.

8.12 The skipper shall record and manage the bottom times for multiple
dives.

8.13 The dive flag shall be displayed on the vessel when diving is in
progress.

8.14 The skipper in consultation with the diver shall monitor the depth and
frequency of dives per day.

8.15 Divers shall dive to the depth of their dive qualification only, eg. open
water dive to 18 metres, advanced dive qualification to 28 metres.

8.16 Dives shall be done to the relevant dive tables or dive computer.

8.17 The skipper shall ensure that if diving is to be conducted from the
vessel, at least one person on board is trained in resuscitation
techniques/ first aid.

8.18 The skipper shall ensure that there is a suitable plan for the retrieval of
the diver in case of an emergency.

8.19 The skipper shall ensure that a suitable plan for the diver to safely
re-enter the vessel is in place.

8.20 The skipper shall ensure emergency procedures for the vessel are in
place in case of a serious accident with the diver eg. radio procedures,
hospital contact, recompression procedures.

8.21 The skipper shall ensure that at no times are the pots to be pulled until
the diver is above the water surface.

8.22 The vessel should have spare diving equipment on board with full tanks
for emergency purposes. The gear should have two regulators on it.

8.23 The skipper shall ensure that when all members are in a rescue
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procedure that the vessel is secured.

8.24 The skipper shall ensure that crew members who are not trained in
diving procedures, have a basic understanding of dive and rescue
procedures.

8.25 The skipper shall ensure that the vessel stays in sight of divers
bubbles.

9.09.09.09.09.0 VESSEL MODIFICATIONVESSEL MODIFICATIONVESSEL MODIFICATIONVESSEL MODIFICATIONVESSEL MODIFICATION

(to be read in conjuction with 6.0 in general work guidelines section)

9.1 Where the vessel modification involves the main controls and/or the
wheelhouse, the following must be considered:

• clear vision from the controls to the winch much be maintained
• ability to control the vessel and adequately monitor the crew

10.010.010.010.010.0 GENERALGENERALGENERALGENERALGENERAL

10.1 Regular use of sunscreen should be encouraged.

10.2 All fishermen are recommended to protect their hands when handling
lobster, and fish.

10.3 Precautions will be taken when handling other fish species when
raising pots, and traps.

10.4 All wet weather gear, and protective  clothing and equipment should be
left in a place where the gear can dry out, after completion of fishing
activities.

10.5 Items such as gloves etc should be left inside out after fishing activities
to allow for drying.

10.6 The vessel should be operating at a safe speed when the gear is run off.

10.7 All persons involved in the fishing process should shower as soon as
possible after leaving the vessel and completion of fishing activities.

10.8 Crew members should be encouraged to have a balanced diet  and
adequate  fresh water intake.

10.9 Regular consumption of vegetables is important in preventing infection
from punctures from cray and fish spines.

10.10  Adequate footwear should be worn dependant on the deck surface.

10.11  Appropriate clothing should be worn that reduces friction on the skin,
  e.g. padded apron.
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11.011.011.011.011.0 WEATHER CONDITIONSWEATHER CONDITIONSWEATHER CONDITIONSWEATHER CONDITIONSWEATHER CONDITIONS

(to be read in conjunction with 5.0 in general work guidelines section)

11.1 The skipper shall consider weather conditions when working in reef
areas

11.2 Due care should be taken when boarding the vessel from a dinghy in
poor weather

11.3 In poor weather conditions, the skipper and crew working on the deck
shall determine the use of a personal flotation device and/or auto
inflating jacket.

11.4 In poor weather conditions the skipper should ensure that crew are
adequately watched and the vessel is maneuvered with additional care.
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APPENDIX 1APPENDIX 1APPENDIX 1APPENDIX 1APPENDIX 1

WAFICWAFICWAFICWAFICWAFIC

INDUCTION  OUTLINE - CREWINDUCTION  OUTLINE - CREWINDUCTION  OUTLINE - CREWINDUCTION  OUTLINE - CREWINDUCTION  OUTLINE - CREW

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETYOCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETYOCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETYOCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETYOCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

POT/TRAP VESSELSPOT/TRAP VESSELSPOT/TRAP VESSELSPOT/TRAP VESSELSPOT/TRAP VESSELS

(A) On shore course

(B) On Board Induction

(A)(A)(A)(A)(A) ON SHORE COURSEON SHORE COURSEON SHORE COURSEON SHORE COURSEON SHORE COURSE

• Overview of fishing industry and nautical terminology

• Overview of Occupational Safety and Health Act and the Marine Act

• Life saving appliances - life-jackets
- lifebuoys
- rafts

• Emergency equipment - fire extinguishers
- flares
- EPIRBS
- N C flags
- heliograph

• General radio and operation techniques

• Hypothermia

• First Aid

• Alcohol and drugs

• Health and Hygiene

• Skin Cancer
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(B)(B)(B)(B)(B) On Board InductionOn Board InductionOn Board InductionOn Board InductionOn Board Induction

(Conducted by the Skipper on every  vessel  for  every  crew member
on that vessel for the first time)

* Vessel familiarisation – general * General Safety
- fuel and water filling points

* Vessel work routines – general - no smoking while fuelling up
- hatches and openings

* Alcohol and Drugs Policy for - eye and hip height (sharp objects)
the vessel - safety on deck

- mechanical equipment
* Personal protective equipment/ - embarking and disembarking to

clothing -  boots jetties, dinghies
- gloves - winches
- apron - chemicals, location, use,
- wet weather gear identification, protection

* Personal and shipboard hygiene * Emergency procedures
- general - fire

- abandoning ship
* Emergency equipment location - launching and inflating life rafts

and use -  life jackets - sea survival - including
- life rafts hypothermia
- flares - gas leak
- fire extinguishers - persons overboard

* Safety on deck
* Basic accident prevention

* Basic radio operations - fatigue
- noise

* Vessel controls - footwear
- auto pilot - manual handling
- engine off
- anchor
- radio
- navigation aids

* Deckhand skills
- winching
- rope coiling
- skinning
- baiting
- stacking/handling

pots
- setting lines
- grappling
- rope handling
- handling gauging

lobster
- knives

……………………. ……………………… ……………………..
SKIPPER CREW DATE
APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2

GUIDELINES FOR HANDLING POTSGUIDELINES FOR HANDLING POTSGUIDELINES FOR HANDLING POTSGUIDELINES FOR HANDLING POTSGUIDELINES FOR HANDLING POTS

DateDate
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3. Take the weight of the
pot above the knees.
Keep back straight. Hand
grip on upper most side
of battens. Keep pot close
to the body at all times
during the lifting and
carrying.

2. Do not bend at the waist.1. Taking first purchase of
pots, weight at the  bridle,
assists in keeping the back
straight.

6. Point feet in direction of
move. Following with hips
and torso.  Use both sides
of the body equally. Hold
the pot close to the body.

4. Use the pitch and roll of
the boat. Lean backward
lifting the pot.

5. No arching of the back
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9. Use the gunwhale or
gunwhale rail to slide
the pot forward or aft
as soon as possible
after lifting.

10. Only lift below
shoulder height.
Stacking 2 – 3 pots
high.

7. Do not hold the pot
extended.

8. Avoid twisting the
back while moving
the pot.
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APPENDIX 3APPENDIX 3APPENDIX 3APPENDIX 3APPENDIX 3

WAFICWAFICWAFICWAFICWAFIC

SKIPPER INDUCTIONSKIPPER INDUCTIONSKIPPER INDUCTIONSKIPPER INDUCTIONSKIPPER INDUCTION

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETYOCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETYOCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETYOCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETYOCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

I ........................................... being the owner or the owner’s representative of

the vessel ................................... have discussed with skipper

.................................................  the WAFIC Occupational Health and Safety

Code in this induction.

I ................................................................ being the skipper of the vessel

........................................ have with owner or the owner’s representative

...................................................... discussed and understood the WAFIC

Occupational Health and Safety Code in this induction.

.................................................
OWNER

.................................................
SKIPPER

..................................................
VESSEL

..................................................
DATE



Attachment 3: 
Initial project specifications for industry



FRDC PROJECT NUMBER: 2005/228     
A pilot project conducted in the western rock lobster industry , to create a software audit tool for 
assessing occupational health and safety compliance with industry best practice on board a 
commercial fishing vessel  

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS: 

Part 1 -Page 1 Demographics 
DETAILS 

Fishery Type Type=(text:hidden) 

State State=(text:hidden) 

Zone Zone=(text:hidden) 

Owner Name Owner=(text:hidden) 

License Holder Licensee=(text:hidden) 

Skipper Skipper=(text:hidden) 

Contact Number Contact Number=(text:hidden) 

Contact Fax Contact Fax=(text:hidden) 

Contact Email Contact Email=(text:hidden) 

Contact Address Contact Address=(text) 

Vessel Name Vessel=(text:label) 

HIN HIN=(text:hidden) 

Registration Number Registration No.=(text:hidden) 

Number of Crew No. Crew=(text) 



Page 2 onwards : Gather information : 
 On the fisher
 Rate the use of the WAFIC Code overall
 Has the vessel a safety management plan
 Frequency of attending WAFIC’s, annual pre season sessions
 Has the business sought assistance through the Worksafe Small Business program

Are share fishing arrangements/ joint ventures or other non employer/employee 
arrangements in place between the owner and skipper? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe below & list parties: 
Comments=(text) 

Are share fishing arrangements/ joint ventures or other non employer/employee 
arrangements in place between the owner/skipper and crew? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe below & list parties: 
Comments=(text) 

Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place on board the vessel? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe below: 
Comments=(text) 

Has the WAFIC code been used to develop a safety management plan for this 
vessel? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe when this was done and if it was done in response to any particular training course: 
Comments=(text) 

Has the owner attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness sessions 
(1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 



Describe courses attended: 
Comments=(text) 

Has the skipper attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness sessions 
(1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses attended: 
Comments=(text) 

Have the crew attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness sessions 
(1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

Is there evidence that the owner attended the WAFIC/WRL duty of care 
workshop in 2004? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

Is there evidence that the skipper attended the WAFIC/WRL duty of care 
workshop in 2004? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

Since it’s introduction have the owner/ skipper upgraded the vessel safety 
plan? Yes=(1) No=(0) 



Describe the improvements and why they were made: 
Comments=(text) 

 
 
 
 
 
Have the vessel owner or skipper taken part in the Worksafe small business 
program? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
 
Comments=(text) 

 
 

Is the safety plan used onboard on a day to day basis? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe : 
Comments=(text) 

 
 
Part 3 Duty of Care 
 
1. Methodology of asking questions for Responsibilities sections 
 
Ask the questions relating to the component of the duty of care to the vessel owner, vessel 
skipper and vessel crew relative to what their duty of care exists and their control they have over 
each section. This is to clearly identify who is responsible for what. 
 
Example: Component of duty of care = Work systems 
 
( see page 12- 15 in the attached WAFIC OH&S Code PDF document) 
 
Owner 
 
Question : Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in a seaworthy 
and safe condition and in strict accordance with survey? 
 
Validation:  Current vessel survey, emergency equipment tested and tagged, visual 
 
 
Response: 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

 
Question:  Has the owner implemented a hazard management system for the vessel and all 
plant and equipment? 



Validation: Display evidence of a hazard form and system in safety plan  , display hazard 
identification and risk assessment analysis 

Response: 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

Question: Does the owner require that the skipper has developed and implemented safe 
work methods for specific tasks onboard the vessel? 

Validation:  Display evidence of a safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the 
vessel  safety plan  

Response: 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

Question: Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting emergency drills as 
required? 

. 
Validation: Checking every 6 months by reviewing log books or equivalent that the skipper 
has conducted USL Fire, Launching life rafts and collision Industry man over board, lifejackets 
abandon vessel and confined spaces drills  

Response: 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

Skipper 

Question: Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe condition? 

Validation: Visual, daily maintenance logs, hazard reports, maintenance forms to owner 

Response: 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

Question: Does the skipper have and maintain a hazard management system for the vessel 
and all plant and equipment? 

Validation: Visual, daily maintenance logs, hazard reports, maintenance forms to owner 



 
Response: 
 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

 
 

Question: Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods for specific 
tasks onboard the vessel? 
 
Validation:  Evidence of following vessel safe work procedures, identified procedures missing 
from the plan and included them  
 
Response: 
 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

 
  

Question: Does the skipper routinely conduct emergency drills as required? 
 

Validation:  Evidence in log book or other that the drills ie conducted USL Fire, Launching life 
rafts and collision Industry man over board, lifejackets abandon vessel and confined spaces drills 
have been conducted 
 
Response: 
 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

 
 

Crew  
 
Question:  Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the vessel and 
reporting of hazards? 
 
Validation:  Evidence in maintenance logs where crew have assisted in the vessel 
maintenance. Evidence of entries by the crew the hazard report system. 
 
Response: 
 

None=(0) Minor=(1) Moderate=(2) Full=(3) Best 
Practice=(4) 

NA=(
) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. Repeat process for each component of pages 12 – 15 of the WAFIC PDF document

Part 4: General guidelines( see pages 23 – 36 of WAFIC OH&S Code PDF) 

1.0 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 
1.1 General 

Question: Does the vessel have the correct emergency equipment provided and readily 
available at all times, as per the Department for Planning and Infrastructure 
equipment list (Appendix 1). 

Validation: Check off equipment  on board to list, check it is easily accessible 

Response: 

************************************************************************************************************** 
Question: Are crew members adequately trained in emergency procedures, either by video, 

booklets, direct instruction. The details will be documented. 

Validation: Crew induction sheets completed every year. Check for presence of WAFIC 
safety induction video package. 

Response: 

************************************************************************************************************ 

Question: Are the appropriate signs/stickers displayed on board, identifying the location of 
the  emergency equipment. 

Validation: Check for fire extinguisher , hearing protection , radio emergency use signs etc 

Response: 

Part 5 : Pot / Trap specifics( see page 2 of the WAFIC OH&S - Pot and Trap PDF) 

1.0  DECK SAFETY 

Question: Is a proper lookout maintained at all times. 

Validation:  Check vessel log book, check vessel safe work procedures 

Response: 

Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Yes=(1) No=(0)

Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Yes=(1) No=(0) 



Question: No unnecessary gear will be left loose liable to cause tripping. 

Validation: Check on day of assessment, is the daily check list sign visible 

Response: 
Yes=(1) No=(0) 
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UPDATE TO THE WORKSAFE WA 
COMMISSION

NOVEMBER 7 2007



OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND 
HEALTH PROGRAM

TWO ASPECTS OF THE OSH PROGRAM
• Accident statistics program
• Uptake of the WAFIC OH&S Code audit 

tool-
FISH SAFE ONLINE



ACCIDENT STATISTICS TOOL



WHY WAS IT INITIATED?

• No system in place for collection information
• Are target areas being addressed?
• Workcover and Worksafe statistics injury rates

only deal with workers on workers compensation
– less than 10% of the industry

• Use as an additional education tool for OSH in
general



PROCESS

• Began in 2004 as a pilot in rock lobster
• Data collection form  progressively evolved
• Software system developed to collect data
• Education and awareness of the objectives 

of the project with industry
• Inclusion of the form in vessel safety 

management plans



OUTCOMES

• Each vessel has its book of forms
• Start formally 2007 / 2008 season
• Continue with education and awareness as 

part of normal business
• Other sectors to follow, trawl, abalone, 

long line etc
• Form and software can be altered for 

different sectors



UPTAKE OF THE WAFIC OH&S 
CODE AUDIT TOOL

FISH SAFE ONLINE



BACKGROUND TO WAFIC OSH 
CODE

• Developed 1992 - 1996
• Pressure from Worksafe re fatality rate 

and other OSH issues
• Raise awareness of OSH with industry
• Introduce the option of self regulation V 

Stronger Regulatory impact



WHY WAS THE UPTAKE TOOL  
INITIATED?

• Measure the impact of the WAFIC OH&S 
Code

• Worksafe expectation of results for self 
regulation

• Education and training for industry as part 
of the project



Question

Review

Discussion

Observation

Measure
Report
Improve

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IS THE 
KEY



Key Performance Manager®

FISHSAFE Online
Auditing System

Based on…

Awards

• IT Secrets 2003 for innovation

• SA Safety Award 2006 (for PIRSAFE)

• National Safety Award 2006 (for PIRSAFE)



Corporate

Corp Strategy
Finance and 
Business Services
HR
Legal
Information 
Management

Agriculture, Food 
& Fisheries

Agriculture
Food & Fish
Aquaculture
Fisheries
Plant Health
Rural Chemicals

SARDI

Aquatic Sciences
Crops
Horticulture
Livestock
Sustainable Tech

Minerals & Energy

Mineral Group
Petroleum Group
Energy Group

Rural Solutions

Business Services
Business Operation

Here is an example of a SA 
government agency  
auditing the manual way…



1. Create an Audit 
Question Set in Word

2. Publish to the Web

http://www.fishsafe.com.au

4. Submits  results 
via Auto-Email

3. FISHSAFE Auditor accesses the 
online audit.

5. Analyse to produce a 
variety of reports…

The FISHSAFE Online Auditing System

4.1 …fully automatic 
immediate response back 

to auditor



FISHSAFE - from Word to the Web...automatically
We used KPM to convert the FISHSAFE audits into web pages on the web…

WORD 
DOCUMENT

WEB 
PAGE



How do the Auditors complete an Audit Online?
Auditors can open an online audit from the website OR on their computer if they are not online. 
Filling the audit in is a matter of clicking to set conformance and typing in comments…



Automated Outputs - Examples
Charts can be produced automatically or when required to support strategic planning. 



STAGE 1 – COMPILATION OF THE 
QUESTION SET













STAGE 2  - INITIAL AUDITS

• Conduct 10 audits in December 2007 –
January 2008 

• Revisit question set
• Recompile with KPM software
• Start addressing fine tuning of the reports
• Keep industry informed of the project 

progress



STAGE 3- LARGER SAMPLE GROUP 
OF AUDITS 

• January – April 2008
• 30 audits to be conducted
• Regionally and zone spread
• Final recompilation of  questions  set
• Final drafting of reports
• Keep industry informed of the project 

progress



STAGE 4 – QUESTION SET AND 
REPORTS

• April – May 2008
• Questions  set completed
• Reports demo completed
• Keep industry informed of the project 

progress
• Take the Project and results National ( 

April onwards)



SAMPLE REPORTS



Performance % for Selected Company vs. Industry Average Performance
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Selected Company

Industry Average

Selected Company 75 62 67 75 33

Industry Average 70 62 63 74 51

Deck Safety Machinery and 
Equipment First Aid / Medical Crew Induction Manual Handling


Overall Compliance Chart

		

		Deck Safety

		Machinery and Equipment

		First Aid / Medical

		Crew Induction

		Manual Handling



Overall Average Compliance %

Overall Average Compliance %

100

100

100

100

100



Selected % vs Overall Ave

		

		Deck Safety		Deck Safety

		Machinery and Equipment		Machinery and Equipment

		First Aid / Medical		First Aid / Medical

		Crew Induction		Crew Induction

		Manual Handling		Manual Handling



Industry Average

Selected Company

Performance = % Score

Performance % for Selected Company vs. Industry Average Performance

69.6428571429

75

61.7156862745

61.7647058824

62.8205128205

67.3076923077

73.9583333333

75

51.4772727273

32.5



Overall Average Results

				Group		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating		%Compliance

																								0

				Deck Safety				31.5		11		11		44		0		69.6428571429		100				70

				Machinery and Equipment				39.5		16		16		64		0		61.7156862745		100				62

				First Aid / Medical				31.5		12.5		12.5		50		0		62.8205128205		100				63

				Crew Induction				37		12.5		12.5		50		0		73.9583333333		100				74

				Manual Handling				22		10.5		10.5		42		0		51.4772727273		100				51

																								0





Selected Results

				Edit Name Here		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating		%Compliance

																								0

				Deck Safety				45		15		15		60		0		75		100				75

				Machinery and Equipment				42		17		17		68		0		61.7647058824		100				62

				First Aid / Medical				35		13		13		52		0		67.3076923077		100				67

				Crew Induction				39		13		13		52		0		75		100				75

				Manual Handling				13		10		10		40		0		32.5		100				33

																								0





Grouped Results

				Group		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating		%Compliance		Corrective Rating		Corrective Action

																		0		0

				Deck Safety		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		45		15		15		60		0		75		100

				Deck Safety		Moderate,NA,NA,Moderate,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Moderate		18		7		7		28		0		64.2857142857		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Minor,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Minor,Conforms		42		17		17		68		0		61.7647058824		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Minor,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Minor,Moderate,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		37		15		15		60		0		61.6666666667		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Minor		35		13		13		52		0		67.3076923077		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Minor,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor		28		12		12		48		0		58.3333333333		100

				Crew Induction		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Best Practice,Best Practice,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		39		13		13		52		0		75		100

				Crew Induction		Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,Conforms		35		12		12		48		0		72.9166666667		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Minor,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor,Minor		13		10		10		40		0		32.5		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		31		11		11		44		0		70.4545454545		100

				Deck Safety		Conforms,NA,NA,Best Practice,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA		13		4		4		16		0		81.25		100

				Deck Safety		Conforms,NA,Best Practice,Best Practice,NA,NA,Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms		56		17		17		68		0		82.3529411765		100

				Deck Safety		Moderate,NA,NA,Moderate,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Moderate		18		7		7		28		0		64.2857142857		100

				Deck Safety		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		45		15		15		60		0		75		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Minor,Minor,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		33		13		13		52		0		63.4615384615		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Minor,Conforms,NA,Moderate,Moderate,,NA,NA,Moderate,Conforms		31		13		13		52		0		59.6153846154		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Minor,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Minor,Moderate,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		37		15		15		60		0		61.6666666667		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Minor,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Minor,Conforms		42		17		17		68		0		61.7647058824		100

				First Aid / Medical		Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor		23		9		9		36		0		63.8888888889		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Moderate		30		12		12		48		0		62.5		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Minor,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor		28		12		12		48		0		58.3333333333		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Minor		35		13		13		52		0		67.3076923077		100

				Crew Induction		NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA												0		0

				Crew Induction		Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Minor,NA,Conforms,Best Practice,Moderate,NA,NA,NA,NA,Conforms		23		10		10		40		0		57.5		100

				Crew Induction		Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,Conforms		35		12		12		48		0		72.9166666667		100

				Crew Induction		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Best Practice,Best Practice,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		39		13		13		52		0		75		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		30		10		10		40		0		75		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Best Practice,Conforms,Best Practice		33		10		10		40		0		82.5		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		31		11		11		44		0		70.4545454545		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Minor,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor,Minor		20		10		10		40		0		50		100

																		0		0
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Overall Compliance Chart

		

		Northern Region

		Central Region

		Southern Region



Overall Average Compliance %

Overall Average Compliance %



Regional Comparison

		

		Northern Region

		Central Region

		Southern Region



Average for all Assessments

Performance = % Score

Regional Performance Comparison

78.3177032471

69.3505935669

81.6607131958



Overall Average Results

				Group		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating

				Northern Region				0		0		0		0		0		78.3177032471

				Central Region				0		0		0		0		0		69.3505935669

				Southern Region				0		0		0		0		0		81.6607131958





Grouped Results

				Group		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating

																		0		0

				Northern Region		4,3,4,2,4,5,4,3,4,4,4,4,3,4,4,5,3,4,3,4,4,4,3,4,5,3,5,4,3,4,3,5,5,5,4,4,4,5,5,3,3,4,3,3,4,3,5,4,3,4,3,4,4,4,4,5,4,4,3,4,5,4,4,4,4,4,5,4,4,5,4,5,5,5,4,4,5,4,3,3,5,3,4,5,2,5,4,4,3,3,5,3,5,3,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,3,4,3,4,4,5,4,5,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,4,2,3,3,2,4,5,3,3,4,4,2												78.3177032471		0

				Central Region		2,3,2,4,3,4,4,3,3,5,4,3,4,3,3,4,3,2,4,3,5,2,4,2,4,4,3,3,4,3,5,4,4,4,4,2,3,4,3,1,1,1,3,2,3,3,4,3,3,2,3,2,3,3,3,3,2,3,3,3,2,3,2,2,4,3,2,4,4,3,2,3,2,3,2,3,2,3,4,2,4,3,4,3,2,2,1,4,2,3,2,3,4,5,4,4,3,5,4,3,2,4,3,4,3,5,5,4,3,3,4,3,4,3,4,3,4,5,4,3,4,4,4,5,4,4,4,4												69.3505935669		0

				Southern Region		4,3,4,4,4,4,5,4,4,3,4,5,4,5,5,4,5,4,5,2,5,3,5,5,4,5,4,4,5,4,5,5,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,3,4,4,4,3,4,2,4,3,4,4,3,4,4,4,4,3,4,4,5,4,4,4,4,5,4,5,4,5,3,3,4,5,4,5,4,3,4,4,4,4,5,5,4,4,5,4,5,4,4,5,5,5,4,4,5,4,5,5,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,5,4,4,5,4,5,4,4,5,5,5,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,2,3,3												81.6607131958		0

																		0		0







OHS training is an important part of my job
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Progress Over Time for Northern Region vs Overall Industry Progress
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Northern Region Assessments

Overall Industry Average


Overall Compliance Chart

		

		2001

		2002

		2003



Overall Average Compliance %

Overall Average Compliance %



Progress Over Time

		

		2001		55.3

		2002		63.222

		2003		68.9899



Northern Region Assessments

Overall Industry Average

Performance = % Score

Progress Over Time for Northern Region vs Overall Industry Progress

48.213

69.3505935669

81.6607131958



Overall Average Results

				Group														%Rating						Group														%Rating

		Northern Region		2001														48.213				Overall Industry Average		2001														55.3

		Northern Region		2002														69.3505935669				Overall Industry Average		2002														63.222

		Northern Region		2003														81.6607131958				Overall Industry Average		2003														68.9899





Grouped Results

				Group														%Rating

																		0		0

				2001														48.213		0

				2002														69.3505935669		0

				2003														81.6607131958		0

																		0		0
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Draft  

FishSafe Online  
WAFIC Code Audit  

Question Set 
 
 

DISPLAY VERSION ONLY 
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Fishery Type Type=(text:hidden) 

State State=(text:hidden) 

Zone Zone=(text:hidden) 

 

Owner Name Owner=(text:hidden) 

License Holder Licensee=(text:hidden) 

Skipper Skipper=(text:hidden) 

Contact Number Contact Number=(text:hidden) 

Contact Fax Contact Fax=(text:hidden) 

Contact Email Contact Email=(text:hidden) 

Contact Address Contact Address=(text) 

 
Vessel Name Vessel=(text:label) 

HIN HIN=(text:hidden) 

Registration Number Registration No.=(text:hidden) 

Number of Crew No. Crew=(text) 

 
 
Definitions: 
 
For the purposes of this audit the following definitions will apply: 
 
Vessel log : means the vessel log book or an equivalent system used to record  TA to look 
at marine act WA  
 
Code: means the Western Australian Fishing Industry Council (WAFIC)  Occupational Health 
and Safety Code 
 
SMP:  means Safety Management Plan 
 
Others to be added
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Background Data 

Are share fishing arrangements/ joint ventures or other non 
employer/employee arrangements in place between the owner and 
skipper? 

Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe below & list parties: 
Comments=(text) 

Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place on board the 
vessel? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe below: 
Comments=(text) 

Has the WAFIC code been used to develop a safety management plan 
for this vessel? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe when this was done and if it was done in response to any particular training course: 
Comments=(text) 

Has the owner attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness 
sessions (1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses attended: 
Comments=(text) 

Has the skipper attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness 
sessions (1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses attended: 
Comments=(text) 

Have the crew attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness 
sessions (1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

Is there evidence that the owner attended the WAFIC/WRL duty of care 
workshop in 2004? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

Is there evidence that the skipper attended the WAFIC/WRL duty of care 
workshop in 2004? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

Since it’s introduction have the owner/ skipper upgraded the vessel 
safety plan? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe the improvements and why they were made: 
Comments=(text) 
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Have the vessel owner or skipper taken part in the Worksafe small 
business program? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

 

Is the safety plan used onboard on a day to day basis? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe : 
Comments=(text) 
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Part 1 Duty of Care - Owner 
 
Provision and maintenance of the workplace, plant and systems of work that, so far as 
is practicable, the employees are not exposed to hazards  
 
Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and 
safe condition and in strict accordance with survey? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 

• Site current certificate of survey 
• Check manning levels 
• Emergency equipment tested and tagged  

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

 
Has the owner implemented a hazard management system for the vessel and all plant 
and equipment? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• a hazard report form & risk assessment matrix  
Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
 
Does the owner require that the skipper has developed and implemented safe work 
methods for specific tasks onboard the vessel? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety 
plan   

Comments/corrective actions: 
 
 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
 
Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting emergency drills as 
required? 
 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• that the owner has checked that drills are being conducted at least 
6 monthly 

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
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Part 1 Duty of Care - skipper 

Provision and maintenance of the workplace, plant and systems of work that, so far as 
is practicable, the employees are not exposed to hazards  

Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe condition? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• daily maintenance logs
• hazard reports and
• copies of maintenance forms being sent to owners

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

Does the skipper routinely use the hazard management system for the vessel and all 
plant and equipment? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• hazards being reported and assessed using the agreed hazard &
risk assessment matrix

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods for specific tasks 
onboard the vessel? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• the safe work procedures routinely being implemented

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

Does the skipper routinely conduct emergency drills as required? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of the vessel log or equivalent, that the skipper has conducted the 
following drills within the last 6 months: 

USL
Fire,
Launching life rafts and collision
man over board,
lifejackets
abandon vessel and
confined spaces.

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
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Part 1 Duty of Care - crew 
 

Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the vessel? 
 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• the vessel being well maintained and crew playing an active part in 
maintenance 

 
Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

 
Do the crew routinely report hazards? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• crew making entries in the hazard reporting system 
 

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

 
Do the crew routinely follow the agreed safe work methods for the vessel? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• Members of the crew are able to describe safe work methods and confirm 
that they are routinely followed. 

• non conformance being recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent. 
• all crew routinely participate in emergency drills?   

 
Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
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Part 2 Work Guidelines (Applicable to all fishing sectors)  
 
1.1 Emergency Equipment & Procedures 
 
Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as per Appendix 1, 
Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and 
Regulations 1996? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate 
use at ALL times  

• Signs/stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
• All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency.  
 

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

 
Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures 
 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures. 
• Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
• Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
• Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills?   
 

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
 
1.2 Fire Fighting 
 
Are good fire prevention procedures in place and appropriate fire fighting equipment properly 
located and maintained? 
 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• Check galley, engine spaces crew compartments. The correct types Fire 
Fighting  equipment are readily available. 

• Check crew daily responsibilities for fire prevention 
• Check vessel safety procedures for fire prevention expectations i.e. galley, 

accommodation, fuel handling 
• Check for sticker/ information on types of extinguishers and fire to be used 

on 
 

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
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Part 3 Pot & Trap section 
 
Deck safety 
 
Note :(Need to divide this one into sections as its too large to manage) 
Vessel layout 
 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• Where practicable slip resistant floor surface/matting should be provided. 
• Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in 

such a position where they do not impair the vision of the person on 
 watch when turned on. 

 
Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
 
Vessel procedures/ mariner/ seamanship 
 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

• A system to ensure proper lookout maintained at all times 
• A system to monitor work practices during heavy weather. 
• A suitable watch position is maintained at a steering station where 

navigational aids are in close proximity and vision is not  impaired. 
• Where the vessel is set on autopilot, the skipper or watch keeper remains in 

the wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout. 
 

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
 
Vessel safe system of work 
 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of:  

• A procedure ensuring decks are hosed down and/or cleaned on a regular 
basis. 

• During hours of darkness sufficient lighting being provided on deck to enable 
crew to move about and work. 

• Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) are closed 
whenever possible/practical. 

• Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for 
fishermen is over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified  of 
where that crew is going.  A suitable  container that is used for ablution. 

• Emergency knives are placed in a readily accessible place. Eg. below the 
gunwhale, cacker box, front of the deck. 

• No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping. 
• Engine room hatches being closed and secure while work continues and, on 

completion of work. 
 

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
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WAFIC – Rock Lobster Online Safety 
Audit Management System



Presented by…

Axon IT & Taylored Health and Safety



Based on…



 FISHSAFE uses KPM Online for online auditing,

analysis and reporting

 KPM Online produces measurable savings in time

and $

 Because KPM imports standard Word documents

you have complete control of your audits

KPM Online



Key Performance Manager®

FISHSAFE Online Auditing System

Based on…

Awards
- IT Secrets Award for Innovation 2003

- State Safety Award 2006 (PIRSAFE)

- National Safety Award 2006 (PIRSAFE)



Corporate

Corp Strategy
Finance and 
Business Services
HR
Legal
Information 
Management

Agriculture, Food 
& Fisheries

Agriculture
Food & Fish
Aquaculture
Fisheries
Plant Health
Rural Chemicals

SARDI

Aquatic Sciences
Crops
Horticulture
Livestock
Sustainable Tech

Minerals & Energy

Mineral Group
Petroleum Group
Energy Group

Rural Solutions

Business Services
Business Operation

First let’s look at auditing 
the manual way…



1. Create an Audit
Question Set in Word

2. Publish to the Web

http://www.fishsafe.com.au

4. Submits  results
via Auto-Email

3. FISHSAFE Auditor accesses the
online audit.

5. Analyse to produce a
variety of reports…

The FISHSAFE Online Auditing System

4.1 …fully automatic 
immediate response back 

to auditor



FISHSAFE - from Word to the Web...automatically
We used KPM to convert the FISHSAFE audits into web pages on the web…

WORD 
DOCUMENT

WEB 
PAGE



How do the Auditors complete an Audit Online?
Auditors can open an online audit from the intranet site. Filling the audit in is a matter of clicking 
to set conformance and typing in comments…



KPM Online – Training Evaluation



Automated Outputs - Examples
Charts can be produced automatically or when required to support strategic planning. 



Automated Outputs - Examples
Reports can include images or even videos.



Immediate feedback to Auditors
As soon as the Auditor submits their completed audit KPM Online automatically sends back a 
summary report containing all Non-Conformances in an Action Plan.



Analysis - Examples



Thank you for your interest.
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ATTACHMENT 3 

Draft  

FishSafe Online  

WAFIC Code Audit 

Question Set 

Order set version 071107 
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Fishery Type Type=(text:hidden) 

State State=(text:hidden) 

Zone Zone=(text:hidden) 

 

Owner Name Owner=(text:hidden) 

License Holder Licensee=(text:hidden) 

Skipper Skipper=(text:hidden) 

Contact Number Contact Number=(text:hidden) 

Contact Fax Contact Fax=(text:hidden) 

Contact Email Contact Email=(text:hidden) 

Contact Address Contact Address=(text) 

 
Vessel Name Vessel=(text:label) 

HIN HIN=(text:hidden) 

Registration Number Registration No.=(text:hidden) 

Number of Crew No. Crew=(text) 

 
 
Definitions: 
 
For the purposes of this audit the following definitions will apply: 
 
Vessel log : means the vessel log book or an equivalent system used to record  TA to look 
at marine act WA  
 
Code: means the Western Australian Fishing Industry Council (WAFIC)  Occupational Health 
and Safety Code 
 
SMP:  means Safety Management Plan 
 
Others to be added
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Are share fishing arrangements/ joint ventures or other non 
employer/employee arrangements in place between the owner and 
skipper? 

Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe below & list parties: 
Comments=(text) 

 
Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place on board the 
vessel? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe below: 
Comments=(text) 

 
Has the WAFIC code been used to develop a safety management plan 
for this vessel? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe when this was done and if it was done in response to any particular training course: 
Comments=(text) 

 
Has the owner attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness 
sessions (1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses attended: 
Comments=(text) 

 
Has the skipper attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness 
sessions (1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses attended: 
Comments=(text) 

 
Have the crew attended WAFIC/WRL pre-session safety awareness 
sessions (1994-2003)? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

 
Is there evidence that the owner attended the WAFIC/WRL duty of care 
workshop in 2004? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

 
Is there evidence that the skipper attended the WAFIC/WRL duty of care 
workshop in 2004? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

 
Since it’s introduction have the owner/ skipper upgraded the vessel 
safety plan? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe the improvements and why they were made: 
Comments=(text) 
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Have the vessel owner or skipper taken part in the Worksafe small 
business program? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe courses and attendees: 
Comments=(text) 

Is the safety plan used onboard on a day to day basis? Yes=(1) No=(0) 

Describe : 
Comments=(text) 
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Part 1 Duty of Care - Owner 
 
Provision and maintenance of the workplace, plant and systems of work that, so far as 
is practicable, the employees are not exposed to hazards  
 
Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and 
safe condition and in strict accordance with survey? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 

 Site current certificate of survey 
 Check manning levels 
 Emergency equipment tested and tagged  

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

 
Has the owner implemented a hazard management system for the vessel and all plant 
and equipment? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 a hazard report form & risk assessment matrix  
Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
 
Does the owner require that the skipper has developed and implemented safe work 
methods for specific tasks onboard the vessel? 

 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety 
plan   

Comments/corrective actions: 
 
 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
 
Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting emergency drills as 
required? 
 
Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 that the owner has checked that drills are being conducted at least 
6 monthly 

Comments/corrective actions: 
 

 
Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
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Part 1 Duty of Care - skipper 

Provision and maintenance of the workplace, plant and systems of work that, so far as 
is practicable, the employees are not exposed to hazards  

Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe condition? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 daily maintenance logs
 hazard reports and
 copies of maintenance forms being sent to owners

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

Does the skipper routinely use the hazard management system for the vessel and all 
plant and equipment? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 hazards being reported and assessed using the agreed hazard &
risk assessment matrix

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods for specific tasks 
onboard the vessel? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 the safe work procedures routinely being implemented

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

Does the skipper routinely conduct emergency drills as required? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of the vessel log or equivalent, that the skipper has conducted the 
following drills within the last 6 months: 

 USL
 Fire,
 Launching life rafts and collision
 man over board,
 lifejackets
 abandon vessel and
 confined spaces.

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
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Part 1 Duty of Care - crew 

Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the vessel? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 the vessel being well maintained and crew playing an active part in
maintenance

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

Do the crew routinely report hazards? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 crew making entries in the hazard reporting system

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 

Do the crew routinely follow the agreed safe work methods for the vessel? 

Verifications/Validations: 
There is evidence of: 

 Members of the crew are able to describe safe work methods and confirm
that they are routinely followed.

 non conformance being recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent.
 all crew routinely participate in emergency drills?

Comments/corrective actions: 

Yes=(2) Part=(1) No=(0) N/A=() 
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Information instruction training and supervision 
 

Owner 
 
Has the skipper been provided with an induction that is specific to both 
the vessel and the type of fishing to be under taken? 

 
There is evidence of: 

 the skippers induction having taken place 
 the relevant sections of the WAFIC Code having been 

included in the induction 
 any unusual  vessel characteristics being made known 

to the skipper 
 

Does the owner have evidence that the skipper has conducted a formal 
induction of all crew? 
 
There is evidence of: 

 crew induction checklists having been completed for 
all crew members as per the code 

Does the owner encourage the skipper to undertake training programs 
appropriate to the business? 
 
There is evidence of: 

 statements of attainment  or certificates of 
participation 

 
Skipper 
 
Does the Skipper ensure that all members of the crew undergo a 
formal induction? 
There is written evidence of: 

 crew member inductions being recorded using the 
WAFIC crew induction checklist. 

 
Have the crew been provided with safety training that is specific to both 
the vessel and the type of fishing to be under taken. 
 
There is evidence of: 
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 vessel/fishery specific safety training having been
undertaken

Can the skipper demonstrate that each member of the crew is 
supervised taking account of the task and their skills and experience? 

There is evidence of: 
 appropriate supervision being provided that takes

account of individual crew member's needs

Crew 

Have all members of the crew participated in a formal crew induction 
on this particular vessel? 

Crew members are able to demonstrate that they are aware of and 
routinely follow the agreed procedures 

Are all members of the crew aware of the safety management plan and 
do they routinely following the safe work procedures? 

There is evidence of: 
 crew members having access to the SMP
 procedures being understood and followed
 As a minimum members of the crew must have ……. 
 Best practice elements of ship safety

Can individual crew members demonstrate that they understand their 
duty of care responsibilities? 

 Question all crew members

 Best practice a detailed knowledge of both legislation
and the WAFIC Code.

Consultation and co-operation 

Owner 
Has the owner taken steps to ensure that the skipper consults with the 
crew when developing the vessels safe work procedures? 
There is evidence of: 

Skipper  
Can the skipper provide evidence that the crew were consulted when 
developing the vessels safe work procedures?  

There is evidence of: 
 the owner and skipper involving crew members in the

developing of procedures
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Does the skipper report safety hazards to the owner where the skipper 
is unable to resolve the problem? 

 Look for documents (e-mails, invoices etc. relating to
work done)

Are the agreed systems sufficient to ensure that the vessel is properly 
maintained and all identified hazards effectively controlled?  

Crew 

Is there evidence of the crew routinely being consulted in relation OHS 
and vessel safety? 

 Interview all crew members; crew should confirm that
they are encouraged to take an active role in safety.

Personal Protective Equipment and Clothing 

Applicable to all 

Is responsibility for the provision of PPE understood and has written 
agreement been reached as to who will provide it. 

There is evidence of: 
 the parties having consulted and reached agreement

Have the skipper and crew been trained in the proper use, cleaning 
and storage of PPE. 

There is evidence of: 
 PPE being part of skipper and crew inductions.
 PPE being provided and properly stored and

maintained
 PPE being used in accordance with the vessel safe

work procedures.

Safe Plant and Substances 

Owner 
Are systems in place to ensure that the hazards associated with plant 
are identified and controlled to the extent that is reasonably 
practicable? 

Inspect the vessel and all plant and equipment
There is evidence of: 

 Plant having been assessed and the associated risks
controlled

 all drive systems are guarded
############### 
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Are systems in place to ensure that the hazards associated with 
substances are identified and controlled to the extent that is reasonably 
practicable? 
R 

Skipper 
Has the skipper taken all reasonable steps to ensure that the hazards 
associated with plant have been identified and minimised?   
R 

Has the skipper taken all reasonable steps to ensure that the hazards 
associated with substances have been identified and minimised?   
R 

Reporting of incidents injuries and diseases 

Owner 
Has the owner has taken steps to ensure that all incidents, injuries and 
diseases are reported where required by legislation? 
R 
V 

 Best practice: The owner has a system for recording
all accidents and incidents?

Skipper 
Has the skipper reported any incidents, injuries and diseases when 
required to do so by legislation? 
R 
V 

Crew 

Do members of the crew routinely report any injury or harm connected 
with the work activity to health to the skipper? 
R 
V 

 Incidents/accidents should be reported immediately

General duty to all on the vessel 

Applicable to all 

Is a system in place to ensure that as far as reasonably practicable all 
persons who board the vessel are not exposed to hazards? 
R 
V  

 Ensure that system is routinely followed
 Best practice: A visitor induction
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Part 2 Work Guidelines (Applicable to all fishing sectors)  
 
2.1 Emergency Equipment & Procedures 
 
2.1.1 General: 

 
Q Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as per 

Appendix 1, Dept of Transport Safety Equipment List? 
R 
V 

 Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for 
immediate use at ALL times  

 Signs/stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
 All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily 

accessed in an emergency.  
 

2.1.2 Fire Fighting 
 
Q Are good fire prevention procedures in place and appropriate fire  
 fighting equipment properly located and maintained? 
 R 
 V 

 Check galley, engine spaces crew compartments. The correct 
types FF equipment are readily available. 

  
2.1.3 Abandon Vessel Survival and Rescue 
 
Q Are emergency drills conducted as required by the Code. I.e. when 

new crew join the vessel, at the beginning of the season and at regular 
intervals?  

 R 
 V 

 Evidence of drills having been conducted should be available in 
the form of notations in the ships log, induction records etc. 

 
Q Are survival rafts (where required) properly located and maintained? 

R 
V  
Raft(s) must be: 

 located where they are easy to access and deploy 
 fitted with a hydrostatic release, be able to float free. They are 

not to be fastened down unless it is in an approved launching 
device 

 located above or clear of awnings and other obstructions 
 serviced at appropriate intervals and in test (check date) 

 
Q Have emergency drills required by the West Australian Marine Act 

been performed? 
R 
V 
Drills include: 

 fire fighting procedures 
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 launching life rafts
 collision procedures.

Q Have emergency drills recommended by industry been performed? 
R 
V 
Drills include: 

 man overboard
 lifejackets
 abandon vessel
 confined space rescue procedures.

2.2 Training 

Q Where industry specific short courses dealing with select OHS topics 
have been developed have all members of the crew attended 
R 
V 
For Rock Lobster courses include: 

 X
 Y

2.3 Alcohol & other drugs 

Q Are drugs other than prescription medicines and first aid items carried 
or used on board the vessel? 
R Note reverse score. 
V 

 Record any exceptions.

2.3 Vessel Modification 

Q Has the vessel been modified and if so have OHS requirements been 
considered? 
R  
V 

 Record modifications and score accordingly.

2.3 Weather Conditions 

Q Does the skipper ensure that the safety of the crew is considered 
where inclement weather is encountered or likely to be encountered? 
R  
V 

 Ships log shows evidence of running for cover
 All members of the crew have access to appropriate wet

weather gear and footwear.

Q If the vessel is operating in areas where cyclones may occur have the 
skipper and owner implemented a cyclone contingency plan? 
R  
V 

 A written plan showed be sighted and evidence provided that all
members of the crew are familiar with it.
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Port Safety Committees 

Accident Reporting 

Infectious Diseases 

Dangerous Species 

General 

Manual Handling 

PPE 

1. Hearing Conservation

2. Clothing and Footwear

3. Skin Cancer

4. Eye Damage Prevention
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ATTACHMENT 4 

QUESTION SET 
GENERIC HEALTH AND SAFETY FOR ALL 

VESSELS 
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PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Emergency Equipment and Procedures - general 
 

a) Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as
per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational
Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL

times
• Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment
• All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an

emergency
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

b) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
• Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
• Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan
• Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
• Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD – Safety induction and completed the

assessment for the DVD
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

c) Has the vessel got all the required and recommended signs fixed
on the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Hearing protection on engine room hatch
• Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher
• No smoking sign in designated areas
• First aid sign above first aid box
• Warning signs for catch points above winch
• Controls of winch marked forward and reverse

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.2 Fire Fighting 
a) Are all fire extinguishers in their correct location? Yes

=(2) 
Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual sighting of location

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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b) Does the vessel practice good fire prevention procedures? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual observation 
• Evidence of fire prevention items in the vessels safety procedures 
 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

c) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher is used for which 
fire? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board , on display or in 

vessel safety procedures 
• Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.3 Abandon vessel, survival and rescue  
 

a) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick use? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Visual observation of  
• Fitted in a place for easy access 
• Not fastened down 
• Fitted with hydrostatic release 
• Not under warnings or deck structures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2.4 Hearing Conservation 

a) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is 
running wear hearing protection? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a sticker on the engine room hatch 
• Inclusion of this requirement in the crew induction 
 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 

b) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of 
hearing protection? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Shown as per manufacturer recommendation 
• Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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c) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room. 
 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.5 Alcohol and drugs  
 

a) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a vessel policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or 

equivalent or above. 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
2.6 Training requirements  
 

a) Does the vessel have a training requirement for skippers and crew? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Acceptance by verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance on 

going training 
• Evidence of the requirement for ongoing training in the vessel safety procedures and 

skipper / crew written engagement agreements 
• Training register use to record any training done on or off the vessel 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
2.7 Weather Conditions  
 

a) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather 
conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures 
• Provision of a personal flotation device ( inflatable) for crew when required 
 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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b) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the
need to have a specific procedure?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel
• Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses
• Inclusion of cyclone procedure sin the vessel induction for crew

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.8 Vessel modification 
 

a) How is vessel modification where it affects the running of the vessel
discussed with the crew?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting

work methods
• Evidence of entries in the vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on

plant and equipment
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.9 Clothing and footwear 
 

a) Are vessel clothing requirements identified for the vessel Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The list as in section 7 , page 26 of the WAFIC OH&S Code are used as the base for

the vessel
• The vessel safety procedures have the clothing and footwear requirements listed

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

a) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery
been identified?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around

machinery in vessel safety procedures
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.10 Infectious Diseases 
 

a) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease 
policy  for the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence the vessel safety procedures contains  
• Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking 
• Cover sores or cuts with bandaids 
• Gloves used when handling product and bait 
• No sharing or razors or toothbrushes 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
b) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering 

first aid? 
Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence that the first aid policy contains: 

• Treatment of cuts 
• Use of gloves for al first aid 
• Hand washing after first aid administration 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
2.11 Skin cancer / eye damage prevention 
 

a) Is there a prevention of skin cancer and eye damage policy  for the 
vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence the vessel safety procedures contains  
• Wear a broad brimmed hat 
• Wear a shirt with sleeves 
• Use a 30+ sunscreen applied regularly 
• Use Polaroid sunglasses 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.12 Dangerous species 
a) Is there a dangerous species policy for the vessel Yes

=(2) 
Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence the policy contains: 
• Pictures of dangerous species
• Handling techniques of dangerous species
• Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot

that the crew cannot identify
• Protective clothing and equipment
• First aid treatments for each identified species

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

b) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence the crew induction contains: 
• Pictures of dangerous species
• Handling techniques of dangerous species
• Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot

that the crew cannot identify Protective clothing and equipment
• First aid treatments for each identified species

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.13 General 
 

a) Can crew move about the deck without slip, trip hazards Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual observation of the deck area while working
• Carpets on deck
• Non slip deck paint
• Mats in work areas

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

b) has the skipper ensured there are signs for non apparent hazards Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual observation of signs/ stickers in less apparent hazard areas:
• Signs and stickers could include, nip or catch points, raised engine hatches

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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c) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night? Yes

=(2) 
Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
• Anchor light to have individual switch 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
d) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is 

manned? 
Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of un locked hatches while vessel is working 
• Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures 
 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
2.14 Manual handling  
 

a) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing 
tasks? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0 , page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
2.15 Cyclones  
 

a) Does the vessel have a cyloine plan? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the cyclone guidelines in the WAFIC 

OH&S Code Appendix 2 have been adopted by the vessel or an equivalent policy 
exists 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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ATTACHMENT 5 

QUESTION SET 

SPECIFIC ROCK LOBSTER REQUIREMENTS 
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PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1) Vessel Layout. Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Where practicable slip resistant floor surface / matting should be provided
 Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Vessel procedures / mariner / seamanship. Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 A system to ensure proper lookout maintained at all times
 A system to monitor work practices during heavy weather
 A suitable watch position is maintained at a steering station where navigational aids

are in close proximity and vision is not impaired
 Where the vessel is set on autopilot, the skipper or watch keeper remains in the

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Vessel safe system of work. Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Procedure ensuring decks are hosed down and / or cleaned on a regular basis
 During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to

move about and work
 Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on
 Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is

over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going.
 A suitable container that is used for ablution
 Emergency knives are placed in a readily accessible place e.g. below the gunwhale,

cacker box, front of the deck
 No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

99) Overwrite with real question text? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Validation 1
 Validation 2
 Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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99) Overwrite with real question text? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Validation 1
 Validation 2
 Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

99) Overwrite with real question text? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Validation 1
 Validation 2
 Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

99) Overwrite with real question text? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Validation 1
 Validation 2
 Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

99) Overwrite with real question text? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Validation 1
 Validation 2
 Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

99) Overwrite with real question text? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Validation 1
 Validation 2
 Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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FISHSAFE 
ONLINE AUDIT 

Based upon the WAFIC Code 

ROCK LOBSTER 
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Audit Details 

FISHERY TYPE Type=(text:hidden) 

STATE State=(text:hidden) 

ZONE Zone=(text:hidden) 

OWNER NAME Owner=(text:hidden) 

LICENSE HOLDER Licensee=(text:hidden) 

SKIPPER Skipper=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT NUMBER Contact Number=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT FAX Contact Fax=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT EMAIL Contact Email=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT ADDRESS Contact Address=(text) 

VESSEL NAME Vessel=(text:label) 

HIN HIN=(text:hidden) 

REGISTRATION NUMBER Registration No.=(text:hidden) 

NUMBER OF CREW No. Crew=(text) 

OWNER SKIPPER OwnerSkipper=(text:hidden) 

ARRANGEMENT Arrangement=(text:hidden) 
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SAFETY BACKGROUND 
 

Are non employer / employee arrangements in place 
between the owner and skipper? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place on 
board the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the WAFIC code been used to develop a safety 
management plan for this vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the owner attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the owner attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care 
workshop? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the skipper attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care 
workshop? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the vessel safety plan been updated since it was first 
introduced? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
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Have the vessel owner or skipper taken part in the 
Worksafe small business program? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Is the safety plan used onboard on a day to day basis? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
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PART 1 – OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Owner Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in
a seaworthy and safe condition in strict accordance with survey?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Site current certificate of survey
• Check manning levels
• Emergency equipment tested and tagged

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the hazard
management system for the vessel and all plant and equipment?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a hazard report form & risk assessment matrix
• Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system
• Share fishing agreement – sited and discussed with skipper

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the development of
safe work practices?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan
• Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system with the skipper and crew
• Share fishing agreement – discussed with skipper and require skipper to implement

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting
emergency drills as required?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence that the owner has checked that USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the

required intervals and that other drills are being conducted at least 6 monthly
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Information and Training 
 

1) Does the owner have evidence that the vessel will be manned in
accordance with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Skipper, MED, crew certification in accordance with Schedule as per the Marine Act

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Has the owner discussed the WAFIC OH&S Code with the
skipper?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Has the owner advised the skipper of any specific vessel
requirements or idiosyncrasies?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Expectations for the vessel and information regarding the vessel between the owner

and the skipper are part of the written employment agreement
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Does the owner encourage the skipper to attend relevant training
programs to enhance his / her skills and abilities?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The written agreement between the owner and skipper contains a section outlining

the skippers training requirements
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Does the owner require the skipper to have an issue resolution
procedure for the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• There is an issue resolution procedure for the vessel

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for personal protection? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a list of protective clothing and equipment
• Employer / employee – owner has supplied protective clothing and equipment
• Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to who supplies what

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Reporting Accidents 
 

1) Has the owner discussed with the skipper the OSH Act and Marine
Act requirements?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported
• Employer / employee – owner has supplied the information and forms and requires

the skipper to report any incidents to the owner
• Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to what forms are

required and the skipper reports incidents
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Skipper Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe
condition?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Daily maintenance logs
• Hazard reports
• Copies of maintenance forms sent to owners

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the skipper routinely use the hazard management system for
the vessel and all plant and equipment?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Hazards reported and assessed using agreed hazard & risk assessment matrix

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods
for specific tasks onboard the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of written safe work procedures
• Safe work procedures routinely being implemented

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Does the skipper conduct emergency drills as required by
legislation and industry standards?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence in vessel log or equivalent that the skipper has conducted the following drills: 

• Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
• Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
• Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
• Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly)
• Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly)
• Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly)

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Does the skipper use the vessel maintenance recording system? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of log book entries
• Maintenance forms back to the owner

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Information and Training 
 

1) Are there written agreements between all parties as to
responsibilities that include OH&S?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Written agreement between owner and skipper
• Written agreement between owner and crew
• Written agreement between skipper and crew

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the skipper explained to the crew where hazard exist on the
vessel and the safe work procedures for those hazards?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a crew induction form completed for each crew member
• Written explanation of each item in the crew induction form
• Evidence of ongoing training for crew on safe work procedures

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Has the skipper had a formal induction with the owner? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code
• Verbal evidence from the skipper to indicate what items were discussed

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Is there an issue resolution procedure for the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a formal written procedure
• Log book entries to demonstrate the procedure is being used

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there an agreement in place defining who is responsible for
supplying personal protection clothing and equipment?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Requirements written down as part of the vessel safety procedures
• Employer / employee – all protective clothing and equipment supplied by the

employer
• Share fishing agreement – written agreement defines who supplies what

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Is the personal protective equipment being used? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of log book entries for instances when not being used
• Verbal question of skipper and crew to determine use of equipment

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Reporting Accidents 
 

1) Does the skipper follow the OSH Act and Marine Act requirements
for reporting accidents?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported
• Employer / employee – skipper reports any incidents to the owner
• Share fishing agreement –skipper reports incidents

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1)  Is the machinery and equipment in safe working order? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Vessel maintenance system in place 
• Liaison between skipper and owner of the vessel for maintenance issues 
• Visual check for guards on moving parts as per legislative requirements 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Has ALL machinery been kept in a safe state by the skipper (i.e. no 
guards removed or other modifications that increase risk)? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of proper guarding on all machines 
• Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident? 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel are they 
discussed properly with the crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
• Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4) Does the skipper assist the crew to maintain the plant and 
equipment? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 
• Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Visitor Safety 
 

1)  Has the skipper put in place procedures to ensure the safety of 
visitors and others on the vessel that may not be working? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a visitors safety induction 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Has the skipper a safe procedure for all persons embarking and 
disembarking the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in visitors safety induction of safe methods to embark and disembark the 

vessel in all situations (i.e. on land and at sea) 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
 
Crew Responsibilities 
 

Providing Assistance 
 

1)  Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the 
vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms 
• Verbal questions determining level of maintenance 
• Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance  

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2)  Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Entries in the hazard reporting system made by crew 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3)  Do the crew members routinely follow the agreed safe work 
methods for the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures 
• Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed 
• Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level of personal 
hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of cleanliness 
• Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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5) Do ALL crew members participate in emergency drills? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in log book entries of who has participated in drills 
• Evidence in training register of who has participated in drills 
• Recognition of need to have drills written down in vessel safety procures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Personal Protection 
 

1) Do ALL crew members have the correct personal protective 
equipment? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in vessel safety procedures of requirements 
• Visual observation of the equipment 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Do ALL crew members use the equipment at ALL times? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment 
• Visual observation 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Do crew misuse equipment on board? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse 
• Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Has any machinery been altered by the crew? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of guards removed by crew 
• Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident? 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Reporting Hazards and Injuries 
 

1) Do crew report hazards to the skipper? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of  crew making entries in the vessel hazard report system

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that are a result of
work?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Incident forms completed for the vessel
• Log book entries recording injuries or illness
• Worksafe forms completed where required
• DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Cooperation with Skipper 
 

1) Are all agreements with the owner or skipper formalized in writing? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a written agreement including OSH items

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the crew been encouraged to attend relevant training
programs?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in written agreement of training programs required to work on the vessel
• Evidence of a pre-sea qualification being required prior to commencing work

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Have the crew been provided with an induction? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Formal vessel crew induction form completed for each crew member
• Reference in induction to vessel safety procedures

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1)  Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as 
per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
• Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
• All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
• Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
• Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
• Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
• Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
• Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
• No smoking sign in designated areas 
• First aid sign above first aid box 
• Warning signs for catch points above winch 
• Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.2 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location and up to date 
and of the required types? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Check all required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc) 
• Check all required extinguisher types 
• Check all extinguishers are up to date 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in practice? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available.
• Check crew daily responsibilities for fire prevention
• Check vessel safety procedures for fire prevention expectations i.e. galley,

accommodation, fuel handling
• Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to use for which
fire?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding
• Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in

vessel safety procedures
• Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.3 Abandon Vessel, Survival and Rescue 
 

1) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, unobstructed use at ALL
times?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Fitted in a place for easy access
• Not fastened down
• Fitted with hydrostatic release
• Not under warnings or deck structures

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.4 Hearing Conservation 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is
running wear hearing protection (Personal Protection)?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch
• Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of 
hearing protection? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Shown as per manufacturer recommendation 
• Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.5 Alcohol and Drugs 
 

1) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.6 Training Requirements 
 

1) Does the vessel have a training requirement for skippers and 
crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 
• Requirement for ongoing training in the vessel safety procedures and skipper / crew 

written agreements 
• Training register use to record all training done on or off the vessel 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.7 Weather/ Ocean  Conditions 
 

1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather 
conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures 
• Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in poor high risk weather 

and / or when required 
• Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather 
• Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the 
need to have a specific procedure? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel 
• Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for 

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses 
• Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew 
• Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code 

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.8 Clothing and Footwear 
 

1) Are clothing requirements identified for the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The list in section 7, page 26 of the WAFIC OH&S Code is used for the vessel 
• The vessel safety procedures have the clothing and footwear requirements listed 
• Protective clothing and equipment is washed , hung up inside out after each days 

fishing 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery 
been identified? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around 

machinery in vessel safety procedures 
• Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.9 Infectious Diseases 
 

1) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease 
policy for the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The safety procedures include directions on the following 
• Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking 
• Covering sores or cuts with appropriate dressing 
• Wearing gloves when handling product and bait 
• No sharing of razors or toothbrushes 
• Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering 
first aid? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following 
• Treatment of cuts 
• Wearing gloves for all first aid 
• Hand washing after all first aid 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.10 Skin Cancer and Eye Damage Prevention 
 

1) Is there a vessel policy on prevention of skin cancer and eye 
damage? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The safety procedures include directions on the following 
• Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with 

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses 
• Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.11 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a dangerous species policy for the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The policy includes the following 
• Pictures of dangerous species 
• Handling techniques for dangerous species 
• Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
• Protective clothing and equipment 
• First aid treatments for each identified species 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The crew induction includes the following
• Pictures of dangerous species
• Handling techniques for dangerous species
• Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot

that the crew cannot identify
• Protective clothing and equipment
• First aid treatments for each identified species

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.12 Minimizing Risk 
 

1) Can crew move about the deck without slip and trip hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual observation of the deck area while working
• Carpets on deck
• Non slip deck paint
• Mats in work areas

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-apparent hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch

points, raised engine hatches, etc)
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc
• Anchor light to have individual switch

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is
manned?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working
• Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.13 Manual Handling 
 

1) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing 
tasks? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
 
2.14 Personal health 
 

1) Are crew member encouraged to adopt a healthy lifestyle Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet 
• Crew members encouraged to drunk at least 2 litres of water a day 
• Crew to minimise  alcohol 
• Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in out of work time 
• Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night 
• Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity 

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1)  Vessel Layout. Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Where practicable slip resistant floor surface / matting should be provided 
• Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a 

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Vessel procedures / mariner / seamanship. Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• A system to ensure proper lookout maintained at all times
• A system to monitor work practices during heavy weather
• A suitable watch position is maintained at a steering station where navigational aids

are in close proximity and vision is not impaired
• Where the vessel is set on autopilot, the skipper or watch keeper remains in the

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Vessel safe system of work. Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Procedure ensuring decks are hosed down and / or cleaned on a regular basis
• During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to

move about and work
• Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on
• Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is

over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going.
• A suitable container that is used for ablution
• Emergency knives are placed in a readily accessible place e.g. below the gunwhale,

cacker box, front of the deck
• No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.0 Pot and trap handling 
1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the winch Yes

=(2) 
Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence that before the winch is engaged, check that crew are not able to be caught

in moving parts of winch
• Evidence that before pot comes aboard, winch operator and crew to be well clear of

the pot tipper and other catch points

• Evidence that where there is a snagged pot before attempting to release the snagged
pot with the winch, crew members should keep clear and remain vigilant until the pot
is freed and normal operations can continue. 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) How high are pots stacked on the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Verbal evidence of 3 max high
• Verbal evidence of whether 3 high is changed dependant on number of pots and area

fished
• Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are good manual handling practices used in pot lifting? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of the  WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 being used as a

guide
• Method equivalent to the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 being

used
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are warm up exercises used on a daily basis prior to fishing
operations commencing?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Physical Evidence of warm up stretches used by display by skipper and crew
• Validation 2
• Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Are ropes and float tangle minimized when pots are stacked? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Physical evidence of how pot ropes and floats are stacked
• Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR
• Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR
• Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

6) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of height of buckets
• Validation 2
• Validation 3

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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7) How are snagged lines released when retrieving pots from the
water?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence of  a safe procedure for throwing the grapple to include: 

• From near the fly bridge, clear head room between  the crew member and the fly
bridge should be maintained.

• Lean out from the vessel and throw the grapple iron  underarm and backhand.
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

8) Are correct lifting principles used for lifting crates of lobster tasks Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• crates of lobster out of holding tanks – 2 people , using a hook and rope
• crates of lobster from the vessel to the jetty – 2 people using standard lifting techniques
• crates of lobster from the vessel to the dingy – 2 people using standard lifting

techniques with pitch and roll of boat through side door or through transom
• crates of lobster from the dinghy to a transport vehicle – 2 people using standard lifting

techniques
• lifting bait boxes-2 people using standard lifting techniques

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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9) Is there a system for setting pots and throwing ropes and floats to 
minimize legs entanglement 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Physical demonstration of system 
• Look for placement of legs from both crew relative to ropes 

 
Evidence of a system that incorporates the following: 
 

• The skipper and crew ensure each party are prepared and in position before the 
signal is given to set the pot, particularly in heavy conditions. 

 
• A safe speed for setting pots( less than 8 knots) 

 
• The deckhand throwing the rope should stand next to the deckhand setting the pot on 

the side of the vessel rather than further in board. This reduces the distance that a 
rope travels in the air before reaching the water, reducing the risk of entanglement. 

 
• If there are two deckhands setting pots, the deckhand with the rope should stand clear 

of the other deckhand holding the pot/trap making sure the other is clear when the 
rope is released.  

• There should be adequate time before the signal is given between pot/ trap settings. 
 

• Where the skipper does not have a full view of the pot/trap setting procedures on the 
deck, additional forms of communication between the deck and the skipper should be 
in place 

 
 
 
 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3.0 Machinery and equipment  
1) Does the winch have an emergency stop mechanism? Yes

=(2) 
Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence on the winch of a emergency stop lever OR 
• Evidence  that the who ever controls the winch can stop it immediately with the 

existing controls 
• Evidnece that the winch controller has full view of the winch 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a physical tipper lock on the winch 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Are pots in safe working order? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of no loose nails
• Evidence of slats in place
• Evidence of no loose material protruding from the pot

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4.0 CREW INDUCTION 

1) Have the crew attended an onshore training course that is
both industry coordinated and endorsed.

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Course attended by crew that contains the items listed in the WAFIC OH&S Code –

Pot Trap section Appendix one - Part A.
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the crew been provided with an onboard induction Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a crew induction form completed for each year of service
• Crew induction form contains the points listed in the WAFIC OH&S Code – Pot Trap

section Appendix one - Part B
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

3) Has the crew induction been included as part of the written agreement with the owner or skipper?
Verifications/ validations

• Evidence of the crew induction form attached to the written agreement

5.0 DIVING 

If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel, is there a safe work procedure? 

Evidence that the WAFIC OH&S Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – diving guidelines are used 



Attachment 11: 
WAFIC Composite question set version 2
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Audit Details 

 

FISHERY TYPE Type=(text:hidden) 

STATE State=(text:hidden) 

ZONE Zone=(text:hidden) 
 

OWNER NAME Owner=(text:hidden) 

LICENSE HOLDER Licensee=(text:hidden) 

SKIPPER Skipper=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT NUMBER Contact Number=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT FAX Contact Fax=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT EMAIL Contact Email=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT ADDRESS Contact Address=(text) 
 

VESSEL NAME Vessel=(text:label) 

HIN HIN=(text:hidden) 

REGISTRATION NUMBER Registration No.=(text:hidden) 

NUMBER OF CREW No. Crew=(text) 
 

OWNER SKIPPER OwnerSkipper=(text:hidden) 

ARRANGEMENT Arrangement=(text:hidden) 
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SAFETY BACKGROUND 
 

Are non employer / employee arrangements in place 
between the owner and skipper? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place on 
board the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the WAFIC code been used to develop a safety 
management plan for this vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the owner attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the owner attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care 
workshop? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the skipper attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care 
workshop? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the vessel safety plan been updated since it was first 
introduced? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
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Have the vessel owner or skipper taken part in the 
Worksafe small business program? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Is the safety plan used onboard on a day to day basis? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
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PART 1 – OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Owner Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in
a seaworthy and safe condition in strict accordance with survey?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Site current certificate of survey
• Check manning levels
• Emergency equipment tested and tagged

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the hazard
management system for the vessel and all plant and equipment?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a hazard report form & risk assessment matrix
• Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system
• Share fishing agreement – sited and discussed with skipper

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the development of
safe work practices?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan
• Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system with the skipper and crew
• Share fishing agreement – discussed with skipper and require skipper to implement

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting
emergency drills as required?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence that the owner has checked that USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the

required intervals and that other drills are being conducted at least 6 monthly
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Information and Training 
 

1) Does the owner have evidence that the vessel will be manned in
accordance with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Skipper, MED, crew certification in accordance with Schedule as per the Marine Act

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2)  Has the owner discussed the WAFIC OH&S Code with the 
skipper? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3)  Has the owner advised the skipper of any specific vessel 
requirements or idiosyncrasies? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Expectations for the vessel and information regarding the vessel between the owner 

and the skipper are part of the written employment agreement 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4)  Does the owner encourage the skipper to attend relevant training 
programs to enhance his / her skills and abilities? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The written agreement between the owner and skipper contains a section outlining 

the skippers training requirements 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Consultation and Cooperation 

 

1)  Does the owner require the skipper to have an issue resolution 
procedure for the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• There is an issue resolution procedure for the vessel 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 

2)  Are all engagement agreements with the skipper formalized in 
writing? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• There is a written engagement agreement 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Personal Protection 
 

1)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for personal protection? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a list of protective clothing and equipment 
• Employer / employee – owner has supplied protective clothing and equipment 
• Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to who supplies what 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Has the owner discussed with the skipper the OSH Act and Marine 
Act requirements? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
• Employer / employee – owner has supplied the information and forms and requires 

the skipper to report any incidents to the owner 
• Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to what forms are 

required and the skipper reports incidents 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
 
Skipper Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1)  Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe 
condition? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Daily maintenance logs 
• Hazard reports 
• Copies of maintenance forms sent to owners 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2)  Does the skipper routinely use the hazard management system for 
the vessel and all plant and equipment? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Hazards reported and assessed using agreed hazard & risk assessment matrix 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods
for specific tasks onboard the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of written safe work procedures
• Safe work procedures routinely being implemented

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Does the skipper conduct emergency drills as required by
legislation and industry standards?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence in vessel log or equivalent that the skipper has conducted the following drills: 

• Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
• Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
• Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
• Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly)
• Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly)
• Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly)

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Does the skipper use the vessel maintenance recording system? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of log book entries
• Maintenance forms back to the owner

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Information and Training 
 

1) Does the vessel have a training requirement for skippers and
crew?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training
• Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the skipper had a formal induction with the owner? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code
• Verbal evidence from the skipper to indicate what items were discussed

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Have the crew been encouraged to attend relevant training 
programs? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in written agreement of training programs required to work on the vessel 
• Evidence of a pre-sea qualification being required prior to commencing work 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

4) Have the crew attended an onshore training course that is 
equivalent to a pre sea qualification or at sea service qualification 
(e.g. OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5?) 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Check for any DPI certification 
• Check for OHS at sea certification( TAFE , SMI or equivalent) 
• Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – 

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
 

5) Have the crew been provided with a vessel induction? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Check crew induction forms completed for each year of service 
• Check induction form contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap 

section – Appendix 1 Part B 
• Reference in induction to vessel safety procedures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
6) Has the skipper explained to the crew where hazard exist on the 

vessel and the safe work procedures for those hazards? 
Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a crew induction form completed for each crew member 
• Written explanation of each item in the crew induction form 
• Evidence of ongoing training for crew on safe work procedures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Is there an issue resolution procedure for the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a formal written procedure
• Log book entries to demonstrate the procedure is being used

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are all engagement agreements between the skipper and the crew
formalized in writing?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a written agreement including OSH items

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there an agreement in place defining who is responsible for
supplying personal protection clothing and equipment?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Requirements written down as part of the vessel safety procedures
• Employer / employee – all protective clothing and equipment supplied by the

employer
• Share fishing agreement – written agreement defines who supplies what

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Is the personal protective equipment (PPE) being used? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of log book entries for instances when PPE is not being used by the crew
• Verbal question of skipper and crew to determine use of equipment

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Does the skipper follow the OSH Act and Marine Act requirements 
for reporting accidents? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
• Employer / employee – skipper reports any incidents to the owner 
• Share fishing agreement –skipper reports incidents 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1)  Is the machinery and equipment in safe working order? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Vessel maintenance system in place 
• Liaison between skipper and owner of the vessel for maintenance issues 
• Visual check for guards on moving parts as per legislative requirements 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Has ALL machinery been kept in a safe state by the skipper (i.e. no 
guards removed or other modifications that increase risk)? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of proper guarding on all machines 
• Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident? 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel are they 
discussed properly with the crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
• Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4) Does the skipper assist the crew to maintain the plant and 
equipment? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 
• Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Visitor Safety 
 

1)  Has the skipper put in place procedures to ensure the safety of 
visitors and others on the vessel that may not be working? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a visitors safety induction 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Has the skipper a safe procedure for all persons embarking and 
disembarking the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in visitors safety induction of safe methods to embark and disembark the 

vessel in all situations (i.e. on land and at sea) 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
 
Crew Responsibilities 
 

Providing Assistance 
 

1)  Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the 
vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms 
• Verbal questions determining level of maintenance 
• Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance  

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2)  Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Entries in the hazard reporting system made by crew 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Do the crew members routinely follow the agreed safe work
methods for the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures
• Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed
• Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level of personal
hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of cleanliness
• Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Do ALL crew members participate in emergency drills? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in log book entries of who has participated in drills
• Evidence in training register of who has participated in drills
• Recognition of need to have drills written down in vessel safety procures

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Personal Protection equipment and clothing 
 

1) Do ALL crew members have the correct personal protective
clothing and equipment?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The list in section 7, page 26 of the WAFIC OH&S Code is used as a basis for the

vessel requirements
• The vessel safety procedures have clothing and footwear requirements listed
• Visual observation of the equipment

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do ALL crew members use the equipment at ALL times? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment
• Visual observation

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Do the crew maintain the protective clothing and equipment ? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing 
• Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery 
been identified? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around 

machinery in vessel safety procedures 
• Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Do crew misuse equipment on board? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse 
• Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Has any machinery been altered by the crew? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of guards removed by crew 
• Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident? 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Reporting Hazards and Injuries 
 

1) Do crew report hazards to the skipper? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of  crew making entries in the vessel hazard report system 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that are a result of
work?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Incident forms completed for the vessel
• Log book entries recording injuries or illness
• Worksafe forms completed where required
• DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1) Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as
per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational
Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL

times
• Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment
• All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an

emergency
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
• Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
• Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan
• Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
• Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Hearing protection on engine room hatch
• Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher
• No smoking sign in designated areas
• First aid sign above first aid box
• Warning signs for catch points above winch
• Controls of winch marked forward and reverse

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.2 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location, up to date and 
of the required types? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Check all required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc) 
• Check all required extinguisher types as per survey requirements 
• Check all extinguishers are up to date on tags  

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in practice? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available. 
• Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention 
• Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements  i.e. galley, 

accommodation, fuel handling 
• Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to use for which 
fire? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding 
• Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in 

vessel safety procedures 
• Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.3 Abandon Vessel, Survival and Rescue 
 

1) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, unobstructed use at ALL 
times? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Fitted in a place for easy access 
• Not fastened down 
• Fitted with hydrostatic release 
• Not under warnings or deck structures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.4 Hearing Conservation( for the vessel) 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is 
running wear hearing protection ? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch 
• Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of 
hearing protection? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Shown as per manufacturer recommendation 
• Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.5 Alcohol and Drugs 
 

1) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.7 Weather/ Ocean Conditions 
 

1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather
conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures
• Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and /

or when required
• Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather
• Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the
need to have a specific procedure?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel
• Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses
• Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew
• Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.9 Infectious Diseases 
 

1) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease
policy for the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The safety procedures include directions on the following
• Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking
• Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing
• Wearing gloves when handling product and bait
• No sharing of razors or toothbrushes
• Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering
first aid?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following
• Treatment of cuts
• Wearing gloves for all first aid
• Hand washing after all first aid

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.10 Skin Cancer and Eye Damage Prevention 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for skin cancer and 
eye damage? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The safety procedures include directions on the following 
• Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with 

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses 
• Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.11 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous species for the 
vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The policy includes the following 
• Pictures of dangerous species 
• Handling techniques for dangerous species 
• Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
• Protective clothing and equipment 
• First aid treatments for each identified species 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• The crew induction includes the following 
• Pictures of dangerous species 
• Handling techniques for dangerous species 
• Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
• What Protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species 
• First aid treatments for each identified species 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.12 Minimizing Risk 
 

1) Can crew move about the deck without slip and trip hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual observation of the deck area while working 
• Carpets on deck 
• Non slip deck paint 
• Mats in work areas 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-apparent hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
• Anchor light to have individual switch 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is 
manned? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working 
• Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.13 Manual Handling 
 

1) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing 
tasks? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.14 Personal health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a healthy lifestyle Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet
• Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day
• Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption
• Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time
• Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night
• Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1) Is the vessel layout arranged to minimize risk and hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Where practicable slip resistant floor surface / matting should be provided
• Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are vessel procedures / mariner / seamanship all performed to
ensure safety of vessel and crew?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• A system to ensure proper lookout maintained at all times
• A system to monitor work practices during heavy weather
• A suitable watch position is maintained at a steering station where navigational aids

are in close proximity and vision is not impaired
• Where the vessel is set on autopilot, the skipper or watch keeper remains in the

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Are day to day safe systems of work used on the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Procedure ensuring decks are hosed down and / or cleaned on a regular basis
• During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to

move about and work
• Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on
• Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is

over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going.
• A suitable container that is used for ablution
• Emergency knives are placed in a readily accessible place e.g. below the gunwhale,

cacker box, front of the deck
• No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the winch? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include: 
• If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained
• If thrown from the side of the vessel  lean out and throw grapple underarm and

backhand
Evidence of  a safe system that includes: 
• Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in

the moving parts of the winch
• Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot

tipper and other catch points
• Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep

clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Pots are never stacked more than 3 high? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Verbal confirmation pots are never stacked more than 3 high regardless of number of

pots or the area being fished
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot lifting? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or equivalent is being used as a

guide
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Are warm up exercises used every day prior to fishing operations 
commencing? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Skipper and crew demonstrate warm up stretches used every day 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

5) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are stacked? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked 
• Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR 
• Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR 
• Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

6) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Visual check of bucket height 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

7) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines when retrieving 
pots from the water? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Safe system to include  
• Try hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag; 
• Add extra length of rope for more leverage; 
• Leave the pot until the next day or two and try steps 1-3 again; 
• If unsuccessful in releasing the snag tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from the 

propeller) or front of the vessel and tow to dislodge the snagged pot.  Stand well clear 
of the rope in case it breaks 

• If the snagged pot can not be removed then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in 
the basket area 

 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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8) Are safe manual handling practices used when lifting crates of
lobster tasks?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope
• Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques
• Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom
• Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques
• Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

9) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing ropes and
floats to minimize leg entanglement?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes
• System to incorporate the following:
• The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal

to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions)
• Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots)
• Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope
• If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released
• Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety
• If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
 

1) Does the winch have an emergency stop mechanism? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR
• Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls
• Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Check presence of tipper lock on the winch

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Check pots have no loose nails
• Check slats in place
• Check pots have no loose material protruding

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

3.5 Diving 
 

1) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is there a safe
work procedure?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
• Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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FISHSAFE  
ONLINE AUDIT  

 
Based upon the WAFIC Code 

 
ROCK LOBSTER 

 
 

Audit Details 

 

FISHERY TYPE   

STATE   

ZONE   

PFA   
 

OWNER NAME   

LICENSE HOLDER   

SKIPPER   

CONTACT NUMBER   

CONTACT FAX   

CONTACT EMAIL   

CONTACT ADDRESS   
 

VESSEL NAME   

HIN   

REGISTRATION NUMBER   

NUMBER OF CREW   
 

OWNER SKIPPER   

ARRANGEMENT   
 

SAFETY BACKGROUND 
 

1) Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place 
on board the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Describe: 
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2) Does the vessel have a safety management plan based
on the WAFIC code that is updated and used effectively? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

3) Has the owner attended WAFIC / WRL pre-season safety
awareness sessions? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

4) Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL pre-season
safety awareness sessions? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

5) Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL pre-season safety
awareness sessions? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

6) Has the owner attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care
workshop? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

7) Has the skipper attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care
workshop? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

PART 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Owner Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in
a seaworthy and safe condition in strict accordance with survey? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Site current certificate of survey
 Check manning levels
 Emergency equipment tested and tagged

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the hazard
management system for the vessel and all plant and equipment? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a hazard report form & risk assessment matrix
 Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system
 Share fishing agreement – sited and discussed with skipper

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the development of 
safe work practices? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 
 Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system with the skipper and crew 
 Share fishing agreement – discussed with skipper and require skipper to implement 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4)  Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting 
emergency drills as required? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence that the owner has checked that USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the 

required intervals and that other drills are being conducted at least 6 monthly 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

Information and Training 
 

1)  Does the owner have evidence that the vessel will be manned in 
accordance with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Skipper, MED, crew certification in accordance with Schedule as per the Marine Act 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2)  Has the owner discussed the WAFIC OH&S Code with the 
skipper? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3)  Has the owner advised the skipper of any specific vessel 
requirements or idiosyncrasies? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Expectations for the vessel and information regarding the vessel between the owner 

and the skipper are part of the written employment agreement 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Has the owner provided a formal induction for the skipper? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code 
 Verbal evidence from the owner and skipper to indicate what items were discussed 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5)  Does the owner encourage the skipper to attend relevant training 
programs to enhance his / her skills and abilities? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The written agreement between the owner and skipper contains a section outlining 

the skippers training requirements 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1)  Does the owner require the skipper to have an issue resolution 
procedure for the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 There is an issue resolution procedure for the vessel 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 
 

2)  Are all engagement agreements with the skipper formalized in 
writing? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 There is a written engagement agreement 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Personal Protection 
 

1)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for personal protection? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a list of protective clothing and equipment 
 Employer / employee – owner has supplied protective clothing and equipment 
 Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to who supplies what 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Has the owner discussed with the skipper the OSH Act and Marine 
Act requirements? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
 Employer / employee – owner has supplied the information and forms and requires 

the skipper to report any incidents to the owner 
 Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to what forms are 

required and the skipper reports incidents 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

 
Skipper Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1)  Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe 
condition? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Daily maintenance logs 
 Hazard reports 
 Copies of maintenance forms sent to owners 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2)  Does the skipper routinely use the hazard management system for 
the vessel and all plant and equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hazards reported and assessed using agreed hazard & risk assessment matrix 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3)  Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods 
for specific tasks onboard the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of written safe work procedures 
 Safe work procedures routinely being implemented 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Does the skipper conduct emergency drills as required by
legislation and industry standards? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence in vessel log or equivalent that the skipper has conducted the following drills: 

 Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly)
 Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly)
 Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly)

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Does the skipper use the vessel maintenance recording system? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of log book entries
 Maintenance forms back to the owner

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Information and Training 
 

1) Does the vessel have a training requirement for skippers and
crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training
 Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the crew been encouraged to attend relevant training
programs? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in written agreement of training programs required to work on the vessel
 Evidence of a pre-sea qualification being required prior to commencing work

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Have the crew attended an onshore training course that is
equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea service qualification? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5
 Check for any DPI certification
 Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent)
 Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code –

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Have the crew been provided with a vessel induction? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check crew induction forms completed for each year of service 
 Check induction form contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap 

section – Appendix 1 Part B 
 Reference in induction to vessel safety procedures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Has the skipper explained to the crew where hazard exist on the 
vessel and the safe work procedures for those hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a crew induction form completed for each crew member 
 Written explanation of each item in the crew induction form 
 Evidence of ongoing training for crew on safe work procedures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Is there an issue resolution procedure for the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a formal written procedure 
 Log book entries to demonstrate the procedure is being used 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are all engagement agreements between the skipper and the crew 
formalized in writing? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a written agreement including OSH items 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there an agreement in place defining who is responsible for 
supplying personal protection clothing and equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Requirements written down as part of the vessel safety procedures 
 Employer / employee – all protective clothing and equipment supplied by the 

employer 
 Share fishing agreement – written agreement defines who supplies what 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Is the personal protective equipment (PPE) being used? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of log book entries for instances when PPE is not being used by the crew 
 Verbal question of skipper and crew to determine use of equipment 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Does the skipper follow the OSH Act and Marine Act requirements 
for reporting accidents? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
 Employer / employee – skipper reports any incidents to the owner 
 Share fishing agreement –skipper reports incidents 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1)  Is the machinery and equipment in safe working order? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Vessel maintenance system in place 
 Liaison between skipper and owner of the vessel for maintenance issues 
 Visual check for guards on moving parts as per legislative requirements 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has ALL machinery been kept in a safe state by the skipper (i.e. no 
guards removed or other modifications that increase risk)? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of proper guarding on all machines 
 Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident? 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel are they 
discussed properly with the crew? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
 Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Does the skipper assist the crew to maintain the plant and 
equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 
 Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Visitor Safety 
 

1)  Has the skipper put in place procedures to ensure the safety of 
visitors and others on the vessel that may not be working? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a visitors safety induction 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the skipper a safe procedure for all persons embarking and 
disembarking the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in visitors safety induction of safe methods to embark and disembark the 

vessel in all situations (i.e. on land and at sea) 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

 
Crew Responsibilities 
 

Information and Training 
 

1) Does the crew attend training courses provided for them? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the crew understands the importance of ongoing training 
 Evidence of attendance in the training register 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the crew identify training needs and inform the skipper? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the crew raises training needs with the skipper 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the
vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms
 Verbal questions determining level of maintenance
 Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Entries in the hazard reporting system made by crew

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Do the crew members routinely follow the agreed safe work
methods for the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures
 Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed
 Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level of personal
hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of cleanliness
 Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Do ALL crew members participate in emergency drills? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in log book entries of who has participated in drills
 Evidence in training register of who has participated in drills
 Recognition of need to have drills written down in vessel safety procures

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Personal Protection

1) Do ALL crew members have the correct personal protective
clothing and equipment? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 The list in section 7, page 26 of the WAFIC OH&S Code is used as a basis for the

vessel requirements
 The vessel safety procedures have clothing and footwear requirements listed
 Visual observation of the equipment

Comments / Corrective Actions:

2) Do ALL crew members use the equipment at ALL times? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment
 Visual observation

Comments / Corrective Actions:

3) Do the crew maintain the protective clothing and equipment? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing
 Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry

Comments / Corrective Actions:

4) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery
been recognized by the crew? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around

machinery in vessel safety procedures
 Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn

Comments / Corrective Actions:

Safe Plant and Substances

1) Do crew misuse equipment on board? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse
 Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed

Comments / Corrective Actions:
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2) Has any machinery been altered by the crew? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of guards removed by crew 
 Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident? 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Reporting Hazards and Injuries 
 

1) Do crew report hazards to the skipper? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of  crew making entries in the vessel hazard report system 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that are a result of 
work? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Incident forms completed for the vessel 
 Log book entries recording injuries or illness 
 Worksafe forms completed where required 
 DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Seamanship 
 

1) Are vessel procedures / mariner / seamanship all performed to 
ensure safety of vessel and crew? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 A system to ensure proper lookout maintained at all times 
 A system to monitor work practices during heavy weather 
 A suitable watch position is maintained at a steering station where navigational aids 

are in close proximity and vision is not impaired 
 Where the vessel is set on autopilot, the skipper or watch keeper remains in the 

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.2 Emergency Equipment and Procedures
1) Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as

per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational
Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996?

Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL

times
 Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment
 All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an

emergency
Comments / Corrective Actions:

2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
 Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
 Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan
 Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
 Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment

Comments / Corrective Actions:

3) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on the vessel? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Hearing protection on engine room hatch
 Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher
 No smoking sign in designated areas
 First aid sign above first aid box
 Warning signs for catch points above winch
 Controls of winch marked forward and reverse

Comments / Corrective Actions:

4) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, unobstructed use at ALL
times? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Fitted in a place for easy access
 Not fastened down
 Fitted with hydrostatic release
 Not under warnings or deck structures

Comments / Corrective Actions:
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2.3 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location, up to date and
of the required types? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check all required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc)
 Check all required extinguisher types as per survey requirements
 Check all extinguishers are up to date on tags

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in practice? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available.
 Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention
 Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements i.e. galley,

accommodation, fuel handling
 Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to use for which
fire? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding
 Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in

vessel safety procedures
 Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.4 Weather/ Ocean Conditions 
 

1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather
conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures
 Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and /

or when required
 Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather
 Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the
need to have a specific procedure? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel
 Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses
 Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew
 Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.5 Hearing Conservation 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is
running wear hearing protection? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch
 Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of
hearing protection? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Shown as per manufacturer recommendation
 Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.6 Personal health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a healthy lifestyle Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet
 Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day
 Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption
 Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time
 Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night
 Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are warm up exercises used every day prior to fishing operations
commencing? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Skipper and crew demonstrate warm up stretches used every day

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for skin cancer and
eye damage? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Safety procedures include directions on the following
 Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses
 Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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5) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease
policy for the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The safety procedures include directions on the following
 Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking
 Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing
 Wearing gloves when handling product and bait
 No sharing of razors or toothbrushes
 Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

6) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering
first aid? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following
 Treatment of cuts
 Wearing gloves for all first aid
 Hand washing after all first aid

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.7 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous species for the
vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The policy includes the following
 Pictures of dangerous species
 Handling techniques for dangerous species
 Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot

that the crew cannot identify
 Protective clothing and equipment
 First aid treatments for each identified species

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The crew induction includes the following
 Pictures of dangerous species
 Handling techniques for dangerous species
 Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot

that the crew cannot identify
 What protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species
 First aid treatments for each identified species

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.8 Minimizing Risk 
 

1) Can crew move about the deck without slip and trip hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual observation of the deck area while working 
 Carpets on deck 
 Non slip deck paint 
 Mats in work areas 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-apparent hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
 Anchor light to have individual switch 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is 
manned? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working 
 Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing 
tasks? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1)  Is the vessel layout arranged to minimize risk and hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Where practicable slip resistant floor surface / matting should be provided 
 Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a 

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are day to day safe systems of work used on the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Procedure ensuring decks are hosed down and / or cleaned on a regular basis 
 During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to 

move about and work 
 Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on 
 Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is 

over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going. 
 A suitable container that is used for ablution 
 Emergency knives are placed in a readily accessible place e.g. below the gunwhale, 

cacker box, front of the deck 
 No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Pots are never stacked more than 3 high? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation pots are never stacked more than 3 high regardless of number of 

pots or the area being fished 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot lifting? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or equivalent is being used as a 

guide 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are stacked? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked 
 Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR 
 Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR 
 Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual check of bucket height 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines when retrieving 
pots from the water? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Safe system to include… 

 Hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag 
 Adding extra length of rope for more leverage 
 Leaving the pot for 24 to 48 hours and try the above again 
 If above unsuccessful tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from propeller) or front of 

the vessel and tow to dislodge the pot. ALL personnel to stand well clear. 
 If above unsuccessful then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in the basket area 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Are safe manual handling practices used when lifting crates of 
lobster tasks? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope 
 Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
 Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom 
 Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
 Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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6) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing ropes and
floats to minimize leg entanglement? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes
 System to incorporate the following:
 The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal

to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions)
 Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots)
 Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope
 If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released
 Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety
 If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper
Comments / Corrective Actions:

7) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is there a safe
work procedure? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used

Comments / Corrective Actions:

8) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the winch? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include:
 If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained
 If thrown from the side of the vessel: lean out and throw grapple underarm and

backhand
Evidence of  a safe system that includes:
 Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in

the moving parts of the winch
 Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot

tipper and other catch points
 Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep

clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue
Comments / Corrective Actions:

3.3 Machinery and Equipment
1) Does the winch have an emergency stop mechanism? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR
 Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls
 Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch

Comments / Corrective Actions:
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2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Check presence of tipper lock on the winch

Comments / Corrective Actions:

3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes Part No N/A

Verifications/Validations:
 Check pots have no loose nails
 Check slats in place
 Check pots have no loose material protruding

Comments / Corrective Actions:
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Audit Details 

 

FISHERY TYPE Type=(text:hidden) 

STATE State=(text:hidden) 

ZONE Zone=(text:hidden) 
 

OWNER NAME Owner=(text:hidden) 

LICENSE HOLDER Licensee=(text:hidden) 

SKIPPER Skipper=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT NUMBER Contact Number=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT FAX Contact Fax=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT EMAIL Contact Email=(text:hidden) 

CONTACT ADDRESS Contact Address=(text) 
 

VESSEL NAME Vessel=(text:label) 

HIN HIN=(text:hidden) 

REGISTRATION NUMBER Registration No.=(text:hidden) 

NUMBER OF CREW No. Crew=(text) 
 

OWNER SKIPPER OwnerSkipper=(text:hidden) 

ARRANGEMENT Arrangement=(text:hidden) 
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SAFETY BACKGROUND 
 

Are non employer / employee arrangements in place 
between the owner and skipper? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place on 
board the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the WAFIC code been used to develop a safety 
management plan for this vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the owner attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety 
awareness sessions? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the owner attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care 
workshop? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the skipper attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care 
workshop? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Has the vessel safety plan been updated since it was first 
introduced? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
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Have the vessel owner or skipper taken part in the 
Worksafe small business program? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
 
 
 
 

Is the safety plan used onboard on a day to day basis? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Evidence=(text)Describe: 
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PART 1 – OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Owner Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1)  Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in 
a seaworthy and safe condition in strict accordance with survey? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Site current certificate of survey 
 Check manning levels 
 Emergency equipment tested and tagged 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the hazard 
management system for the vessel and all plant and equipment? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a hazard report form & risk assessment matrix  
 Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system  
 Share fishing agreement – sited and discussed with skipper 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 
 

 

3)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the development of 
safe work practices? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 
 Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system with the skipper and crew 
 Share fishing agreement – discussed with skipper and require skipper to implement 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 
 

 

4)  Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting 
emergency drills as required? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence that the owner has checked that USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the 

required intervals and that other drills are being conducted at least 6 monthly 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 
 

 

 
Information and Training 
 

1)  Does the owner have evidence that the vessel will be manned in 
accordance with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Skipper, MED, crew certification in accordance with Schedule as per the Marine Act 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Has the owner discussed the WAFIC OH&S Code with the
skipper?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Has the owner advised the skipper of any specific vessel
requirements or idiosyncrasies?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Expectations for the vessel and information regarding the vessel between the owner

and the skipper are part of the written employment agreement
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Does the owner encourage the skipper to attend relevant training
programs to enhance his / her skills and abilities?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The written agreement between the owner and skipper contains a section outlining

the skippers training requirements
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Does the owner require the skipper to have an issue resolution
procedure for the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 There is an issue resolution procedure for the vessel

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are all engagement agreements with the skipper formalized in
writing?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 There is a written engagement agreement

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Personal Protection 
 

1)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for personal protection? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a list of protective clothing and equipment 
 Employer / employee – owner has supplied protective clothing and equipment 
 Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to who supplies what 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Has the owner discussed with the skipper the OSH Act and Marine 
Act requirements? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
 Employer / employee – owner has supplied the information and forms and requires 

the skipper to report any incidents to the owner 
 Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to what forms are 

required and the skipper reports incidents 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
 
Skipper Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1)  Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe 
condition? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Daily maintenance logs 
 Hazard reports 
 Copies of maintenance forms sent to owners 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2)  Does the skipper routinely use the hazard management system for 
the vessel and all plant and equipment? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hazards reported and assessed using agreed hazard & risk assessment matrix 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3)  Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods 
for specific tasks onboard the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of written safe work procedures 
 Safe work procedures routinely being implemented 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4)  Does the skipper conduct emergency drills as required by 
legislation and industry standards? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence in vessel log or equivalent that the skipper has conducted the following drills: 

 Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
 Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
 Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
 Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
 Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
 Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

5) Does the skipper use the vessel maintenance recording system? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of log book entries 
 Maintenance forms back to the owner 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Information and Training 
 

1) Does the vessel have a training requirement for skippers and 
crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 
 Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 

2) Has the skipper had a formal induction with the owner? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code 
 Verbal evidence from the skipper to indicate what items were discussed 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Have the crew been encouraged to attend relevant training 
programs? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in written agreement of training programs required to work on the vessel 
 Evidence of a pre-sea qualification being required prior to commencing work 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

4) Have the crew attended an onshore training course that is 
equivalent to a pre sea qualification or at sea service qualification 
(e.g. OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5?) 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check for any DPI certification 
 Check for OHS at sea certification( TAFE , SMI or equivalent) 
 Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – 

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
 

5) Have the crew been provided with a vessel induction? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check crew induction forms completed for each year of service 
 Check induction form contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap 

section – Appendix 1 Part B 
 Reference in induction to vessel safety procedures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
6) Has the skipper explained to the crew where hazard exist on the 

vessel and the safe work procedures for those hazards? 
Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a crew induction form completed for each crew member 
 Written explanation of each item in the crew induction form 
 Evidence of ongoing training for crew on safe work procedures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Is there an issue resolution procedure for the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a formal written procedure
 Log book entries to demonstrate the procedure is being used

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are all engagement agreements between the skipper and the crew
formalized in writing?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a written agreement including OSH items

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there an agreement in place defining who is responsible for
supplying personal protection clothing and equipment?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Requirements written down as part of the vessel safety procedures
 Employer / employee – all protective clothing and equipment supplied by the

employer
 Share fishing agreement – written agreement defines who supplies what

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Is the personal protective equipment (PPE) being used? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of log book entries for instances when PPE is not being used by the crew
 Verbal question of skipper and crew to determine use of equipment

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Does the skipper follow the OSH Act and Marine Act requirements 
for reporting accidents? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
 Employer / employee – skipper reports any incidents to the owner 
 Share fishing agreement –skipper reports incidents 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1)  Is the machinery and equipment in safe working order? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Vessel maintenance system in place 
 Liaison between skipper and owner of the vessel for maintenance issues 
 Visual check for guards on moving parts as per legislative requirements 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Has ALL machinery been kept in a safe state by the skipper (i.e. no 
guards removed or other modifications that increase risk)? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of proper guarding on all machines 
 Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident? 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel are they 
discussed properly with the crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
 Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4) Does the skipper assist the crew to maintain the plant and 
equipment? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 
 Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Visitor Safety 
 

1)  Has the skipper put in place procedures to ensure the safety of 
visitors and others on the vessel that may not be working? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a visitors safety induction 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Has the skipper a safe procedure for all persons embarking and 
disembarking the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in visitors safety induction of safe methods to embark and disembark the 

vessel in all situations (i.e. on land and at sea) 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
 
Crew Responsibilities 
 

Providing Assistance 
 

1)  Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the 
vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms 
 Verbal questions determining level of maintenance 
 Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance  

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2)  Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Entries in the hazard reporting system made by crew 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Do the crew members routinely follow the agreed safe work
methods for the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures
 Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed
 Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level of personal
hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of cleanliness
 Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Do ALL crew members participate in emergency drills? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in log book entries of who has participated in drills
 Evidence in training register of who has participated in drills
 Recognition of need to have drills written down in vessel safety procures

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Personal Protection equipment and clothing 
 

1) Do ALL crew members have the correct personal protective
clothing and equipment?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The list in section 7, page 26 of the WAFIC OH&S Code is used as a basis for the

vessel requirements
 The vessel safety procedures have clothing and footwear requirements listed
 Visual observation of the equipment

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do ALL crew members use the equipment at ALL times? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment
 Visual observation

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Do the crew maintain the protective clothing and equipment ? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing
 Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery
been identified?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around

machinery in vessel safety procedures
 Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Do crew misuse equipment on board? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse
 Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has any machinery been altered by the crew? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of guards removed by crew
 Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that

increase the risk of an incident?
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Reporting Hazards and Injuries 
 

1) Do crew report hazards to the skipper? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of  crew making entries in the vessel hazard report system

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that are a result of 
work? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Incident forms completed for the vessel 
 Log book entries recording injuries or illness 
 Worksafe forms completed where required 
 DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1)  Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as 
per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
 Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
 All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
 Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
 Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
 Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
 Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
 Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
 No smoking sign in designated areas 
 First aid sign above first aid box 
 Warning signs for catch points above winch 
 Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.2 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location, up to date and 
of the required types? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check all required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc) 
 Check all required extinguisher types as per survey requirements 
 Check all extinguishers are up to date on tags  

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in practice? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available. 
 Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention 
 Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements  i.e. galley, 

accommodation, fuel handling 
 Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to use for which 
fire? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding 
 Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in 

vessel safety procedures 
 Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.3 Abandon Vessel, Survival and Rescue 
 

1) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, unobstructed use at ALL 
times? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Fitted in a place for easy access 
 Not fastened down 
 Fitted with hydrostatic release 
 Not under warnings or deck structures 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.4 Hearing Conservation( for the vessel) 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is
running wear hearing protection ?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch
 Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of
hearing protection?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Shown as per manufacturer recommendation
 Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.5 Alcohol and Drugs 
 

1) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.7 Weather/ Ocean Conditions 
 

1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather 
conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures 
 Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and / 

or when required 
 Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather 
 Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the 
need to have a specific procedure? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel 
 Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for 

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses 
 Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew 
 Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code 

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 

 
2.9 Infectious Diseases 
 

1) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease 
policy for the vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The safety procedures include directions on the following 
 Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking 
 Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing 
 Wearing gloves when handling product and bait 
 No sharing of razors or toothbrushes 
 Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering 
first aid? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following 
 Treatment of cuts 
 Wearing gloves for all first aid 
 Hand washing after all first aid 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.10 Skin Cancer and Eye Damage Prevention 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for skin cancer and 
eye damage? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The safety procedures include directions on the following 
 Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with 

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses 
 Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.11 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous species for the 
vessel? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The policy includes the following 
 Pictures of dangerous species 
 Handling techniques for dangerous species 
 Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
 Protective clothing and equipment 
 First aid treatments for each identified species 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The crew induction includes the following 
 Pictures of dangerous species 
 Handling techniques for dangerous species 
 Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
 What Protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species 
 First aid treatments for each identified species 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
2.12 Minimizing Risk 
 

1) Can crew move about the deck without slip and trip hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual observation of the deck area while working 
 Carpets on deck 
 Non slip deck paint 
 Mats in work areas 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-apparent hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch

points, raised engine hatches, etc)
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc
 Anchor light to have individual switch

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is
manned?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working
 Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2.13 Manual Handling 
 

1) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing
tasks?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual
handling tasks

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.14 Personal health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a healthy lifestyle Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet 
 Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day 
 Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption 
 Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time 
 Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night 
 Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity 

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
 
 

PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1)  Is the vessel layout arranged to minimize risk and hazards? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Where practicable slip resistant floor surface / matting should be provided 
 Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a 

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Are vessel procedures / mariner / seamanship all performed to 
ensure safety of vessel and crew? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 A system to ensure proper lookout maintained at all times 
 A system to monitor work practices during heavy weather 
 A suitable watch position is maintained at a steering station where navigational aids 

are in close proximity and vision is not impaired 
 Where the vessel is set on autopilot, the skipper or watch keeper remains in the 

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Are day to day safe systems of work used on the vessel? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Procedure ensuring decks are hosed down and / or cleaned on a regular basis
 During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to

move about and work
 Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on
 Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is

over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going.
 A suitable container that is used for ablution
 Emergency knives are placed in a readily accessible place e.g. below the gunwhale,

cacker box, front of the deck
 No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the winch? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include: 
 If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained
 If thrown from the side of the vessel  lean out and throw grapple underarm and

backhand
Evidence of  a safe system that includes: 
 Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in

the moving parts of the winch
 Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot

tipper and other catch points
 Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep

clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Pots are never stacked more than 3 high? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation pots are never stacked more than 3 high regardless of number of

pots or the area being fished
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot lifting? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or equivalent is being used as a

guide
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Are warm up exercises used every day prior to fishing operations
commencing?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Skipper and crew demonstrate warm up stretches used every day

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are stacked? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked
 Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR
 Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR
 Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

6) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual check of bucket height

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

7) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines when retrieving
pots from the water?

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Safe system to include 
 Try hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag;
 Add extra length of rope for more leverage;
 Leave the pot until the next day or two and try steps 1-3 again;
 If unsuccessful in releasing the snag tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from the

propeller) or front of the vessel and tow to dislodge the snagged pot.  Stand well clear
of the rope in case it breaks

 If the snagged pot can not be removed then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in
the basket area

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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8) Are safe manual handling practices used when lifting crates of 
lobster tasks? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope 
 Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
 Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom 
 Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
 Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

9) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing ropes and 
floats to minimize leg entanglement? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes 
 System to incorporate the following: 
 The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal 

to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions) 
 Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots) 
 Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side 

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope 
 If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the 

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released 
 Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety 
 If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms 

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper 
 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

 
3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
 

1) Does the winch have an emergency stop mechanism? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR 
 Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls 
 Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check presence of tipper lock on the winch 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check pots have no loose nails 
 Check slats in place 
 Check pots have no loose material protruding 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 
 
 

 
3.5 Diving 
 

1) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is there a safe 
work procedure? 

Yes
=(2) 

Part
=(1) 

No=(
0) 

N/A
=() 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used 

 

Comments=(text)Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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FISHSAFE  
ONLINE AUDIT  

 
Based upon the WAFIC Code 

 
ROCK LOBSTER 

 
 

Audit Details 

 

FISHERY TYPE   

STATE   

ZONE   

PFA   
 

OWNER NAME   

LICENSE HOLDER   

SKIPPER   

CONTACT NUMBER   

CONTACT FAX   

CONTACT EMAIL   

CONTACT ADDRESS   
 

VESSEL NAME   

HIN   

REGISTRATION NUMBER   

NUMBER OF CREW   
 

OWNER SKIPPER   

ARRANGEMENT   
 

SAFETY BACKGROUND 
 

1) Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place 
on board the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Describe: 
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2) Does the vessel have a safety management plan based
on the WAFIC code that is updated and used effectively? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

3) Has the owner attended WAFIC / WRL pre-season safety
awareness sessions? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

4) Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL pre-season
safety awareness sessions? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

5) Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL pre-season safety
awareness sessions? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

6) Has the owner attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care
workshop? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

 

7) Has the skipper attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care
workshop? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Describe: 

PART 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Owner Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in
a seaworthy and safe condition in strict accordance with survey? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Site current certificate of survey
 Check manning levels
 Emergency equipment tested and tagged

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the hazard
management system for the vessel and all plant and equipment? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a hazard report form & risk assessment matrix
 Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system
 Share fishing agreement – sited and discussed with skipper

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the development of 
safe work practices? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 
 Employer / employee – owner has implemented the system with the skipper and crew 
 Share fishing agreement – discussed with skipper and require skipper to implement 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4)  Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting 
emergency drills as required? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence that the owner has checked that USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the 

required intervals and that other drills are being conducted at least 6 monthly 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

Information and Training 
 

1)  Does the owner have evidence that the vessel will be manned in 
accordance with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Skipper, MED, crew certification in accordance with Schedule as per the Marine Act 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2)  Has the owner discussed the WAFIC OH&S Code with the 
skipper? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3)  Has the owner advised the skipper of any specific vessel 
requirements or idiosyncrasies? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Expectations for the vessel and information regarding the vessel between the owner 

and the skipper are part of the written employment agreement 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Has the owner provided a formal induction for the skipper? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code 
 Verbal evidence from the owner and skipper to indicate what items were discussed 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5)  Does the owner encourage the skipper to attend relevant training 
programs to enhance his / her skills and abilities? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The written agreement between the owner and skipper contains a section outlining 

the skippers training requirements 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1)  Does the owner require the skipper to have an issue resolution 
procedure for the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 There is an issue resolution procedure for the vessel 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 
 

2)  Are all engagement agreements with the skipper formalized in 
writing? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 There is a written engagement agreement 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Personal Protection 
 

1)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for personal protection? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a list of protective clothing and equipment 
 Employer / employee – owner has supplied protective clothing and equipment 
 Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to who supplies what 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Has the owner discussed with the skipper the OSH Act and Marine 
Act requirements? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
 Employer / employee – owner has supplied the information and forms and requires 

the skipper to report any incidents to the owner 
 Share fishing agreement – owner has discussed with skipper as to what forms are 

required and the skipper reports incidents 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

 
Skipper Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1)  Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe 
condition? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Daily maintenance logs 
 Hazard reports 
 Copies of maintenance forms sent to owners 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2)  Does the skipper routinely use the hazard management system for 
the vessel and all plant and equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hazards reported and assessed using agreed hazard & risk assessment matrix 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3)  Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods 
for specific tasks onboard the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of written safe work procedures 
 Safe work procedures routinely being implemented 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Does the skipper conduct emergency drills as required by
legislation and industry standards? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence in vessel log or equivalent that the skipper has conducted the following drills: 

 Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly)
 Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly)
 Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly)

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Does the skipper use the vessel maintenance recording system? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of log book entries
 Maintenance forms back to the owner

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Information and Training 
 

1) Does the vessel have a training requirement for skippers and
crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training
 Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the crew been encouraged to attend relevant training
programs? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in written agreement of training programs required to work on the vessel
 Evidence of a pre-sea qualification being required prior to commencing work

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Have the crew attended an onshore training course that is
equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea service qualification? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5
 Check for any DPI certification
 Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent)
 Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code –

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Have the crew been provided with a vessel induction? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check crew induction forms completed for each year of service 
 Check induction form contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap 

section – Appendix 1 Part B 
 Reference in induction to vessel safety procedures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Has the skipper explained to the crew where hazard exist on the 
vessel and the safe work procedures for those hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a crew induction form completed for each crew member 
 Written explanation of each item in the crew induction form 
 Evidence of ongoing training for crew on safe work procedures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Is there an issue resolution procedure for the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a formal written procedure 
 Log book entries to demonstrate the procedure is being used 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are all engagement agreements between the skipper and the crew 
formalized in writing? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a written agreement including OSH items 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there an agreement in place defining who is responsible for 
supplying personal protection clothing and equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Requirements written down as part of the vessel safety procedures 
 Employer / employee – all protective clothing and equipment supplied by the 

employer 
 Share fishing agreement – written agreement defines who supplies what 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Is the personal protective equipment (PPE) being used? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of log book entries for instances when PPE is not being used by the crew
 Verbal question of skipper and crew to determine use of equipment

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Reporting Accidents 
 

1) Does the skipper follow the OSH Act and Marine Act requirements
for reporting accidents? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported
 Employer / employee – skipper reports any incidents to the owner
 Share fishing agreement –skipper reports incidents

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Is the machinery and equipment in safe working order? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Vessel maintenance system in place
 Liaison between skipper and owner of the vessel for maintenance issues
 Visual check for guards on moving parts as per legislative requirements

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has ALL machinery been kept in a safe state by the skipper (i.e. no
guards removed or other modifications that increase risk)? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of proper guarding on all machines
 Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that

increase the risk of an incident?
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel are they
discussed properly with the crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods
 Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and

equipment
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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4) Does the skipper assist the crew to maintain the plant and
equipment? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment
 Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Visitor Safety 
 

1) Has the skipper put in place procedures to ensure the safety of
visitors and others on the vessel that may not be working? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a visitors safety induction

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the skipper a safe procedure for all persons embarking and
disembarking the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in visitors safety induction of safe methods to embark and disembark the

vessel in all situations (i.e. on land and at sea)
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Crew Responsibilities 
 

Information and Training 
 

1) Does the crew attend training courses provided for them? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the crew understands the importance of ongoing training
 Evidence of attendance in the training register

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the crew identify training needs and inform the skipper? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the crew raises training needs with the skipper

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1)  Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the 
vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms 
 Verbal questions determining level of maintenance 
 Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance  

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2)  Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Entries in the hazard reporting system made by crew 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3)  Do the crew members routinely follow the agreed safe work 
methods for the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures 
 Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed 
 Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level of personal 
hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of cleanliness 
 Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Do ALL crew members participate in emergency drills? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in log book entries of who has participated in drills 
 Evidence in training register of who has participated in drills 
 Recognition of need to have drills written down in vessel safety procures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Personal Protection 
 

1) Do ALL crew members have the correct personal protective 
clothing and equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The list in section 7, page 26 of the WAFIC OH&S Code is used as a basis for the 

vessel requirements 
 The vessel safety procedures have clothing and footwear requirements listed 
 Visual observation of the equipment 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do ALL crew members use the equipment at ALL times? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment 
 Visual observation 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 
 

3) Do the crew maintain the protective clothing and equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing 
 Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery 
been recognized by the crew? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around 

machinery in vessel safety procedures 
 Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Do crew misuse equipment on board? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse 
 Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Has any machinery been altered by the crew? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of guards removed by crew
 Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that

increase the risk of an incident?
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Reporting Hazards and Injuries 
 

1) Do crew report hazards to the skipper? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of  crew making entries in the vessel hazard report system

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that are a result of
work? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Incident forms completed for the vessel
 Log book entries recording injuries or illness
 Worksafe forms completed where required
 DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Seamanship 
 

1) Are vessel procedures / mariner / seamanship all performed to
ensure safety of vessel and crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 A system to ensure proper lookout maintained at all times
 A system to monitor work practices during heavy weather
 A suitable watch position is maintained at a steering station where navigational aids

are in close proximity and vision is not impaired
 Where the vessel is set on autopilot, the skipper or watch keeper remains in the

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.2 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1)  Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as 
per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996? 

Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
 Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
 All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
 Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
 Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
 Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
 Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
 Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
 No smoking sign in designated areas 
 First aid sign above first aid box 
 Warning signs for catch points above winch 
 Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, unobstructed use at ALL 
times? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Fitted in a place for easy access 
 Not fastened down 
 Fitted with hydrostatic release 
 Not under warnings or deck structures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.3 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location, up to date and
of the required types? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check all required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc)
 Check all required extinguisher types as per survey requirements
 Check all extinguishers are up to date on tags

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in practice? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available.
 Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention
 Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements i.e. galley,

accommodation, fuel handling
 Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to use for which
fire? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding
 Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in

vessel safety procedures
 Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.4 Weather/ Ocean Conditions 
 

1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather
conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures
 Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and /

or when required
 Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather
 Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the
need to have a specific procedure? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel
 Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses
 Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew
 Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.5 Hearing Conservation 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is
running wear hearing protection? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch
 Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of
hearing protection? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Shown as per manufacturer recommendation
 Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.6 Personal health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a healthy lifestyle Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet
 Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day
 Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption
 Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time
 Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night
 Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are warm up exercises used every day prior to fishing operations
commencing? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Skipper and crew demonstrate warm up stretches used every day

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for skin cancer and
eye damage? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Safety procedures include directions on the following
 Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses
 Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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5) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease
policy for the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The safety procedures include directions on the following
 Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking
 Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing
 Wearing gloves when handling product and bait
 No sharing of razors or toothbrushes
 Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

6) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering
first aid? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following
 Treatment of cuts
 Wearing gloves for all first aid
 Hand washing after all first aid

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.7 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous species for the
vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The policy includes the following
 Pictures of dangerous species
 Handling techniques for dangerous species
 Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot

that the crew cannot identify
 Protective clothing and equipment
 First aid treatments for each identified species

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The crew induction includes the following
 Pictures of dangerous species
 Handling techniques for dangerous species
 Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot

that the crew cannot identify
 What protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species
 First aid treatments for each identified species

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.8 Minimizing Risk 
 

1) Can crew move about the deck without slip and trip hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual observation of the deck area while working 
 Carpets on deck 
 Non slip deck paint 
 Mats in work areas 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-apparent hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
 Anchor light to have individual switch 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is 
manned? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working 
 Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing 
tasks? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1) Is the vessel layout arranged to minimize risk and hazards? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Where practicable slip resistant floor surface / matting should be provided
 Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are day to day safe systems of work used on the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Procedure ensuring decks are hosed down and / or cleaned on a regular basis
 During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to

move about and work
 Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on
 Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is

over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going.
 A suitable container that is used for ablution
 Emergency knives are placed in a readily accessible place e.g. below the gunwhale,

cacker box, front of the deck
 No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Pots are never stacked more than 3 high? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation pots are never stacked more than 3 high regardless of number of

pots or the area being fished
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot lifting? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or equivalent is being used as a

guide
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are stacked? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked
 Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR
 Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR
 Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual check of bucket height

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines when retrieving
pots from the water? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Safe system to include… 

 Hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag
 Adding extra length of rope for more leverage
 Leaving the pot for 24 to 48 hours and try the above again
 If above unsuccessful tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from propeller) or front of

the vessel and tow to dislodge the pot. ALL personnel to stand well clear.
 If above unsuccessful then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in the basket area

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Are safe manual handling practices used when lifting crates of
lobster tasks? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope
 Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques
 Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom
 Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques
 Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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6) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing ropes and 
floats to minimize leg entanglement? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes 
 System to incorporate the following: 
 The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal 

to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions) 
 Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots) 
 Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side 

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope 
 If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the 

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released 
 Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety 
 If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms 

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

7) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is there a safe 
work procedure? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

8) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the winch? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include: 
 If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained  
 If thrown from the side of the vessel: lean out and throw grapple underarm and 

backhand 
Evidence of  a safe system that includes: 
 Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in 

the moving parts of the winch 
 Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot 

tipper and other catch points 
 Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep 

clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
 

1) Does the winch have an emergency stop mechanism? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR 
 Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls 
 Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check presence of tipper lock on the winch

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check pots have no loose nails
 Check slats in place
 Check pots have no loose material protruding

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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EXPLANATION AS TO BACKGROUND OF THE QUESTION SET
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SAFETY AND HEALTH BACKGROUND DATA 
 

1) Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place 
on board the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

YES - Accessible – within easy reach.   
Verifications: Expect to see in the wheelhouse with other papers 
Describe where it is held: 
 
 

2) Does the vessel have a safety management plan based 
on the WAFIC code that is updated and used effectively? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verification for YES it must 
 have the requirements as per safety plan: 
 been reviewed within the last 3 years 
 evidence it is used 

 
 

3) Has the owner/ skipper attended WAFIC / WRL pre-
season safety awareness sessions? 4 + 3-4 1-2 0 
 

Check to see how many the  owner / skipper can recall. 
Check records held at WAFIC. 
If not attended any ask why not. Answer: 
 
 
 
 

Check to see how many the  owner can recall 
Check records held at WAFIC 
If not attended any ask why not. Answer: 
 

 

4) Has the owner attended WAFIC/WRL pre –season safety 
awareness sessions? 4 + 3-4 1-2 0 

 

5) Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL pre-season 
safety awareness sessions? 4 + 3-4 1-2 0 
 

Check to see how many the  skipper can recall 
Check records held at WAFIC 
If not attended any ask why not. Answer: 
 
 
 

6) Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL pre-season safety 
awareness sessions? 4 + 3-4 1-2 0 
 

Check records held at WAFIC 
If not attended any ask why not. Answer: 
 
 
 

7) Has the owner attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care 
workshop in 2004/05? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Evidence  should be a training file and or certificate 
Check records held at WAFIC 
If not attended, ask why not. Answer: 
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8) Has the skipper attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care
workshop in 2004/05? Yes Part No N/A 

Evidence should be a training file titled xxxxxxx and or certificate 
Check records held at WAFIC 
If not attended ask why not. Answer 

PART 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Questions for an Owner-Skipper 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications for YES: 
 Site current certificate of survey
 Check crew numbers equivalent to survey
 Fire extinguishers tested and tagged
 Daily maintenance logs for oil changes, maintenance schedule, breakdown

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) How do you manage hazards as they arise on the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Response includes reference to risk assessment
 Evidence the issue is written down in the log book,
 Evidence of verbal or written risk assessment matrix


 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3)  Are there safe work procedures for the vessel that have been 
implemented? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 

OR 
 Safe work procedures are routinely implemented - documented 
 If WAFIC Code is used – documented how it is implemented 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

4)  Are emergency drills conducted at regular intervals? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
For a YES: Evidence in vessel log or equivalent records that the skipper has conducted the 
following drills: 

 Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
 Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
 Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
 Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
 Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
 Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
 

 

Information and Training 
 

1)  Do you have the correct certification in accordance with survey 
requirements under the WA Marine Act? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Sight the Skipper, MED, crew certification  

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
 Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
 Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan
 Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
 Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Has a formal induction for ALL crew members been conducted
every year? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year

of service
 Written notes on the induction form of additions to the crew induction specific to the

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring)


 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Has the owner-skipper undertaken any additional training apart
from the master and MED and encourage the crew members to
attend relevant training programs?

Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training
 Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel
 Written agreement containing crew training options

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Have you got any examples of how you resolve safety and health
issues on board the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and acted upon

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are all employment agreements between the owner-s/kipper and
crew members formalized in writing? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 There is a written engagement agreement including OHS items could be Share

Fishing Agreement or employer / employee with catch rate or wage
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Personal Protection 
 

1)  Is there a written agreement for who supplies what items of 
personal protective clothing and equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal demonstration of a  list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies 

it 
 Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement  
 Tick off how it is organised: 
 Skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
 Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
 Tubigrip – who supplies 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2)  Is personal protective clothing and equipment being used as 
required? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal demonstration of a  list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies 

it 
 Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement  
 Tick off how it is organised: 
 Skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
 Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Are you aware of what accidents/ incidents must be reported to 
Worksafe and DPI - Marine safety? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4 
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
 Owner-skipper has required forms 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1)  Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Emergency stop mechanism for the winch 
 Winch controls marked forward and reverse 
 Rope guards on the winch 
 Pot tipper lock 
 Guards on moving parts in engine room 
 Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel are they
discussed properly with the crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods
 Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and

equipment
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Does the skipper get the crew to maintain the plant and
equipment? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment
 Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Visitor Safety 
 

1) Has the owner-skipper implemented a visitors induction? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a visitors safety induction template
 Evidence of visitors induction completed and filed

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the owner-skipper a safe procedure for all persons getting on
and off the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty to vessel and

reverse
 Safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and reverse

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Owner Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Site current certificate of survey
 Check crew numbers equivalent to survey
 Fire extinguishers tested and tagged

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

xxx 
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2) is there a  process for the vessel on how hazards are managed as
they arise? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Response included a reference to risk assessment
 If the owners is hand son they should

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan

OR
 Safe work procedures are routinely implemented - documented
 If WAFIC Code is used – documented how it is implemented

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) How do you check that the skipper is conducting emergency drills
as required? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence that the owner has checked that USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the

required intervals and that other drills are being conducted at least 6 monthly
 Checked log books
 Checked drills register

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Information and Training 
 

1) How do you check that the vessel will be manned in accordance
with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Written in agreements that the Skipper, MED, crew certification will be in accordance

with  the Marine Act at all times
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

2) Does the skipper recognize the need to train the crew in ALL
emergency procedures? Yes Part No N/A 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
 Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
 Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan
 Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
 Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment
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Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) How do you ensure the skipper is aware of any specific vessel
requirements or handling requirements? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Information regarding the vessel requirements between the owner and the skipper

are part of the written employment agreement
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) How do you induct the skipper? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Use of the owner / skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code
 Verbal evidence from the owner and skipper to indicate what items were discussed
 Induction checklist

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) What extra training as the skipper done to improve his knowledge
and skills for the job? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The written agreement between the owner and skipper contains a section outlining

the skippers training requirements
 Skippers attended Industry training
 Skipper is upgrading his Master class ticket

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Do you know how the skipper resolves safety and health issues on
board as they arise? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Feedback from the skipper about how he managed the situation

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are all employment agreements with the skipper formalized in
writing? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 There is a written agreement

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Personal Protection 
 

1) Does the skipper have an agreement on what clothing and
equipment he supplies and what the crew supply? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement
 Skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen
 Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses
 Tubigrip – who supplies

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Reporting Accidents 
 

1) Are you aware of the requirements of what accidents have to be
reported to Worksafe and DPI? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported
 Has required forms

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

1) Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed?
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Skipper Responsibilities 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) How do you maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe condition? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Daily maintenance logs
 Hazard reports
 Copies of maintenance forms sent to owners

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) How do you manage hazards as they arise on the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Response includes reference to risk assessment
 Evidence the issue is written down in the log book,
 Evidence of verbal or written risk assessment matrix


 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel that have been
implemented? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan

OR
 Safe work procedures are routinely implemented - documented
 If WAFIC Code is used – documented how it is implemented

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are emergency drills conducted at regular intervals? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence in vessel log or equivalent that the skipper has conducted the following drills: 

 Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
 Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly)
 Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly)
 Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly)

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Information and Training 
 

1) Do you have the correct certification in accordance with survey
requirements under the WA Marine Act? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training
 Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2)have the crew been trained in all emergency procedures? Yes Part No N/A 

Verifications/validations 
 Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
 Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
 Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan
 Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
 Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Have the crew attended an onshore training course that is
equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea service qualification? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5
 Check for any DPI certification
 Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent)
 Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code –

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Has an induction for ALL crew members been conducted every
year? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year

of service
 Written notes on the induction form of additions to the crew induction specific to the

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring)


 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Have you got examples of how you resolve safety and health
issues? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and acted upon

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are all employment  agreements between the skipper and the crew
formalized in writing? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a written agreement including OSH items

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there a written agreement  for who supplies what items of
personal protective clothing and equipment? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal demonstration of a  list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies

it
 Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement
 Tick off how it is organised:
 Skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen
 Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses
 Tubigrip – who supplies

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Is the personal protective clothing and equipment  being used as
required? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal demonstration of a  list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies

it
 Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement
 Tick off how it is organised:
 Skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen
 Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Reporting Accidents 
 

1)  Are you aware of what accidents/incidents must be reported to 
Worksafe and DPI- Marine Safety Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4 
 Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
 Owner-skipper has required forms 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1)  Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Emergency stop mechanism for the winch 
 Winch controls marked forward and reverse 
 Rope guards on the winch 
 Pot tipper lock 
 Guards on moving parts in engine room 
 Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel are they 
discussed properly with the crew? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
 Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Does the skipper get the crew to maintain the plant and 
equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 
 Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Visitor Safety 
 

1)  Is there a visitors induction developed and used? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a visitors safety induction template  
 Evidence of visitors induction completed and filed 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Is there a safe procedure for getting on and off the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Safe work procedure for embarking and disembarking the vessel from the jetty to the

vessel and reverse
 Safe work procedure to embark and disembark the dinghy to vessel and reverse

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Crew Responsibilities 
 

Safe work systems  and work instructions 
 

1) Do you follow safe work procedures for tasks on the vessel Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures
 Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed
 Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation of the types of hazards found
 Verbal confirmation of how it was managed by the skipper

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Do the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the
vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms
 Verbal questions determining level of maintenance
 Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Does the skipper conduct regular emergency drills? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation of what drills are conducted and when

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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5) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level of personal 
hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of cleanliness 
 Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

 Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
  

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

 Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

  

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Do all crew members have the correct personal protective clothing 
and equipment? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Skipper supplies – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
 Crew supply – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
 Visual observation of the equipment 
 Tubigrip – who supplies 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Do all crew members use the equipment at all times? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment
 Visual observation

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Do the crew maintain the protective clothing and equipment? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing
 Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery
been recognized by the crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around

machinery in vessel safety procedures
 Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Do crew misuse equipment on board? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse
 Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has any machinery been altered by the crew? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of guards removed by crew
 Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that

increase the risk of an incident?
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Reporting Hazards and Injuries 
 

1) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that are a result of 
work? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Incident forms completed for the vessel 
 Log book entries recording injuries or illness 
 Worksafe forms completed where required 
 DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

Consultation and Cooperation 

1)Have you had a vessel induction every year whilst on this vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation of the inductions 
 Crew member can recount a variety of items from the induction 
 Crew member can ,locates the safety plan / WAFIC OH&S Code or other which the 

induction was based on 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

and Cooperation 
 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Seamanship 
 

1) Is there a system to maintain a  proper lookout at all times? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation of how look out is managed between skipper and crew 
 A system to monitor work practices during heavy weather 
 Where does the watch keeper stand e.g. steering station where navigational aids are 

in close proximity and vision is not impaired 
 Where the vessel is set on autopilot, does the skipper or watch keeper remain in the 

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.2 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1)  Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as 
per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996? 

Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
 Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
 All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on the vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
 Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
 No smoking sign in designated areas 
 First aid sign above first aid box 
 Warning signs for catch points above winch 
 Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, unobstructed use at ALL 
times? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Fitted in a place for easy access 
 Not fastened down 
 Fitted with hydrostatic release 
 Not under warnings or deck structures 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.3 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location, up to date and 
of the required types? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check all required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc) 
 Check all required extinguisher types as per survey requirements 
 Check all extinguishers are up to date on tags  

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in practice? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available. 
 Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention 
 Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements i.e. galley, 

accommodation, fuel handling 
 Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to use for which
fire? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding
 Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in

vessel safety procedures
 Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.4 Weather/ Ocean Conditions 
 

1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather
conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures
 Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and /

or when required
 Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather
 Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas
 Recognition by the skipper of the limitations of the vessel

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the
need to have a specific procedure? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel
 Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses
 Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew
 Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.5 Hearing Conservation 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is
running wear hearing protection? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch
 Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of
hearing protection? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Shown as per manufacturer recommendation
 Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.6 Personal health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a healthy lifestyle Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet
 Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day
 Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption
 Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time
 Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night
 Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 


 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for skin cancer and
eye damage? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Safety procedures include directions on the following
 Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses
 Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease
policy for the vessel? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The safety procedures include directions on the following
 Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking
 Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing
 Wearing gloves when handling product and bait
 No sharing of razors or toothbrushes
 Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

6) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering
first aid? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following
 Treatment of cuts
 Wearing gloves for all first aid
 Hand washing after all first aid

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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2.7 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous species for the 
vessel? Yes  Part  No  N/A  

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The policy includes the following 
 Pictures of dangerous species 
 Handling techniques for dangerous species 
 Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
 Protective clothing and equipment 
 First aid treatments for each identified species 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 The crew induction includes the following 
 Pictures of dangerous species 
 Handling techniques for dangerous species 
 Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
 What protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species 
 First aid treatments for each identified species 

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2.8 General vessel safety 
 

1) Is the risk of slips ,trips and falls minimised? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual observation of the deck area while working 
 Carpets on deck 
 Non slip deck paint 
 Mats in work areas 
 No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping 
 Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on 
  

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-apparent hazards? Yes  Part  No  N/A  
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc
 Anchor light to have individual switch
 During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to

move about and work


 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is
manned? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working
 Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

5) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing
tasks? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual
handling tasks

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1) Is the vessel arranged to minimize risk and hazards? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on
 Regular deck cleaning


 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Do you have a procedure for urination  that minmises the risk of
going overboard Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is

over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going.
 A suitable container that is used for ablution

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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3) Do you have safe pot stacking method( eg  not more than 3 high)? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation pots are stacked to a maximum of  3 high regardless of number

of pots or the area being fished
 Visual observation during fishing
 Verbal confirmation that when moving pots only they are stacked 4 high

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot lifting? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Verbal confirmation that the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or

equivalent is being used as a guide
 Written confirmation of a safe lifting method in safety documentation
 Check with the crew won the method of lifting pots

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are stacked? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked
 Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR
 Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR
 Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Visual check of bucket height

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

4) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines when retrieving
pots from the water? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
Safe system to include… 

 Hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag
 Adding extra length of rope for more leverage
 Leaving the pot for 24 to 48 hours and try the above again
 If above unsuccessful tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from propeller) or front of

the vessel and tow to dislodge the pot. ALL personnel to stand well clear.
 If above unsuccessful then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in the basket area

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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5) Are safe manual handling practices used when lifting crates of
lobster tasks? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope
 Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques
 Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom
 Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques
 Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

6) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing ropes and
floats to minimize leg entanglement? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes
 System to incorporate the following:
 The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal

to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions)
 Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots)
 Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope
 If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released
 Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety
 If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

7) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is there a safe
work procedure? Yes Part No N/A 

 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 
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8) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the winch? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include: 
 If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained
 If thrown from the side of the vessel: lean out and throw grapple underarm and

backhand
Evidence of  a safe system that includes: 
 Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in

the moving parts of the winch
 Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot

tipper and other catch points
 Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep

clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue
 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
 

1) Does the winch have an emergency stop mechanism? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR
 Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls
 Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check presence of tipper lock on the winch

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 

 

3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes Part No N/A 
 

Verifications/Validations: 
 Check pots have no loose nails
 Check slats in place
 Check pots have no loose material protruding

 

Comments / Corrective Actions: 



Attachment 16: 
WAFIC Composite question set version 7 – Owner and skipper 020609



 

SafetyNet 
Online Safety Management Tool 

 
 

ROCKLOBSTER AUDIT for OWNER and SKIPPER 
 
Scope – Owner is not Skipper 
This audit is used for fishing operations where the owner and the skipper are two different 
people. If you are auditing a fishing operation where the owner is also the skipper please use 
the ROCKLOBSTER_OWNER_SKIPPER question set. 
 

AUDIT DETAILS 

FISHERY TYPE Fishery=(text:label) 

STATE State=(text:hidden) 

ZONE Zone=(text:hidden) 

PFA PFA=(text:hidden) 
 

OWNER Owner=(text) 

SKIPPER Skipper=(text) 

CONTACT NUMBER Contact Number=(text) 

CONTACT EMAIL Contact Email=(text) 

CONTACT ADDRESS Contact Address=(text) 
 

VESSEL NAME Vessel Name=(text) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF CREW Number of Crew=(number:hidden) 
 

EMPLOYMENT ARRANGEMENT Employment 
Arrangement=(text:hidden) 

 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 1 year? 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 2 years? 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 3 years? 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 4 years? 3Year 
Crew=(n



umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 5 years? 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for 5 years or more? 

5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 1 years experience in commercial fishing 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 2 years experience in commercial fishing 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 3 years experience in commercial fishing 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 4 years experience in commercial fishing 

3Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 5 years experience in commercial fishing 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have 5 or more years experience in commercial fishing 

5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 1 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 2 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 3 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 4 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

3Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 5 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have 5 or more years experience in Rocklobster fishing 
5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi



dden) 

Purpose 
To ensure fishing operations comply with the WAFIC Code for managing workplace hazards 
relating to the specific fishery and in general across all fisheries. 

Guidance Notes – Please Read 
Below each question you will find Guidance notes. Click on these to show (or hide) short 
notes that list the sort of information you will need to answer each question consistently. 

BACKGROUND DATA 

1) Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an
accessible place on board the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)In order to answer “Yes” the code must be accessible and within 
easy reach. Expect to see it in the wheelhouse with other papers. Describe where it is held in 
the supporting evidence above. 

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the vessel have a safety
management plan based on the WAFIC
code that is updated and used effectively?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)In order to answer “Yes” the safety management plan must 
- have all the requirements as per a safety plan
- have been reviewed within the last 3 years
- be used and have evidence to show it is used

(correctiveactions) 

3) Has the owner attended WAFIC / WRL
pre-season safety awareness sessions?

4+=(
3) 

3-
4=(2) 

1-
2=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the owner can recall. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the owner has not attended any ask why not and record answer above. 

(correctiveactions) 



4) Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL
pre-season safety awareness sessions?

4+=(
3) 

3-
4=(2) 

1-
2=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the skipper can recall. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the skipper has not attended any ask why not and record answer above. 

(correctiveactions) 

5) Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL
pre–season safety awareness sessions?

4+=(
3) 

3-
4=(2) 

1-
2=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check records held at WAFIC. If the crew has not attended any 
ask why not and record answer above. 

(correctiveactions) 

6) Has the owner attended the WAFIC /
WRL duty of care workshop in 2004/05?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) Check for a training file or certificate. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the owner has not attended any ask why not and record answer above. 

(correctiveactions) 

7) Has the skipper attended the WAFIC /
WRL duty of care workshop in 2004/05?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) Check for a training file or certificate. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the skipper has not attended any ask why not and record answer above. 

(correctiveactions) 

PART 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 

The following questions are related to the responsibilities of the owner. The skipper’s 
responsibilities are included in the next section. 

Work Systems – Owner 



1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The current certificate of survey
- That crew numbers are equivalent to the survey
- That fire extinguishers are tested and tagged

(correctiveactions) 

2) Is there a system that the skipper must follow for
maintaining the vessel as per survey requirements and
recording maintenance properly?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is a documented maintenance procedure for the skipper to follow including

logging all maintenance activities

(correctiveactions) 

3) Is there a process to manage hazards as they arise
on the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check the process includes 
- Reference to risk assessment
- That hazards are written down in the log book
- A written or verbal risk assessment matrix

(correctiveactions) 

4) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan

OR
- Safe work procedures are routinely implemented – documented
- If WAFIC Code is used – documented how it is implemented

(correctiveactions) 

5) Is there a procedure to check that the skipper is
conducting emergency drills as required?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be 
- Evidence that the owner has checked that USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the

required intervals and that other drills are being conducted at least 6 monthly
- Checked log books
- Checked drills register as per the following requirements
- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly)
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly)
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly)

(correctiveactions) 

Information and Training - Owner 
1) Is there a procedure to check that the vessel is
manned in accordance with survey requirements under
the WA Marine Act?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Written in agreements that the Skipper, MED, crew certification will be in accordance

with the Marine Act at all times

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the owner recognize the need to train the crew
in ALL emergency procedures?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check that the owner has 
ensured 

- The crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
- Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment

(correctiveactions) 

3) Has a formal induction for the skipper been
conducted?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 



- Evidence of skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code
- Evidence from owner and skipper on what was included in induction
- Induction checklist
- Written notes on the induction form of additions to the skipper induction specific to the

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring)

(correctiveactions) 

4) Is there a procedure to ensure that a formal
induction for ALL crew members is conducted every
year?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year

of service

(correctiveactions) 

5) Has the owner encouraged the skipper to undertake
additional training apart from the master and MED?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The written agreement between the owner and skipper contains a section outlining

the skippers training requirements

(correctiveactions) 

Consultation and Cooperation - Owner 
1) Have you got any examples of how the skipper
resolves safety and health issues on board the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and acted upon
- Feedback from the skipper to the owner on how situations are managed

(correctiveactions) 

2) Are all employment agreements between the owner
and the skipper formalized in writing?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 



- There is a written agreement

(correctiveactions) 

Personal Protection – Owner 
1) Is there a written agreement with the skipper for who
supplies what items of personal protective clothing and
equipment?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement
- Tick off how it is organised:
- Skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen
- Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses
- Tubigrip – who supplies

(correctiveactions) 

Reporting Requirements – Owner 
1) Are you aware of what accidents / incidents must be
reported to Worksafe and DPI - Marine safety?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4
- Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported
- Owner has required forms

(correctiveactions) 

Safe Plant and Substances – Owner 

1) Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Emergency stop mechanism for the winch
- Winch controls marked forward and reverse
- Rope guards on the winch
- Pot tipper lock
- Guards on moving parts in engine room
- Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident

(correctiveactions) 



2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel
is the skipper made aware of specific vessel or
handling requirements?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Information regarding the vessel requirements between the owner and the skipper

are part of the written employment agreement

(correctiveactions) 

3) Have all chemicals that are used been assessed for
hazards to health?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of owner awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals

(correctiveactions) 

4) Are the Material Safety Data Sheets complete for all
chemicals in use and all less than 5 years old?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence owner has copies of MSDS

(correctiveactions) 

Visitor Safety – Owner 
1) Has the owner verified that the skipper has
implemented a visitor’s induction?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a visitors safety induction template

(correctiveactions) 

2) Has the owner checked that the skipper has
implemented a safe procedure for all persons getting
on and off the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Awareness of methods used to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty to 

vessel and reverse 
- Awareness of methods used to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and reverse 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

Work Systems – Skipper 
 

1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The current certificate of survey 
- That crew numbers are equivalent to the survey 
- That fire extinguishers are tested and tagged 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

2) Is vessel maintenance recorded properly in the log? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There are daily maintenance logs for oil changes, maintenance schedule and 

breakdown 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) How do you manage hazards as they arise on the 
vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The response includes reference to risk assessment 
- That hazards are written down in the log book 
- There is a written or verbal risk assessment matrix 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
4) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel that 
have been implemented? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 



Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 

OR 
- Safe work procedures are routinely implemented – documented 
- If WAFIC Code is used – documented how it is implemented 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

5) Are emergency drills conducted at regular intervals? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be evidence in vessel log or 
equivalent records that the skipper has conducted the following drills 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Information and Training – Skipper 
 

1) Do you have the correct certification in accordance 
with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Sight the skipper, MED and crew certification 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 
- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency 
procedures? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 



3) Has a formal induction for ALL crew members been
conducted every year?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year

of service
- Written notes on the induction form of additions to the crew induction specific to the

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring)

(correctiveactions) 

4) Have the crew attended an onshore training course
that is equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea
service qualification?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5
- Check for any DPI certification
- Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent)
- Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code –

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A

(correctiveactions) 

5) Has the owner-skipper undertaken any additional
training apart from the master and MED and
encourage the crew members to attend relevant
training programs?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training
- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel
- Written agreement containing crew training options

(correctiveactions) 

Consultation and Cooperation – Skipper 
1) Have you got any examples of how you resolve
safety and health issues on board the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 



- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and acted upon

(correctiveactions) 

2) Are all employment agreements between the owner-
skipper and crew members formalized in writing?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is a written engagement agreement including OHS items could be Share

Fishing Agreement or employer / employee with catch rate or wage

(correctiveactions) 

Personal Protection – Skipper 
1) Is there a written agreement for who supplies what
items of personal protective clothing and equipment?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement
- Tick off how it is organised:
- Owner-skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen
- Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses
- Tubigrip – who supplies

(correctiveactions) 

2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being
used as required?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement
- Tick off how it is organised:
- Owner-skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen
- Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat, sunglasses

(correctiveactions) 

Reporting Requirements – Skipper 
1) Are you aware of what accidents / incidents must be
reported to Worksafe and DPI - Marine safety?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4
- Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported
- Skipper has required forms

(correctiveactions) 

Safe Plant and Substances – Skipper 

1) Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Emergency stop mechanism for the winch
- Winch controls marked forward and reverse
- Rope guards on the winch
- Pot tipper lock
- Guards on moving parts in engine room
- Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident

(correctiveactions) 

2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel
are they discussed properly with the crew?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods
- Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and

equipment

(correctiveactions) 

3) Does the skipper get the crew to maintain the plant
and equipment?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment
- Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do

(correctiveactions) 



4) Have all chemicals that are used been assessed for 
hazards to health? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
5) Are the Material Safety Data Sheets complete for all 
chemicals in use and all less than 5 years old? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Sight all MSDS 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety – Skipper 
 

1) Has the skipper implemented a visitor’s induction? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a visitors safety induction template  
- Evidence of visitors induction completed and filed 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Has the skipper implemented a safe procedure for 
all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty to vessel and 

reverse 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and reverse 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Work Systems – Crew 
 

1) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level 
of personal hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be 
- Visual evidence of cleanliness
- Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper
maintenance of the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms
- Verbal questions determining level of maintenance
- Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance

(correctiveactions) 

3) Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the types of hazards found
- Verbal confirmation of how it was managed by the skipper

(correctiveactions) 

4) Does the crew follow safe work procedures on the
vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures
- Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed
- Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent

(correctiveactions) 

5) Does the skipper conduct regular emergency drills? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be verbal confirmation of 
what drills are conducted and when (see below for requirements) 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months)



- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly)
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly)
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly)

(correctiveactions) 

Information and Training – Crew 
1) Do the crew members take part in training for ALL
emergency procedures?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment

(correctiveactions) 

2) Have the crew attended an onshore training course
that is equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea
service qualification?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5
- Check for any DPI certification
- Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent)
- Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code –

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A

(correctiveactions) 

3) Has the crew had a formal induction every year
whilst on this vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the inductions
- Crew member can recount a variety of items from the induction
- Crew member can ,locates the safety plan / WAFIC OH&S Code or other which the

induction was based on

(correctiveactions) 



Consultation and Cooperation – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members inform and cooperate with the 
skipper to resolve safety and health issues on board 
the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and reported to the 

skipper 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 

Personal Protection – Crew 
 

1) Do all crew members have the correct personal 
protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Skipper supplies – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew supply – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
- Visual observation of the equipment 
- Tubigrip – who supplies 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required at ALL times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment 
- Visual observation 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Does the crew maintain the protective clothing and 
equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing 
- Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 



4) Does the crew recognize the requirement for
appropriate clothing and footwear around machinery?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around

machinery in vessel safety procedures
- Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn

(correctiveactions) 

Reporting Requirements – Crew 
1) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that
are a result of work?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Incident forms completed for the vessel
- Log book entries recording injuries or illness
- Worksafe forms completed where required
- DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required

(correctiveactions) 

Safe Plant and Substances – Crew 
1) Does the crew use the equipment on board in the
correct way?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check that there are no 
- Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse
- Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the crew maintain and use equipment without
altering it?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is no visual or verbal evidence of guards removed by crew
- Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that

increase the risk of an incident



(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Do crew members practice the safe handling 
requirements for all chemicals in use on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 
- Awareness of MSDS 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members assist the skipper with the safe 
procedure for all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty 

to vessel and reverse 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and 

reverse 
- Crew are aware that visitors may require assistance to understand / practice 

embarking and disembarking safely 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Seamanship 
 

1) Is there a system to maintain a proper lookout at all 
times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of how look out is managed between skipper and crew 
- Where does the watch keeper stand e.g. steering station where navigational aids are 

in close proximity and vision is not impaired 
- Where the vessel is set on autopilot, does the skipper or watch keeper remain in the 

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 



2) Is there a system to monitor work practices in heavy 
weather? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of how monitoring is managed between skipper and crew 
- How do practices differ from normal for heavy weather conditions 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

2.2 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1) Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency 
equipment? 
Equipment as per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI 
and the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and 
Regulations 1996 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
- Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
- All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on 
the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
- Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
- No smoking sign in designated areas 
- First aid sign above first aid box 
- Warning signs for catch points above winch 
- Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, 
unobstructed use at ALL times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 



- Fitted in a place for easy access
- Not fastened down
- Fitted with hydrostatic release
- Not under warnings or deck structures

(correctiveactions) 

2.3 Fire Fighting 
1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location,
up to date and of the required types?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- ALL required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc)
- ALL required extinguisher types as per survey requirements
- ALL extinguishers are up to date on tags

(correctiveactions) 

2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in
practice?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available.
- Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention
- Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements i.e. galley,

accommodation, fuel handling
- Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on

(correctiveactions) 

3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to
use for which fire?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding
- Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in

vessel safety procedures
- Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them

(correctiveactions) 

2.4 Weather and Ocean Conditions 



1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad
weather conditions on the safety of the vessel and
crew?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures
- Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and /

or when required
- Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather
- Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas
- Recognition by the skipper of the limitations of the vessel

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of
cyclones and the need to have a specific procedure?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel
- Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses
- Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew
- Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists

(correctiveactions) 

2.5 Hearing Conservation 
1) Does every person who enters the engine room
while the engine is running wear hearing protection?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch
- Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction

(correctiveactions) 

2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on
the use of hearing protection?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Shown as per manufacturer recommendation



- Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record

(correctiveactions) 

3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to
minimize noise?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room

(correctiveactions) 

2.6 Personal Health 
1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a
healthy lifestyle?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet
- Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day
- Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption
- Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time
- Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night
- Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in
writing?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent

(correctiveactions) 

3) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for
skin cancer and eye damage?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safety procedures include directions on the following
- Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses



- Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly

(correctiveactions) 

4) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of
infectious disease policy for the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The safety procedures include directions on the following
- Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking
- Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing
- Wearing gloves when handling product and bait
- No sharing of razors or toothbrushes
- Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day

(correctiveactions) 

5) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when
administering first aid?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following
- Treatment of cuts
- Wearing gloves for all first aid
- Hand washing after all first aid

(correctiveactions) 

2.7 Dangerous Species 
1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous
species for the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The policy includes the following
- Pictures of dangerous species
- Handling techniques for dangerous species
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot

that the crew cannot identify
- Protective clothing and equipment
- First aid treatments for each identified species

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous
species?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The crew induction includes the following 
- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- What protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

2.8 General Vessel Safety 
 

1) Is the risk of slips ,trips and falls minimised? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of the deck area while working 
- Carpets on deck 
- Non slip deck paint 
- Mats in work areas 
- No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping 
- Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-
apparent hazards? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and 
night? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
- Anchor light to have individual switch 
- During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to 

move about and work 



(correctiveactions) 

4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the
vessel is manned?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working
- Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures

(correctiveactions) 

5) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all
manual handing tasks?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual
handling tasks

(correctiveactions) 

PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 

3.1 Deck Safety 
1) Is the vessel arranged to minimize risk and
hazards?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on
- Regular deck cleaning

(correctiveactions) 

2) Do you have a procedure for urination that
minimises the risk of going overboard?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is



over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going. 
- A suitable container that is used for ablution

(correctiveactions) 

3) Do you have safe pot stacking method (e.g. not
more than 3 high)?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation pots are stacked to a maximum of  3 high regardless of number

of pots or the area being fished
- Visual observation during fishing
- Verbal confirmation that when moving pots only they are stacked 4 high

(correctiveactions) 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the
winch?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include:
- If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained
- If thrown from the side of the vessel: lean out and throw grapple underarm and

backhand
- Evidence of  a safe system that includes:
- Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in

the moving parts of the winch
- Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot

tipper and other catch points
- Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep

clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue

(correctiveactions) 

2) Is there a safe system for identifying sinkers or gear
tangled on the pot rope before it is winched up?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check with skipper and crew to establish use and effectiveness of safe system

(correctiveactions) 

3) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot
lifting?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or 

equivalent is being used as a guide 
- Written confirmation of a safe lifting method in safety documentation 
- Check with the crew on the method of lifting pots 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
4) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are 
stacked? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked 
- Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR 
- Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR 
- Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

5) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual check of bucket height 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
6) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines 
when retrieving pots from the water? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag 
- Adding extra length of rope for more leverage 
- Leaving the pot for 24 to 48 hours and try the above again 
- If above unsuccessful tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from propeller) or front of 

the vessel and tow to dislodge the pot. ALL personnel to stand well clear. 
- If above unsuccessful then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in the basket area 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
7) Are safe manual handling practices used when 
lifting crates of lobster tasks? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope
- Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques
- Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom
- Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques
- Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques

(correctiveactions) 

8) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing
ropes and floats to minimize leg entanglement?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes
- System to incorporate the following:
- The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal

to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions)
- Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots)
- Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope
- If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released
- Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety
- If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper

(correctiveactions) 

9) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is
there a safe work procedure?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used

(correctiveactions) 

3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
1) Does the winch have an emergency stop
mechanism?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 



- Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR 
- Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls 
- Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check presence of tipper lock on the winch 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check pots have no loose nails 
- Check slats in place 
- Check pots have no loose material protruding 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 



Attachment 17: 
WAFIC Composite question set version 7 – Owner/skipper  020609



SafetyNet 
Online Safety Management Tool 

ROCKLOBSTER AUDIT for OWNER / SKIPPER 

Scope – Owner is also the Skipper 
This audit is used for fishing operations where the owner is also the skipper. If you are 
auditing a fishing operation where the owner is not the skipper please use the 
ROCKLOBSTER_OWNER_AND_SKIPPER question set. 

AUDIT DETAILS 

FISHERY TYPE Fishery=(text:label) 

STATE State=(text:hidden) 

ZONE Zone=(text:hidden) 

PFA PFA=(text:hidden) 

OWNER / SKIPPER OwnerSkipper=(text) 

CONTACT NUMBER Contact Number=(text) 

CONTACT EMAIL Contact Email=(text) 

CONTACT ADDRESS Contact Address=(text) 

VESSEL NAME Vessel Name=(text) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF CREW Number of Crew=(number:hidden) 

EMPLOYMENT ARRANGEMENT Employment 
Arrangement=(text:hidden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 1 year? 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 2 years? 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 3 years? 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 4 years? 
3Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi



dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 5 years? 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for 5 years or more? 

5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 1 years experience in commercial fishing 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 2 years experience in commercial fishing 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 3 years experience in commercial fishing 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 4 years experience in commercial fishing 

3Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 5 years experience in commercial fishing 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have 5 or more years experience in commercial fishing 

5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 1 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 2 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 3 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 4 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

3Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 5 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have 5 or more years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 



Purpose 
To ensure fishing operations comply with the WAFIC Code for managing workplace hazards 
relating to the specific fishery and in general across all fisheries. 

Guidance Notes – Please Read 
Below each question you will find Guidance notes. Click on these to show (or hide) short 
notes that list the sort of information you will need to answer each question consistently. 

BACKGROUND DATA 

1) Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an
accessible place on board the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)In order to answer “Yes” the code must be accessible and within 
easy reach. Expect to see it in the wheelhouse with other papers. Describe where it is held in 
the supporting evidence above. 

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the vessel have a safety
management plan based on the WAFIC
code that is updated and used effectively?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)In order to answer “Yes” the safety management plan must 
- have all the requirements as per a safety plan
- have been reviewed within the last 3 years
- be used and have evidence to show it is used

(correctiveactions) 

3) Has the owner / skipper attended WAFIC
/ WRL pre-season safety awareness
sessions?

4+=(
3) 

3-
4=(2) 

1-
2=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the owner / skipper can recall. Check records 
held at WAFIC. If the owner / skipper has not attended any ask why not and record answer 
above. 

(correctiveactions) 



4) Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL
pre–season safety awareness sessions?

4+=(
3) 

3-
4=(2) 

1-
2=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check records held at WAFIC. If the crew has not attended any 
ask why not and record answer above. 

(correctiveactions) 

5) Has the owner / skipper attended the
WAFIC / WRL duty of care workshop in
2004/05?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) Check for a training file or certificate. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the owner / skipper has not attended any ask why not and record answer above. 

(correctiveactions) 

PART 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 

Work Systems 

1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The current certificate of survey
- That crew numbers are equivalent to the survey
- That fire extinguishers are tested and tagged

(correctiveactions) 

2) Is vessel maintenance recorded properly in the log? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There are daily maintenance logs for oil changes, maintenance schedule and

breakdown

(correctiveactions) 



3) How do you manage hazards as they arise on the 
vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The response includes reference to risk assessment 
- That hazards are written down in the log book 
- There is a written or verbal risk assessment matrix 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
4) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel that 
have been implemented? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 

OR 
- Safe work procedures are routinely implemented – documented 
- If WAFIC Code is used – documented how it is implemented 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

5) Are emergency drills conducted as required? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be evidence in vessel log or 
equivalent records that the skipper has conducted the following drills 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Information and Training 
 

1) Do you have the correct certification in accordance 
with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Sight the skipper, MED and crew certification 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 



- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency 
procedures? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Has a formal induction for ALL crew members been 
conducted every year? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year 

of service 
- Written notes on the induction form of additions to the crew induction specific to the  

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring) 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
4) Has the owner-skipper undertaken any additional 
training apart from the master and MED and 
encourage the crew members to attend relevant 
training programs? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 
- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 
- Written agreement containing crew training options 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Have you got any examples of how you resolve 
safety and health issues on board the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and acted upon 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Are all employment agreements between the owner-
skipper and crew members formalized in writing? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is a written engagement agreement including OHS items could be Share 

Fishing Agreement or employer / employee with catch rate or wage 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there a written agreement for who supplies what 
items of personal protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it 
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement  
- Tick off how it is organised: 
- Owner-skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
- Tubigrip – who supplies 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it 
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement  
- Tick off how it is organised: 
- Owner-skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat, sunglasses 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Reporting Accidents 
 



1) Are you aware of what accidents / incidents must be 
reported to Worksafe and DPI - Marine safety? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4 
- Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
- Owner-skipper has required forms 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Emergency stop mechanism for the winch 
- Winch controls marked forward and reverse 
- Rope guards on the winch 
- Pot tipper lock 
- Guards on moving parts in engine room 
- Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel 
are they discussed properly with the crew? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
- Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Does the skipper get the crew to maintain the plant 
and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 
- Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do 

 
(correctiveactions) 



 
4) Have all chemicals that are used been assessed for 
hazards to health? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
5) Are the Material Safety Data Sheets complete for all 
chemicals in use and all less than 5 years old? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Sight all MSDS 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety 
 

1) Has the owner-skipper implemented a visitor’s 
induction? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a visitors safety induction template  
- Evidence of visitors induction completed and filed 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Has the owner-skipper implemented a safe 
procedure for all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty to vessel and 

reverse 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and reverse 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Work Systems – Crew 
 



1) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level
of personal hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be 
- Visual evidence of cleanliness
- Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper
maintenance of the vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms
- Verbal questions determining level of maintenance
- Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance

(correctiveactions) 

3) Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the types of hazards found
- Verbal confirmation of how it was managed by the skipper

(correctiveactions) 

4) Does the crew follow safe work procedures on the
vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures
- Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed
- Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent

(correctiveactions) 

5) Does the skipper conduct regular emergency drills? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 



Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be verbal confirmation of 
what drills are conducted and when (see below for requirements) 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months)
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly)
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly)
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly)

(correctiveactions) 

Information and Training – Crew 
1) Do the crew members take part in training for ALL
emergency procedures?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment

(correctiveactions) 

2) Have the crew attended an onshore training course
that is equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea
service qualification?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5
- Check for any DPI certification
- Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent)
- Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code –

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A

(correctiveactions) 

3) Has the crew had a formal induction every year
whilst on this vessel?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the inductions
- Crew member can recount a variety of items from the induction
- Crew member can ,locates the safety plan / WAFIC OH&S Code or other which the

induction was based on

(correctiveactions) 



 
 

Consultation and Cooperation – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members inform and cooperate with the 
skipper to resolve safety and health issues on board 
the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and reported to the 

skipper 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 

Personal Protection – Crew 
 

1) Do all crew members have the correct personal 
protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Skipper supplies – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew supply – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
- Visual observation of the equipment 
- Tubigrip – who supplies 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required at ALL times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment 
- Visual observation 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Does the crew maintain the protective clothing and 
equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing 
- Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry 

 
(correctiveactions) 



 
4) Does the crew recognize the requirement for 
appropriate clothing and footwear around machinery? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around 

machinery in vessel safety procedures 
- Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Reporting Requirements – Crew 
 

1) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that 
are a result of work? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Incident forms completed for the vessel 
- Log book entries recording injuries or illness 
- Worksafe forms completed where required 
- DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Safe Plant and Substances – Crew 
 

1) Does the crew use the equipment on board in the 
correct way? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check that there are no 
- Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse 
- Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Does the crew maintain and use equipment without 
altering it? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is no visual or verbal evidence of guards removed by crew 
- Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident 



 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Do crew members practice the safe handling 
requirements for all chemicals in use on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 
- Awareness of MSDS 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members assist the skipper with the safe 
procedure for all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty 

to vessel and reverse 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and 

reverse 
- Crew are aware that visitors may require assistance to understand / practice 

embarking and disembarking safely 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Seamanship 
 

1) Is there a system to maintain a proper lookout at all 
times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of how look out is managed between skipper and crew 
- Where does the watch keeper stand e.g. steering station where navigational aids are 

in close proximity and vision is not impaired 
- Where the vessel is set on autopilot, does the skipper or watch keeper remain in the 

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 



2) Is there a system to monitor work practices in heavy 
weather? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of how monitoring is managed between skipper and crew 
- How do practices differ from normal for heavy weather conditions 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

2.2 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1) Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency 
equipment? 
Equipment as per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI 
and the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and 
Regulations 1996 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
- Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
- All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on 
the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
- Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
- No smoking sign in designated areas 
- First aid sign above first aid box 
- Warning signs for catch points above winch 
- Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, 
unobstructed use at ALL times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 



- Fitted in a place for easy access 
- Not fastened down 
- Fitted with hydrostatic release 
- Not under warnings or deck structures 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

2.3 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location, 
up to date and of the required types? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- ALL required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc) 
- ALL required extinguisher types as per survey requirements 
- ALL extinguishers are up to date on tags 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in 
practice? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available. 
- Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention 
- Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements i.e. galley, 

accommodation, fuel handling 
- Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to 
use for which fire? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding 
- Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in 

vessel safety procedures 
- Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

2.4 Weather and Ocean Conditions 
 



1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad
weather conditions on the safety of the vessel and
crew?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures
- Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and /

or when required
- Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather
- Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas
- Recognition by the skipper of the limitations of the vessel

(correctiveactions) 

2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of
cyclones and the need to have a specific procedure?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel
- Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses
- Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew
- Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists

(correctiveactions) 

2.5 Hearing Conservation 
1) Does every person who enters the engine room
while the engine is running wear hearing protection?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch
- Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction

(correctiveactions) 

2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on
the use of hearing protection?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Shown as per manufacturer recommendation



- Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to 
minimize noise? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

2.6 Personal Health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a 
healthy lifestyle? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet 
- Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day 
- Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption 
- Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time 
- Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night 
- Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity 

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in 
writing? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for 
skin cancer and eye damage? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safety procedures include directions on the following 
- Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with 

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses 



- Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
4) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of 
infectious disease policy for the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The safety procedures include directions on the following 
- Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking 
- Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing 
- Wearing gloves when handling product and bait 
- No sharing of razors or toothbrushes 
- Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
5) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when 
administering first aid? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following 
- Treatment of cuts 
- Wearing gloves for all first aid 
- Hand washing after all first aid 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

2.7 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous 
species for the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The policy includes the following 
- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- Protective clothing and equipment 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous 
species? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The crew induction includes the following 
- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- What protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

2.8 General Vessel Safety 
 

1) Is the risk of slips ,trips and falls minimised? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of the deck area while working 
- Carpets on deck 
- Non slip deck paint 
- Mats in work areas 
- No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping 
- Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-
apparent hazards? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and 
night? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
- Anchor light to have individual switch 
- During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to 

move about and work 



 
(correctiveactions) 
 
4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the 
vessel is manned? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working 
- Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
5) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all 
manual handing tasks? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1) Is the vessel arranged to minimize risk and 
hazards? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a 

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on 
- Regular deck cleaning 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Do you have a procedure for urination that 
minimises the risk of going overboard? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is 



over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going. 
- A suitable container that is used for ablution 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Do you have safe pot stacking method (e.g. not 
more than 3 high)? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation pots are stacked to a maximum of  3 high regardless of number 

of pots or the area being fished 
- Visual observation during fishing 
- Verbal confirmation that when moving pots only they are stacked 4 high 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the 
winch? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include: 
- If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained  
- If thrown from the side of the vessel: lean out and throw grapple underarm and 

backhand 
- Evidence of  a safe system that includes: 
- Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in 

the moving parts of the winch 
- Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot 

tipper and other catch points 
- Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep 

clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue 
 
(correctiveactions) 
 
2) Is there a safe system for identifying sinkers or gear 
tangled on the pot rope before it is winched up? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check with skipper and crew to establish use and effectiveness of safe system 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
3) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot 
lifting? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or 

equivalent is being used as a guide 
- Written confirmation of a safe lifting method in safety documentation 
- Check with the crew on the method of lifting pots 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
4) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are 
stacked? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked 
- Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR 
- Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR 
- Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

5) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual check of bucket height 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
6) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines 
when retrieving pots from the water? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag 
- Adding extra length of rope for more leverage 
- Leaving the pot for 24 to 48 hours and try the above again 
- If above unsuccessful tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from propeller) or front of 

the vessel and tow to dislodge the pot. ALL personnel to stand well clear. 
- If above unsuccessful then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in the basket area 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
7) Are safe manual handling practices used when 
lifting crates of lobster tasks? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope
- Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques
- Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom
- Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques
- Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques

(correctiveactions) 

8) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing
ropes and floats to minimize leg entanglement?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes
- System to incorporate the following:
- The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal

to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions)
- Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots)
- Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope
- If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released
- Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety
- If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper

(correctiveactions) 

9) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is
there a safe work procedure?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used

(correctiveactions) 

3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
1) Does the winch have an emergency stop
mechanism?

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 



- Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR 
- Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls 
- Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check presence of tipper lock on the winch 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 

3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check pots have no loose nails 
- Check slats in place 
- Check pots have no loose material protruding 

 
(correctiveactions) 
 
 
 
 
 



Attachment 18: 
WAFIC Update to Worksafe WA Commission 030609



FISH SAFE ONLINE
-SAFETYNET



OBJECTIVE OF AUDIT TOOL

• Measure the compliance by the rock
lobster industry with the WAFIC OH&S
Code

• Provide a mechanism for feedback to
Worksafe on industry performance

• Identify gaps in WAFIC OSH program for
Western Rock Lobster



AUDIT SUMMARY

• 25 sample audits to design question set
• Version 7 of question  set in place
• Final audits July 2009
• Fatigue and plant isolation to be added











SAMPLE AUDIT FINDINGS

• Summary word document



Attachment 19: 
WAFIC Fishsafe_SafetyNet_Owner/Skipper( 2) results 020609



 

SafetyNet 
Online Safety Management Tool 

 
 

ROCKLOBSTER AUDIT for OWNER / SKIPPER 
 
Scope – Owner is also the Skipper 
This audit is used for fishing operations where the owner is also the skipper. If you are 
auditing a fishing operation where the owner is not the skipper please use the 
ROCKLOBSTER_OWNER_AND_SKIPPER question set. 
 

AUDIT DETAILS 

FISHERY TYPE Fishery=(text:label) 

STATE State=(text:hidden) 

ZONE Zone=(text:hidden) 

PFA PFA=(text:hidden) 
 

OWNER / SKIPPER OwnerSkipper=(text) 

CONTACT NUMBER Contact Number=(text) 

CONTACT EMAIL Contact Email=(text) 

CONTACT ADDRESS Contact Address=(text) 
 

VESSEL NAME Vessel Name=(text) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF CREW Number of Crew=(number:hidden) 
 

EMPLOYMENT ARRANGEMENT Employment 
Arrangement=(text:hidden) 

 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 1 year? 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 2 years? 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 3 years? 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 4 years? 
3Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi



dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for less than 5 years? 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have been with the skipper for 5 years or more? 

5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

 

How many of the crew have less than 1 years experience in commercial fishing 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 2 years experience in commercial fishing 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 3 years experience in commercial fishing 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 4 years experience in commercial fishing 

3Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 5 years experience in commercial fishing 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have 5 or more years experience in commercial fishing 

5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

 

How many of the crew have less than 1 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

New 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 2 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

1Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 3 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

2Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 4 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

3Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have less than 5 years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

4Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 

How many of the crew have 5 or more years experience in Rocklobster fishing 

5Year 
Crew=(n
umber:hi
dden) 



 
 
Purpose 
To ensure fishing operations comply with the WAFIC Code for managing workplace hazards 
relating to the specific fishery and in general across all fisheries. 
 
Guidance Notes – Please Read 
Below each question you will find Guidance notes. Click on these to show (or hide) short 
notes that list the sort of information you will need to answer each question consistently. 
 

BACKGROUND DATA 
 

1) Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an 
accessible place on board the vessel? 

Yes=
84% Part= No= 

12% 
NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)In order to answer “Yes” the code must be accessible and within 
easy reach. Expect to see it in the wheelhouse with other papers. Describe where it is held in 
the supporting evidence above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Does the vessel have a safety 
management plan based on the WAFIC 
code that is updated and used effectively? 

Yes=
48% 

Part=
36% 

No= 
12% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)In order to answer “Yes” the safety management plan must 
- have all the requirements as per a safety plan 
- have been reviewed within the last 3 years 
- be used and have evidence to show it is used 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

3) Has the owner / skipper attended WAFIC 
/ WRL pre-season safety awareness 
sessions? 

4+= 
70% 

3-4= 
20% 

1-2= 
10% 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the owner / skipper can recall. Check records 
held at WAFIC. If the owner / skipper has not attended any ask why not and record answer 
above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 



4) Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL 
pre–season safety awareness sessions? 

4+= 
20% 

3-4= 
20% 

1-2= 
40% 

0= 
10% 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check records held at WAFIC. If the crew has not attended any 
ask why not and record answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Has the owner / skipper attended the 
WAFIC / WRL duty of care workshop in 
2004/05? 

Yes= 
60% Part= No= 

40% 
NA=(

) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) Check for a training file or certificate. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the owner / skipper has not attended any ask why not and record answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

PART 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Work Systems 
 

1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA= 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The current certificate of survey 
- That crew numbers are equivalent to the survey 
- That fire extinguishers are tested and tagged 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Is vessel maintenance recorded properly in the log? Yes=
100% Part= No= NA= 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There are daily maintenance logs for oil changes, maintenance schedule and 

breakdown 
 
(corrective actions) 
 



3) How do you manage hazards as they arise on the 
vessel? 

Yes= 
70% 

Part=
25% 

No= 
5%) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The response includes reference to risk assessment 
- That hazards are written down in the log book 
- There is a written or verbal risk assessment matrix 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel that 
have been implemented? 

Yes= 
48% 

Part= 
48% 

No= 
4% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 

OR 
- Safe work procedures are routinely implemented – documented 
- If WAFIC Code is used – documented how it is implemented 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Are emergency drills conducted as required? Yes= 
60% 

Part=
30% 

No= 
10% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be evidence in vessel log or 
equivalent records that the skipper has conducted the following drills 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Information and Training 
 

1) Do you have the correct certification in accordance 
with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA= 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Sight the skipper, MED and crew certification 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 



- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency 
procedures? 

Yes=
48% 

Part= 
36% 

No= 
16% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Has a formal induction for ALL crew members been 
conducted every year? 

Yes= 
72% 

Part=
0% 

No= 
28% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year 

of service 
- Written notes on the induction form of additions to the crew induction specific to the  

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring) 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Has the owner-skipper undertaken any additional 
training apart from the master and MED and 
encourage the crew members to attend relevant 
training programs? 

Yes= 
12% 

Part= 
12% 

No= 
76% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 
- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 
- Written agreement containing crew training options 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Have you got any examples of how you resolve 
safety and health issues on board the vessel? 

Yes=
60% 

Part= 
30% 

No= 
10% 

NA=(
) 

 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and acted upon 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are all employment agreements between the owner-
skipper and crew members formalized in writing? 

Yes=
70% 

Part= 
20% 

No= 
10% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is a written engagement agreement including OHS items could be Share 

Fishing Agreement or employer / employee with catch rate or wage 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there a written agreement for who supplies what 
items of personal protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes=
70% 

Part=
20% 

No= 
10% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it 
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement  
- Tick off how it is organised: 
- Owner-skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
- Tubigrip – who supplies 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it 
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement  
- Tick off how it is organised: 
- Owner-skipper – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat, sunglasses 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Reporting Accidents 
 



1) Are you aware of what accidents / incidents must be 
reported to Worksafe and DPI - Marine safety? 

Yes= 
84% Part= No= 

16% 
NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4 
- Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
- Owner-skipper has required forms 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed? Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Emergency stop mechanism for the winch 
- Winch controls marked forward and reverse 
- Rope guards on the winch 
- Pot tipper lock 
- Guards on moving parts in engine room 
- Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel 
are they discussed properly with the crew? 

Yes=
84% Part= No= 

16% 
NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
- Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Does the skipper get the crew to maintain the plant 
and equipment? 

Yes=
84% Part= No= 

16% 
NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 
- Verbal questions of the crew asking about what maintenance they do 

 
(corrective actions) 



 
4) Have all chemicals that are used been assessed for 
hazards to health? Yes= Part= 

10% No= NA= 
90% 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Are the Material Safety Data Sheets complete for all 
chemicals in use and all less than 5 years old? Yes= Part=

10% No= NA= 
90% 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Sight all MSDS 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety 
 

1) Has the owner-skipper implemented a visitor’s 
induction? 

Yes=
36% 

Part=
28% 

No= 
36% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a visitors safety induction template  
- Evidence of visitors induction completed and filed 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Has the owner-skipper implemented a safe 
procedure for all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
72% 

Part= 
28% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty to vessel and 

reverse 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and reverse 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Work Systems – Crew 
 



1) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level 
of personal hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel? 

Yes=
90% 

Part=
10% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be 
- Visual evidence of cleanliness 
- Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper 
maintenance of the vessel? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms 
- Verbal questions determining level of maintenance 
- Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

3) Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the types of hazards found  
- Verbal confirmation of how it was managed by the skipper 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Does the crew follow safe work procedures on the 
vessel? 

Yes=
84% 

Part= 
16% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures 
- Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed 
- Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Does the skipper conduct regular emergency drills? Yes=
84% 

Part= 
16% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 



Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be verbal confirmation of 
what drills are conducted and when (see below for requirements) 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Information and Training – Crew 
 

1) Do the crew members take part in training for ALL 
emergency procedures? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Have the crew attended an onshore training course 
that is equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea 
service qualification? 

Yes= 
12% 

Part= 
60% 

No= 
28% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5 
- Check for any DPI certification 
- Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent) 
- Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – 

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Has the crew had a formal induction every year 
whilst on this vessel? 

Yes=
54% 

Part= 
46% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the inductions 
- Crew member can recount a variety of items from the induction 
- Crew member can ,locates the safety plan / WAFIC OH&S Code or other which the 

induction was based on 
 
(corrective actions) 



 
 

Consultation and Cooperation – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members inform and cooperate with the 
skipper to resolve safety and health issues on board 
the vessel? 

Yes= 
90% 

Part= 
10% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and reported to the 

skipper 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

Personal Protection – Crew 
 

1) Do all crew members have the correct personal 
protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Skipper supplies – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew supply – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
- Visual observation of the equipment 
- Tubigrip – who supplies 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required at ALL times? 

Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment 
- Visual observation 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Does the crew maintain the protective clothing and 
equipment? 

Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing 
- Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry 

 
(corrective actions) 



 
4) Does the crew recognize the requirement for 
appropriate clothing and footwear around machinery? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around 

machinery in vessel safety procedures 
- Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Reporting Requirements – Crew 
 

1) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that 
are a result of work? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Incident forms completed for the vessel 
- Log book entries recording injuries or illness 
- Worksafe forms completed where required 
- DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Safe Plant and Substances – Crew 
 

1) Does the crew use the equipment on board in the 
correct way? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check that there are no 
- Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse 
- Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the crew maintain and use equipment without 
altering it? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is no visual or verbal evidence of guards removed by crew 
- Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident 



 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Do crew members practice the safe handling 
requirements for all chemicals in use on the vessel? Yes= Part= 

5% 
No= 
5% 

NA= 
90% 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 
- Awareness of MSDS 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members assist the skipper with the safe 
procedure for all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
72% 

Part= 
28% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty 

to vessel and reverse 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and 

reverse 
- Crew are aware that visitors may require assistance to understand / practice 

embarking and disembarking safely 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Seamanship 
 

1) Is there a system to maintain a proper lookout at all 
times? 

Yes= 
84% 

Part= 
16% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of how look out is managed between skipper and crew 
- Where does the watch keeper stand e.g. steering station where navigational aids are 

in close proximity and vision is not impaired 
- Where the vessel is set on autopilot, does the skipper or watch keeper remain in the 

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout 
 
(corrective actions) 
 



2) Is there a system to monitor work practices in heavy 
weather? 

Yes= 
84% 

Part=
16% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of how monitoring is managed between skipper and crew 
- How do practices differ from normal for heavy weather conditions 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.2 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1) Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency 
equipment? 
Equipment as per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI 
and the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and 
Regulations 1996 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
- Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
- All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on 
the vessel? 

Yes=
48% 

Part= 
24% 

No= 
28% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
- Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
- No smoking sign in designated areas 
- First aid sign above first aid box 
- Warning signs for catch points above winch 
- Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, 
unobstructed use at ALL times? 

Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 



- Fitted in a place for easy access 
- Not fastened down 
- Fitted with hydrostatic release 
- Not under warnings or deck structures 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.3 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location, 
up to date and of the required types? 

Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- ALL required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc) 
- ALL required extinguisher types as per survey requirements 
- ALL extinguishers are up to date on tags 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in 
practice? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available. 
- Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention 
- Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements i.e. galley, 

accommodation, fuel handling 
- Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to 
use for which fire? 

Yes=
90% 

Part=
10% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Questioning the skipper and crew to determine understanding 
- Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in 

vessel safety procedures 
- Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.4 Weather and Ocean Conditions 
 



1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad 
weather conditions on the safety of the vessel and 
crew? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a weather policy in vessel safety procedures 
- Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and / 

or when required 
- Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather 
- Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas 
- Recognition by the skipper of the limitations of the vessel 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of 
cyclones and the need to have a specific procedure? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel 
- Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for 

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses 
- Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew 
- Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code 

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.5 Hearing Conservation 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room 
while the engine is running wear hearing protection? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch 
- Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on 
the use of hearing protection? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Shown as per manufacturer recommendation 



- Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to 
minimize noise? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.6 Personal Health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a 
healthy lifestyle? 

Yes=
72% 

Part= 
14% 

No= 
14% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet 
- Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day 
- Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption 
- Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time 
- Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night 
- Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity 

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in 
writing? 

Yes= 
72% Part= No= 

28% 
NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for 
skin cancer and eye damage? 

Yes=
72% 

Part= 
28% 

No= 
 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safety procedures include directions on the following 
- Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with 

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses 



- Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of 
infectious disease policy for the vessel? 

Yes= 
72% 

Part= 
28% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The safety procedures include directions on the following 
- Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking 
- Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing 
- Wearing gloves when handling product and bait 
- No sharing of razors or toothbrushes 
- Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when 
administering first aid? 

Yes= 
60% 

Part= 
24% 

No= 
16% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following 
- Treatment of cuts 
- Wearing gloves for all first aid 
- Hand washing after all first aid 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.7 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous 
species for the vessel? 

Yes=
72% 

Part=
28% No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The policy includes the following 
- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- Protective clothing and equipment 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous 
species? 

Yes= 
84% Part= No= 

16% 
NA=(

) 
 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The crew induction includes the following 
- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- What protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.8 General Vessel Safety 
 

1) Is the risk of slips, trips and falls minimised? Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check one or more : 
- Visual observation of the deck area while working 
- Carpets on deck 
- Non slip deck paint 
- Mats in work areas 
- No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping 
- Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-
apparent hazards? 

Yes=
48% 

Part= 
12% 

No= 
40% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and 
night? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
- Anchor light to have individual switch 
- During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to 

move about and work 



 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the 
vessel is manned? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working 
- Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all 
manual handing tasks? 

Yes= 
45% 

Part=
40% 

No= 
15% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1) Is the vessel arranged to minimize risk and 
hazards? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a 

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on 
- Regular deck cleaning 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Do you have a procedure for urination that 
minimises the risk of going overboard? 

Yes= 
72% Part= No= 

28% 
NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Where vessels are not fitted with toilet facilities on board and ablution for fishermen is 



over the side of the vessel, another crew will be notified of where that crew is going. 
- A suitable container that is used for ablution 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Do you have safe pot stacking method (e.g. not 
more than 3 high)? 

Yes= 
60% 

Part= 
24% 

No= 
16% 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation pots are stacked to a maximum of  3 high regardless of number 

of pots or the area being fished 
- Visual observation during fishing 
- Verbal confirmation that when moving pots only they are stacked 4 high 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the 
winch? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include: 
- If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained  
- If thrown from the side of the vessel: lean out and throw grapple underarm and 

backhand 
- Evidence of  a safe system that includes: 
- Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in 

the moving parts of the winch 
- Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot 

tipper and other catch points 
- Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep 

clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Is there a safe system for identifying sinkers or gear 
tangled on the pot rope before it is winched up? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check with skipper and crew to establish use and effectiveness of safe system 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot 
lifting? 

Yes= 
84% 

Part=
16% No= NA=(

) 
 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or 

equivalent is being used as a guide 
- Written confirmation of a safe lifting method in safety documentation 
- Check with the crew on the method of lifting pots 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are 
stacked? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked 
- Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR 
- Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR 
- Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual check of bucket height 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
6) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines 
when retrieving pots from the water? 

Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag 
- Adding extra length of rope for more leverage 
- Leaving the pot for 24 to 48 hours and try the above again 
- If above unsuccessful tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from propeller) or front of 

the vessel and tow to dislodge the pot. ALL personnel to stand well clear. 
- If above unsuccessful then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in the basket area 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
7) Are safe manual handling practices used when 
lifting crates of lobster tasks? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 



Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope 
- Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
- Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom 
- Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
- Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
8) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing 
ropes and floats to minimize leg entanglement? 

Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes 
- System to incorporate the following: 
- The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal 

to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions) 
- Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots) 
- Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side 

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope 
- If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the 

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released 
- Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety 
- If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms 

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
9) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is 
there a safe work procedure? Yes= Part= No= NA= 

100% 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
 

1) Does the winch have an emergency stop 
mechanism? 

Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 



- Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR 
- Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls 
- Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes= 
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check presence of tipper lock on the winch 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes=
100% Part= No= NA=(

) 
 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check pots have no loose nails 
- Check slats in place 
- Check pots have no loose material protruding 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 
 
 
 



Attachment 20: 
MFIAC 080709



MFIAC UPDATE
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND 

HEALTH PROGRAM



OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND 
HEALTH PROGRAM

THREE SEGMENTS
• WAFIC OH&S CODE
• WAFIC Accident Statistics Program
• WAFIC OH&S Code Audit Tool 



WAFIC OH&S CODE



WAFIC OH&S CODE

• Developed 1992 - 1996
• Pressure from Worksafe re fatality rate 

and other OSH issues
• Raise awareness of OSH with industry
• Addressed  OSH issues and a tool for 

introducing OSH to industry
• Self Regulation V Stronger Regulatory 

impact



WAFIC OH&S CODE( cont.)

• Updated version to be released in August 
2009

• Revised version contains NSCV
requirements

• Design and format in line with Ferry & 
Charter Boat COP



ACCIDENT STATISTICS TOOL



WHY WAS IT INITIATED?

• No system in place for collection information
• Are target areas being addressed?
• Workcover and Worksafe statistics injury rates 

only deal with workers on workers compensation 
– less than 10% of the industry

• Use as an additional education tool for OSH in 
general



PROCESS

• Began in 2004 as a pilot in rock lobster
• Data collection form  progressively 

evolved
• Software system developed to collect data
• Education and awareness of the objectives 

of the project with industry
• Inclusion of the form in vessel safety 

management plans



INCIDENT FORM











OUTCOMES

• Each vessel has its book of forms
• In place since 2007 / 2008 season
• Continue with education and awareness as 

part of normal business
• Other sectors to follow, trawl, abalone, 

long line etc
• Form and software can be altered for 

different sectors



SAFETYNET

WAFIC OH&S Code Audit Tool



OBJECTIVE OF AUDIT TOOL

• Measure the compliance by the rock 
lobster industry with the WAFIC OH&S
Code

• Provide a mechanism for feedback to 
Worksafe on industry performance

• Identify gaps in WAFIC OSH program for 
Western Rock Lobster



Question

Review

Discussion

Observation

Measure
Report
Improve

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IS THE 
KEY



1. Create an Audit 
Question Set in Word

2. Publish to the Web

http://www.fishsafe.com.au

4. Submits  results 
via Auto-Email

3. FISHSAFE Auditor accesses the 
online audit.

5. Analyse to produce a 
variety of reports…

The FISHSAFE Online Auditing System

4.1 …fully automatic 
immediate response back 

to auditor



FISHSAFE - from Word to the Web...automatically
We used KPM to convert the FISHSAFE audits into web pages on the web…

WORD 
DOCUMENT

WEB 
PAGE



How do the Auditors complete an Audit Online?
Auditors can open an online audit from the website OR on their computer if they are not online. 
Filling the audit in is a matter of clicking to set conformance and typing in comments…



Automated Outputs - Examples
Charts can be produced automatically or when required to support strategic planning. 



STAGE 1  

COMPILATION OF THE QUESTION 
SET AND VERIFICATIONS





QUESTION SET



STAGE 2

WEB PAGES DEVELOPMENT







STAGE 3

PILOT AUDITS



AUDIT SUMMARY

• 25 sample audits to design question set
• Version 7 of question  set in place
• Final audits July 2009
• Final verifications



SAMPLE AUDIT FINDINGS

• Summary word document



STAGE 4

DEVELOP REPORT SET



Performance % for Selected Company vs. Industry Average Performance
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Selected Company

Industry Average

Selected Company 75 62 67 75 33

Industry Average 70 62 63 74 51

Deck Safety Machinery and 
Equipment First Aid / Medical Crew Induction Manual Handling


Overall Compliance Chart

		

		Deck Safety

		Machinery and Equipment

		First Aid / Medical

		Crew Induction

		Manual Handling



Overall Average Compliance %

Overall Average Compliance %

100

100

100

100

100



Selected % vs Overall Ave

		

		Deck Safety		Deck Safety

		Machinery and Equipment		Machinery and Equipment

		First Aid / Medical		First Aid / Medical

		Crew Induction		Crew Induction

		Manual Handling		Manual Handling



Industry Average

Selected Company

Performance = % Score

Performance % for Selected Company vs. Industry Average Performance

69.6428571429

75

61.7156862745

61.7647058824

62.8205128205

67.3076923077

73.9583333333

75

51.4772727273

32.5



Overall Average Results

				Group		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating		%Compliance

																								0

				Deck Safety				31.5		11		11		44		0		69.6428571429		100				70

				Machinery and Equipment				39.5		16		16		64		0		61.7156862745		100				62

				First Aid / Medical				31.5		12.5		12.5		50		0		62.8205128205		100				63

				Crew Induction				37		12.5		12.5		50		0		73.9583333333		100				74

				Manual Handling				22		10.5		10.5		42		0		51.4772727273		100				51

																								0





Selected Results

				Edit Name Here		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating		%Compliance

																								0

				Deck Safety				45		15		15		60		0		75		100				75

				Machinery and Equipment				42		17		17		68		0		61.7647058824		100				62

				First Aid / Medical				35		13		13		52		0		67.3076923077		100				67

				Crew Induction				39		13		13		52		0		75		100				75

				Manual Handling				13		10		10		40		0		32.5		100				33

																								0





Grouped Results

				Group		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating		%Compliance		Corrective Rating		Corrective Action

																		0		0

				Deck Safety		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		45		15		15		60		0		75		100

				Deck Safety		Moderate,NA,NA,Moderate,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Moderate		18		7		7		28		0		64.2857142857		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Minor,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Minor,Conforms		42		17		17		68		0		61.7647058824		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Minor,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Minor,Moderate,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		37		15		15		60		0		61.6666666667		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Minor		35		13		13		52		0		67.3076923077		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Minor,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor		28		12		12		48		0		58.3333333333		100

				Crew Induction		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Best Practice,Best Practice,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		39		13		13		52		0		75		100

				Crew Induction		Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,Conforms		35		12		12		48		0		72.9166666667		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Minor,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor,Minor		13		10		10		40		0		32.5		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		31		11		11		44		0		70.4545454545		100

				Deck Safety		Conforms,NA,NA,Best Practice,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA		13		4		4		16		0		81.25		100

				Deck Safety		Conforms,NA,Best Practice,Best Practice,NA,NA,Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms		56		17		17		68		0		82.3529411765		100

				Deck Safety		Moderate,NA,NA,Moderate,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Moderate		18		7		7		28		0		64.2857142857		100

				Deck Safety		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		45		15		15		60		0		75		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Minor,Minor,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		33		13		13		52		0		63.4615384615		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Minor,Conforms,NA,Moderate,Moderate,,NA,NA,Moderate,Conforms		31		13		13		52		0		59.6153846154		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Minor,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Minor,Moderate,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		37		15		15		60		0		61.6666666667		100

				Machinery and Equipment		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Minor,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Minor,Conforms		42		17		17		68		0		61.7647058824		100

				First Aid / Medical		Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor		23		9		9		36		0		63.8888888889		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Moderate		30		12		12		48		0		62.5		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Minor,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor		28		12		12		48		0		58.3333333333		100

				First Aid / Medical		Moderate,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Minor		35		13		13		52		0		67.3076923077		100

				Crew Induction		NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA												0		0

				Crew Induction		Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Moderate,Minor,NA,Conforms,Best Practice,Moderate,NA,NA,NA,NA,Conforms		23		10		10		40		0		57.5		100

				Crew Induction		Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,NA,NA,Conforms		35		12		12		48		0		72.9166666667		100

				Crew Induction		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Best Practice,Best Practice,Conforms,NA,NA,Conforms		39		13		13		52		0		75		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		30		10		10		40		0		75		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Best Practice,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,NA,Best Practice,Conforms,Best Practice		33		10		10		40		0		82.5		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms,Conforms		31		11		11		44		0		70.4545454545		100

				Manual Handling		Conforms,Minor,Minor,Conforms,Conforms,Moderate,Moderate,NA,Conforms,Minor,Minor		20		10		10		40		0		50		100

																		0		0









Regional Performance Comparison
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Overall Compliance Chart

		

		Northern Region

		Central Region

		Southern Region



Overall Average Compliance %

Overall Average Compliance %



Regional Comparison

		

		Northern Region

		Central Region

		Southern Region



Average for all Assessments

Performance = % Score

Regional Performance Comparison

78.3177032471

69.3505935669

81.6607131958



Overall Average Results

				Group		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating

				Northern Region				0		0		0		0		0		78.3177032471

				Central Region				0		0		0		0		0		69.3505935669

				Southern Region				0		0		0		0		0		81.6607131958





Grouped Results

				Group		Rating Label		Rating Score		Compliance		#Clauses		Max		Min		%Rating

																		0		0

				Northern Region		4,3,4,2,4,5,4,3,4,4,4,4,3,4,4,5,3,4,3,4,4,4,3,4,5,3,5,4,3,4,3,5,5,5,4,4,4,5,5,3,3,4,3,3,4,3,5,4,3,4,3,4,4,4,4,5,4,4,3,4,5,4,4,4,4,4,5,4,4,5,4,5,5,5,4,4,5,4,3,3,5,3,4,5,2,5,4,4,3,3,5,3,5,3,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,3,4,3,4,4,5,4,5,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,4,2,3,3,2,4,5,3,3,4,4,2												78.3177032471		0

				Central Region		2,3,2,4,3,4,4,3,3,5,4,3,4,3,3,4,3,2,4,3,5,2,4,2,4,4,3,3,4,3,5,4,4,4,4,2,3,4,3,1,1,1,3,2,3,3,4,3,3,2,3,2,3,3,3,3,2,3,3,3,2,3,2,2,4,3,2,4,4,3,2,3,2,3,2,3,2,3,4,2,4,3,4,3,2,2,1,4,2,3,2,3,4,5,4,4,3,5,4,3,2,4,3,4,3,5,5,4,3,3,4,3,4,3,4,3,4,5,4,3,4,4,4,5,4,4,4,4												69.3505935669		0

				Southern Region		4,3,4,4,4,4,5,4,4,3,4,5,4,5,5,4,5,4,5,2,5,3,5,5,4,5,4,4,5,4,5,5,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,3,4,4,4,3,4,2,4,3,4,4,3,4,4,4,4,3,4,4,5,4,4,4,4,5,4,5,4,5,3,3,4,5,4,5,4,3,4,4,4,4,5,5,4,4,5,4,5,4,4,5,5,5,4,4,5,4,5,5,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,5,4,4,5,4,5,4,4,5,5,5,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,2,3,3												81.6607131958		0

																		0		0







OHS training is an important part of my job
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Pie Chart

		Strongly Agree

		Agree
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		Strongly Disagree



OHS training is an important part of my job
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Results
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Progress Over Time for Northern Region vs Overall Industry Progress
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Northern Region Assessments

Overall Industry Average


Overall Compliance Chart

		

		2001

		2002

		2003



Overall Average Compliance %

Overall Average Compliance %



Progress Over Time

		

		2001		55.3

		2002		63.222

		2003		68.9899



Northern Region Assessments

Overall Industry Average

Performance = % Score

Progress Over Time for Northern Region vs Overall Industry Progress

48.213

69.3505935669

81.6607131958



Overall Average Results

				Group														%Rating						Group														%Rating

		Northern Region		2001														48.213				Overall Industry Average		2001														55.3

		Northern Region		2002														69.3505935669				Overall Industry Average		2002														63.222

		Northern Region		2003														81.6607131958				Overall Industry Average		2003														68.9899





Grouped Results

				Group														%Rating

																		0		0

				2001														48.213		0

				2002														69.3505935669		0

				2003														81.6607131958		0

																		0		0









Questions?



Attachment 21: 
OH&S report to WAFIC SET 130509
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WAFIC SAFETY, EDUCATION AND TRAINING SUB-COMMITTEE  
Wednesday May 13 2009 

 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY REPORT - ITEM 4.5 
 
4.5.1 Thinksafe Small Business Campaign  

 
(a)Safety plans (as at 13/04/09) 
 

 Western Rock Lobster  60 
 Trawl     21 
 Abalone      8 
 Shark / Southern Rock Lobster  6 
 Aquaculture (mussel prod)  Industry level plan  

 
(b)Worksafe audit on seafood processors 
 

 Audits conducted across rock lobster processors 
 Worksafe Compiling findings 

 
(c) Workshops for rock lobster and other seafood processors 
 

 WAFIC and TA through Thinksafe small business program will run a workshop 
through the small business program in late 2009 to present findings of (b) above.  

 At the same workshop TA will co-ordinate other speakers to address duty of care 
principles, lifting, chemicals, safety plans for businesses etc.  

 No cost to WAFIC or industry. 
 
4.5.2 Fisheries Research and Development Corporation Projects 
 
a. Accident statistics tool  
Explanation: software data base and accident form trialed and implemented in Rock 
Lobster. Can be used in other sectors 
 

 Development completed 
 Final report submitted 
 Data is entered from fishers forms through WAFIC 
 What promotion to other sectors has occurred? 

 
b. Uptake tool for WAFIC Code 
 
Explanation: Audit tool form, data base through web site access for evaluating 
compliance with the WAFIC OH&S Code trialed in rock lobster 
 

 Question set development conducted in April 2009 
 Questions set being updated by AXON IT at present 
 Further final audits mid June 2009 
 Worksafe Commission presentation June 3 2009 
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c. WAFIC Code review 
 

 Part 1 – Introduction, legislation summary and all parties responsibilities V 
submitted in 2008 – no feedback 

 Part 1 Vs May 2009 – to be submitted 13/05/09 
 Part 2  Generic health and safety guidelines across all sectors to be submitted 

13/05/09 
 Part 3 Fishery specific guidelines to be submitted by 31/05/09 

 
4.5.4 Rural Industries Research Federation (RIRDC)  

 Data base tender issued – copy attached 
 Only one tender  - poor – not supported 
 Technical committee meeting Thursday to discuss evaluations – Jo- Anne 

Ruscoe FRDC attending 



Attachment 22: 
SSA network meeting Wednesday April 9 2008



SSA NETWORK MEETING 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 9 2008

FRDC funded Occupational 
Health and Safety Tools



Accident statistics software tool

What it does:
 System for collection of incidents / accidents/ near 

misses that occur on any vessel, on a paper form 
into a  data base

 Compiles reports as required – types of accidents, 
frequency of accidents etc



Accident statistics software tool

Usefulness:
 Reports and information provide more relevant 

information to draw statistics from what is  
currently collected by Government

 Use the reports to negotiate a reduction on 
insurance premiums and / or to challenge 
Government collected accident statistics





Accident statistics software tool

Examples of reports:
 Age grouping of incidents 15-19; 20-24; 25-34; 35-44; 45-54; 55-59; 60 

–64; 65+

 Type of injury occurrence



Accident statistics software tool

 Status: Pilot project in Western Rock 
Lobster completed
 Form and software for other fisheries 

available now



Occupational Health and Safety Codes 
for each state

What it does:
 Assesses each states OH&S and Marine Safety 

legislation and its application to the wild catch 
sector

 Produces a safety code for each state with fishery 
specific sections



Occupational Health and Safety 
Codes for each state

Usefulness:
 Tailors legislative requirements to the wild catch 

industry
 More user friendly for industry than government 

booklets
 Forms and checklists – fishing specific



Occupational Health and Safety 
Codes for each state

Status: Occupational Safety and Health Codes competed by end of August 2008



Audit tool for Occupational Health and 
Safety Codes( web based)

What it does:
 KPM Online can be used to turn simple Word 

documents into online:
 Audits (Environmental or OHS as proposed)
 Surveys
 Checklists
 Training needs analysis tools



Audit tool for Occupational Health 
and Safety Codes( web based)

Usefulness:
 Audits done on a vessel can either complete and submit 

the assessment on line, or print the document and perform 
the audit manually, for later data input. 

 Gathered data is analyzed using KPM Online. An 
automated response via email, can be sent back to the 
person who submitted the assessment. Immediate 
feedback to the fisher or the auditor.

 Industry based reports – WAFIC / Western Rock Lobster 
Council for risk management purposes



1. Create an Audit 
Question Set in Word

2. Publish to the Web

http://www.fishsafe.com.au

4. Submits  results 
via Auto-Email

3. FISHSAFE Auditor accesses the 
online audit.

5. Analyse to produce a 
variety of reports…

The FISHSAFE Online Auditing System

4.1 …fully automatic 
immediate response back 

to auditor



FISHSAFE - from Word to the Web...automatically
We used KPM to convert the FISHSAFE audits into web pages on the web…

WORD 
DOCUMENT

WEB 
PAGE





Automated Outputs - Examples
Charts can be produced automatically or when required to support strategic planning. 

Status: Pilot project in Western Rock Lobster completed by September 
2008



Launch of all 3 products in 
October 2008

QUESTIONS



Attachment 23: 
Fishsafe SafetyNet Owner and skipper question set version 8



SafetyNet Owner and skipper [Type text] 

 

SafetyNet 
Question set –Owner and Skipper 

 
 

ROCKLOBSTER AUDIT for OWNER and SKIPPER 
 
Scope – Owner is not Skipper 
This audit is used for western rock lobster fishing operations where the owner and the skipper 
are two different people. If you are auditing a fishing operation where the owner is also the 
skipper please use the ROCKLOBSTER AUDIT for OWNER/SKIPPER question set. 
 

AUDIT DETAILS 

FISHERY TYPE Fishery=(text:label) 

STATE State=(text:hidden) 

ZONE Zone=(text:hidden) 

PFA PFA=(text:hidden) 
 

OWNER Owner=(text) 

SKIPPER Skipper=(text) 

CONTACT NUMBER Contact Number=(text) 

CONTACT EMAIL Contact Email=(text) 

CONTACT ADDRESS Contact Address=(text) 
 

VESSEL NAME Vessel Name=(text) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF CREW Number of Crew=(number:hidden) 
 

EMPLOYMENT ARRANGEMENT Employment Arrangement=(text:hidden) 
 
Crew Member 1 - Details 
Please choose one crew member and provide information in the spaces below. 
 

Crew Member Name Crew1 Name=(text:hidden) 

Years with the current skipper Crew1 Current=(number:hidden) 

Years in the fishing industry Crew1 Fishing=(number:hidden) 

Years in the rock lobster industry Crew1 Rock Lobster=(number:hidden) 
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Crew Member 2 - Details 
Please choose another different crew member and provide information in the spaces below. 
 

Crew Member Name Crew2 Name=(text:hidden) 

Years with the current skipper Crew2 Current=(number:hidden) 

Years in the fishing industry Crew2 Fishing=(number:hidden) 

Years in the rock lobster industry Crew2 Rock Lobster=(number:hidden) 
 
Purpose 
An audit tool used to measure compliance of a Western Rock Lobster fishing vessel health 
and safety systems to the Western Australian Fishing Industry Council Occupational Health 
and Safety Code  
 
Guidance Notes – Please Read 
Below each question is a set of Guidance notes. Click on these to show (or hide) short notes 
that list the requirements to be able to assess the correct conformance category consistently 
 
Acronyms 
 
WAFIC: Western Australian Fishing Industry Council 
WRLC: Western Rock Lobster Council 
 

BACKGROUND DATA 
 

1) Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an 
accessible place on board the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” the code must be accessible and within 
easy reach. Expect to see it in the wheelhouse with other papers. Describe where it is held in 
the supporting evidence above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Does the vessel have a Safety 
Management Plan based on the WAFIC 
code that is updated and used effectively? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” the Safety Management Plan must 
- have addressed all the WAFIC Code requirements 
- have been reviewed within the last 3 years 
- be used and have evidence to show it is used 

 
(corrective actions) 
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3) Has the owner attended WAFIC / WRL 
pre-season safety awareness sessions? 

4+=(
3) 

2+=(
2) 1=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the owner can recall and record above  
- 4+ means the owner has attended 4 sessions or more 
- 2+ means the owner has attended 2 or 3 sessions 
- 1 means the owner has attended 1 session 

Check records held at WAFIC. If the owner has not attended any ask why not and record 
answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

4) Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL 
pre-season safety awareness sessions? 

4+=(
3) 

2+=(
2) 1=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the skipper can recall and record above  
- 4+ means the skipper has attended 4 sessions or more 
- 2+ means the skipper has attended 2 or 3 sessions 
- 1 means the skipper has attended 1 session 

Check records held at WAFIC. If the skipper has not attended any ask why not and record 
answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL 
pre-season safety awareness sessions? 

4+=(
3) 

2+=(
2) 1=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the crew can recall and record above  
- 4+ means the crew have attended 4 sessions or more 
- 2+ means the crew have attended 2 or 3 sessions 
- 1 means the crew have attended 1 session 

Check records held at WAFIC. If the crew have not attended any ask why not and record 
answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

6) Did the owner attend the WAFIC / WRL 
duty of care workshop in 2004/05? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) Check for a training file or certificate. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the owner did not attend ask why not and record answer above. 
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(corrective actions) 
 

7) Did the skipper attended the WAFIC / 
WRL duty of care workshop in 2004/05? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) Check for a training file or certificate. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the skipper did not attend ask why not and record answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

PART 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
The following questions are related to the responsibilities of the owner. The skipper’s 
responsibilities are included in the next section. 
 

Work Systems – Owner 
 

1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The current certificate of survey 
- That crew numbers are equivalent to the survey 
- That fire extinguishers are tested and tagged 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Is there a system that the skipper must follow for 
maintaining the vessel as per survey requirements and 
recording maintenance properly? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is a documented maintenance procedure for the skipper to follow that includes 

logging all maintenance activities 
- That maintenance activities have been carried out and logged in accordance with the 

procedure 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Is there a process to manage hazards as they arise 
on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 
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Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check the process includes 
- Reference to risk assessment 
- That hazards are written down in the log book 
- A written or verbal risk assessment matrix 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

4) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 

OR 
- Safe work procedures are routinely implemented and these have been documented 
- If WAFIC Code is used, how it is implemented? Is this documented?  

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Is there a procedure to check that the skipper is 
conducting emergency drills at regular intervals? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be evidence that the owner 
has checked  

- That USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the required intervals and that other drills 
are being conducted at least 6 monthly 

- Checked log books 
- Checked drills register as per the following requirements 
- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Information and Training - Owner 
 

1) Is there a procedure to check that the vessel is 
manned in accordance with survey requirements under 
the WA Marine Act? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be 
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- Written in agreements that the Skipper, MED and crew certification will be in 
accordance with the Marine Act at all times 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the owner recognise the need to train the crew 
in ALL emergency procedures? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check that the owner has 
ensured 

- The crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Has a formal induction for the skipper been 
conducted? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of skipper induction as per page PT13 of the WAFIC OH&S Code 
- Evidence from owner and skipper on what was included in the induction 
- Induction checklist 
- Written notes on the induction form of additions to the skipper induction specific to the  

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring) 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Is there a procedure to ensure that a formal 
induction for ALL crew members is conducted every 
year? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year 

of service 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Has the owner encouraged the skipper to undertake 
additional training apart from the master and MED? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
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- The written agreement between the owner and skipper contains a section outlining 
the skippers training requirements 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Consultation and Cooperation - Owner 
 

1) Does the owner have any examples of how the 
skipper resolves safety and health issues on board the 
vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and acted upon 
- Feedback from the skipper to the owner on how situations are managed 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are all employment agreements between the owner 
and the skipper formalised in writing? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is a written agreement/contract 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Personal Protection – Owner 
 

1) Is there a written agreement between the owner/ 
skipper and crew as to what PPE is required and who 
supplies it.? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement 
- Contains a list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Reporting Requirements – Owner 
 

1) Is the owner aware of what accidents / incidents 
must be reported to Worksafe and DPI - Marine 
safety? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 
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Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4 
- Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
- Owner has the required forms 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Safe Plant and Substances – Owner 
 

1) Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Emergency stop mechanism for the winch 
- Winch controls marked forward and reverse 
- Rope guards on the winch 
- Pot tipper lock 
- Guards on moving parts in engine room 
- Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel 
is the skipper made aware of specific vessel or 
handling requirements? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Information regarding the vessel requirements between the owner and the skipper 

are part of the written employment agreement or induction checklist 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Have all chemicals that are used been assessed for 
hazards to health? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of owner awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Are the Material Safety Data Sheets complete for all 
chemicals in use and all less than 5 years old? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 
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Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence owner has copies of up-to-date MSDS’s 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety – Owner 
 

1) Has the owner verified that the skipper has 
implemented a visitor’s induction? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a visitors safety induction template 
- A logged or recorded Visitor Safety Induction 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Has the owner checked that the skipper has 
implemented a safe procedure for all persons getting 
on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Awareness of methods used to embark from the jetty to vessel and disembark from 

the vessel to the jetty. 
- Awareness of methods used to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and reverse 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Work Systems – Skipper 
 

1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The current certificate of survey 
- That crew numbers are equivalent to the survey 
- That fire extinguishers are tested and tagged 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Is vessel maintenance recorded properly in the log? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 
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Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There are daily maintenance logs for oil changes, maintenance schedule and 

breakdowns 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) How does the skipper manage hazards as they arise 
on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The response includes reference to risk assessment 
- That hazards are written down in the log book 
- There is a written or verbal risk assessment matrix 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel that 
have been implemented? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan 

OR 
- Safe work procedures are routinely implemented – documented evidence  
- If WAFIC Code is used – Is it documented and how it is implemented 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Are emergency drills conducted at regular intervals? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be  
Evidence in vessel log or equivalent records that the skipper has conducted the following 
drills 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(corrective actions) 
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Information and Training – Skipper 
 

1) Is the correct certification in accordance with survey 
requirements under the WA Marine Act held by all on 
board ? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Sight the skipper, MED and crew certification 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 
- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency 
procedures? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Has a formal induction for ALL crew members been 
conducted every year? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year 

of service 
- Written notes on the induction form of additions to the crew induction specific to the  

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring) 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Have the crew attended an onshore training course 
that is equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea 
service qualification? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5 
- Check for any DPI certification 
- Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent) 
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- Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – 
Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Has the skipper undertaken any additional training 
apart from the Masters ticket, MED.? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 
- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 
- Written agreement containing crew training options 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Consultation and Cooperation – Skipper 
 

1) Does the skipper have any examples of how safety 
and health issues on board the vessel have been 
resolved? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text) Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should include that issues are taken seriously and acted upon 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are all employment agreements between the owner-
skipper and crew members formalised in writing? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text) Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is a written engagement / agreement including OHS items, this could be a 

Share Fishing Agreement or employer / employee with catch rate or wage 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

Personal Protection – Skipper 
 

1) Is there a written agreement between the skipper 
and the crew for who supplies what items of personal 
protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text) Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
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- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement  
- Contains a list of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text) Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check usage of 
- aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat, sunglasses 
- procedure for use of protective clothing and equipment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Reporting Requirements – Skipper 
 

1) Is the skipper aware of what accidents / incidents 
must be reported to Worksafe and DPI - Marine 
safety? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4 
- Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
- Skipper has required forms 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Safe Plant and Substances – Skipper 
 

1) Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed 
and in good working order? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Emergency stop mechanism for the winch 
- Winch controls marked forward and reverse 
- Rope guards on the winch 
- Pot tipper lock 
- Guards on moving parts in engine room 
- Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel 
are they discussed properly with the crew? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 
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Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
- Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Does the skipper instruct the crew to maintain the 
plant and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Have all chemicals that are used been assessed for 
hazards to health? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Are there Material Safety Data Sheets less than 5 
years old for all chemicals in use? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Sight all MSDS’s 
- Ensure they are less than 5 years old 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety – Skipper 
 

1) Has the skipper implemented a visitor’s induction? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a visitors safety induction template  
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- Evidence of visitors induction completed and filed 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Has the skipper implemented a safe procedure for 
all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safe methods to embark from the jetty to vessel and disembark from the vessel to the 

jetty 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and reverse 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Work Systems – Crew 
 

1) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level 
of personal hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be 
- Visual evidence of cleanliness 
- Evidence of written requirements in crew contract / agreements 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) How does the crew assist the skipper in the proper 
maintenance of the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms 
- Verbal evidence determining level of maintenance 
- Verbal evidence from skipper and crew regarding supervision of crew involved in 

maintenance 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

3) Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the types of hazards found  
- Verbal confirmation of the hazard being addressed by the skipper 
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(corrective actions) 
 
4) Does the crew follow safe work procedures on the 
vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures 
- Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed 
- Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Does the skipper conduct regular emergency drills? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be verbal confirmation of 
what drills are conducted and when (see below for requirements) 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Information and Training – Crew 
 

1) Do the crew members take part in training for ALL 
emergency procedures? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Have the crew attended an onshore training course 
that is equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea 
service qualification? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 
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Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5 
- Check for any DPI certification 
- Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent) 
- Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – 

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Has the crew had a formal induction every year 
whilst on this vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the inductions 
- Crew member can recount a variety of items from the induction 
- Crew member can locate the safety plan / WAFIC OH&S Code or other which the 

induction was based on 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Consultation and Cooperation – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members inform and cooperate with the 
skipper to resolve safety and health issues on board 
the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and reported to the 

skipper 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

Personal Protection – Crew 
 

1) Do all crew members have the correct personal 
protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Skipper supplies – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew supply – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
- Visual observation of the equipment 
- Tubigrip – who supplies 

 
(corrective actions) 
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2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required at ALL times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment 
- Visual observation 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Does the crew maintain the protective clothing and 
equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Gloves and aprons are washed , hung up inside out after each days fishing 
- Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Does the crew recognise the requirement for 
appropriate clothing and footwear around machinery? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around 

machinery in vessel safety procedures 
- Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Reporting Requirements – Crew 
 

1) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that 
are a result of work? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Incident forms completed for the vessel 
- Log book entries recording injuries or illness 
- Worksafe forms completed where required 
- DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required 

 
(corrective actions) 
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Safe Plant and Substances – Crew 
 

1) Does the crew use the equipment on board in the 
correct way? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check that there are no 
- Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse 
- Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the crew maintain and use equipment without 
altering it? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is no visual or verbal evidence of guards removed by crew 
- Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine whether changes have been 

made that increase the risk of an incident 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Do crew members practice the safe handling 
requirements for all chemicals in use on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 
- Awareness of MSDS’s 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

Visitor Safety – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members assist the skipper with the safe 
procedure for all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark from the jetty to vessel and disembark 

from the vessel to the jetty   
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and 

reverse 
- Crew are aware that visitors may require assistance to understand / practice 

embarking and disembarking safely 
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(corrective actions) 
 
 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Seamanship 
 

1) Is there a system to maintain a proper lookout at all 
times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of how look out is managed between skipper and crew 
- Where does the watch keeper stand e.g. steering station where navigational aids are 

in close proximity and vision is not impaired 
- Where the vessel is set on autopilot, does the skipper or watch keeper remain in the 

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.2 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1) Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency 
equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Equipment as per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational 

Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996 
- Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
- Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
- All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on 
the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
- Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
- No smoking sign in designated areas 
- First aid sign above first aid box 
- Warning signs for catch points above winch 
- Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 
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(corrective actions) 
 
3) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, 
unobstructed use at ALL times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Fitted in a place for easy access 
- Not fastened down 
- Fitted with hydrostatic release 
- Not under warnings or deck structures 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.3 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers in their correct location,  
up-to-date and of the required types? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- ALL required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc) 
- ALL required extinguisher types as per survey requirements 
- ALL extinguishers are up-to-date on tags 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in 
practice? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The correct types of firefighting equipment are readily available. 
- Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention 
- Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements i.e. galley, 

accommodation, fuel handling 
- Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to 
use for which fire? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
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- Question the skipper and crew to determine understanding 
- Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in 

vessel safety procedures 
- Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.4 Weather and Ocean Conditions 
 

1) Does the skipper recognise the increased risk of bad 
weather conditions on the safety of the vessel and 
crew? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a  heavy weather procedure  
- Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and / 

or when required 
- Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather 
- Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas 
- Recognition by the skipper of the limitations of the vessel 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the skipper recognise the increased risk of 
cyclones on the crew and vessel safety and the need 
to have a specific procedure? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel 
- Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for 

harbours along the coast the vessel uses 
- Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew 
- Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code 

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy  
 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.5 Hearing Conservation 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room 
while the engine is running wear hearing protection? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch 
- Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction 
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(corrective actions) 
 
2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on 
the use of hearing protection? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Shown as per manufacturer recommendation 
- Recorded in the vessel log book and/ or training record 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to 
minimise noise? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.6 Personal Health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a 
healthy lifestyle? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet 
- Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day 
- Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption 
- Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time 
- Crew members encouraged to get at least 8 hours sleep a night 
- Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity 

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in 
writing? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent 

 
(corrective actions) 
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3) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for 
skin cancer and eye damage? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
Safety procedures includes directions on the following 

- Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with 
sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses 

- Using 30+ sunscreen, applied regularly 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of 
infectious disease policy for the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
The safety procedures include directions on the following 

- Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking 
- Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing 
- Wearing gloves when handling product and bait 
- No sharing of razors or toothbrushes 
- Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when 
administering first aid? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following 

- Treatment of cuts 
- Wearing gloves for all first aid 
- Hand washing after all first aid 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.7 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous 
species for the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
The policy includes the following 
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- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- Protective clothing and equipment 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous 
species? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
The crew induction includes the following 

- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- What protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

2.8 General Vessel Safety 
 

1) Is the risk of slips, trips and falls minimised? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of the deck area while working 
- Carpets on deck 
- Non slip deck paint 
- Mats in work areas 
- No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping 
- Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-
apparent hazards? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 
(corrective actions) 
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3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and 
night? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
- Anchor light to have an individual switch 
- During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to 

move about and work 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the 
vessel is manned? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working 
- Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all 
manual handing tasks? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1) Is the vessel arranged to minimise risk and 
hazards? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a 

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on 
- Regular deck cleaning 
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(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the vessel have a procedure to minimise the 
risk of going overboard? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check procedures or plans for  
- Being on deck alone working/ not working  
- Toilet/ Ablution . 
- Working in the dark 
- Rough sea / wind conditions 
- Low visibility 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Does the vessel have safe pot stacking method (e.g. 
not more than 3 high)? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation pots are stacked to a maximum of  3 high regardless of number 

of pots or the area being fished 
- Visual observation during fishing 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the 
winch? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include: 

- If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained  
- If thrown from the side of the vessel: lean out and throw grapple underarm and 

backhand 
Evidence of  a safe system that includes: 

- Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in 
the moving parts of the winch 

- Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot 
tipper and other catch points 

- Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep 
clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue 

 
(corrective actions) 
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2) Is there a safe system for identifying sinkers or gear 
tangled on the pot rope before it is winched up? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check with skipper and crew to establish use and effectiveness of safe system 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot 
lifting? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or 

equivalent is being used as a guide 
- Written confirmation of a safe lifting method in safety documentation 
- Check with the crew on the method of lifting pots 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Is rope and float tangle minimised when pots are 
stacked? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked 
- Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR 
- Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR 
- Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual check of bucket height 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
6) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines 
when retrieving pots from the water? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 
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Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check one or more of the 
following 

- Hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag 
- Adding extra length of rope for more leverage 
- Leaving the pot for 24 to 48 hours and try the above again 
- If above unsuccessful tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from propeller) or front of 

the vessel and tow to dislodge the pot. ALL personnel to stand well clear. 
- If above unsuccessful then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in the basket area 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
7) Are safe manual handling practices used when 
lifting crates of lobsters? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check for a documented or 
verbal procedure which includes the following:  

- Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope 
- Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
- Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom 
- Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
- Bait boxes are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
8) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing 
ropes and floats to minimise leg entanglement? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check the following are 
implemented 

- Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes 
System to incorporate the following: 

- The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal 
to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions) 

- Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots) 
- Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side 

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope 
- If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the 

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released 
- Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety 
- If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms 

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
9) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is 
there a safe work procedure? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 
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Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
 

1) Does the winch have an emergency stop 
mechanism? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR 
- Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls 
- Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check presence of tipper lock on the winch 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check pots have no loose nails 
- Check slats in place 
- Check pots have no loose material protruding 

 
(corrective actions) 
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SafetyNet 
Question set Owner / Skipper 

 
 

ROCK LOBSTER AUDIT for OWNER / SKIPPER 
 
Scope – Owner is also the Skipper 
This audit is used for western rock lobster fishing operations where the owner is also the 
skipper. If you are auditing a fishing operation where the owner is not the skipper please use 
the ROCK LOBSTER AUDIT for OWNER AND SKIPPER question set. 
 

AUDIT DETAILS 

FISHERY TYPE Fishery=(text:label) 

STATE State=(text:hidden) 

ZONE Zone=(text:hidden) 

PFA PFA=(text:hidden) 
 

OWNER / SKIPPER OwnerSkipper=(text) 

CONTACT NUMBER Contact Number=(text) 

CONTACT EMAIL Contact Email=(text) 

CONTACT ADDRESS Contact Address=(text) 
 

VESSEL NAME Vessel Name=(text) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF CREW Number of Crew=(number:hidden) 
 

EMPLOYMENT ARRANGEMENT Employment Arrangement=(text:hidden) 
 
Crew Member 1 - Details 
Please choose one crew member and provide information in the spaces below. 
 

Crew Member Name Crew1 Name=(text:hidden) 

Years with the current skipper Crew1 Current=(number:hidden) 

Years in the fishing industry Crew1 Fishing=(number:hidden) 

Years in the rock lobster industry Crew1 Rock Lobster=(number:hidden) 
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Crew Member 2 - Details 
Please choose another different crew member and provide information in the spaces below. 
 

Crew Member Name Crew2 Name=(text:hidden) 

Years with the current skipper Crew2 Current=(number:hidden) 

Years in the fishing industry Crew2 Fishing=(number:hidden) 

Years in the rock lobster industry Crew2 Rock Lobster=(number:hidden) 
 
Purpose 
An audit tool used to measure compliance of a Western Rock Lobster fishing vessel health 
and safety systems to the Western Australian Fishing Industry Council Occupational Health 
and Safety Code 
 
Guidance Notes – Please Read 
Below each question is a set of Guidance notes. Click on these to show (or hide) short notes 
that list the requirements to be able to assess the correct conformance category consistently 
 
Acronyms 
WAFIC: Western Australian Fishing Industry Council 
WRLC: Western Rock Lobster Council 
 

BACKGROUND DATA 
 

1) Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an 
accessible place on board the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes :( showhide) In order to answer “Yes” the code must be accessible and within 
easy reach. Expect to see it in the wheelhouse with other papers. Describe where it is held in 
the supporting evidence above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Does the vessel have a Safety 
Management Plan based on the WAFIC 
code that is updated and used effectively? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)In order to answer “Yes” the safety management plan must 
- have all the WAFIC Code requirements been addressed 
- have been reviewed within the last 3 years 
- be used and have evidence to show it is used 

 
(corrective actions) 
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3) Has the owner / skipper attended WAFIC 
/ WRL pre-season safety awareness 
sessions? 

4+=(
3) 

2+=(
2) 1=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the owner / skipper can recall and record above  
- 4+ means the owner/skipper has attended 4 sessions or more 
- 2+ means the owner/skipper has attended 2 or 3 sessions 
- 1 means the owner/skipper has attended 1 session 

Check records held at WAFIC. If the owner / skipper has not attended any ask why not and 
record answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

4) Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL 
pre–season safety awareness sessions? 

4+=(
3) 

2+=(
2) 1=(1) 0=(0) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide)Check how many the crew can recall and record above  
- 4+ means the crew have attended 4 sessions or more 
- 2+ means the crew have attended 2 or 3 sessions 
- 1 means the crew have attended 1 session 

Check records held at WAFIC. If the crew have not attended any ask why not and record 
answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Has the owner / skipper attended the 
WAFIC / WRL duty of care workshop in 
2004/05? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes :(showhide) Check for a training file or certificate. Check records held at 
WAFIC. If the owner / skipper has not attended any ask why not and record answer above. 
 
(corrective actions) 
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PART 1 – RESPONSIBILITIES 

Work Systems 
 

1) Is the vessel in compliance with survey? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The current certificate of survey 
- That crew numbers are equivalent to the survey 
- That fire extinguishers are tested and tagged 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Is vessel maintenance recorded properly in the log? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There are daily maintenance logs for oil changes, maintenance schedule and 

breakdown 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Do you have a process to manage hazards as they 
arise on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The response includes reference to risk assessment 
- That hazards are written down in the log book 
- There is a written or verbal risk assessment matrix 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Are there safe work procedures for the vessel that 
have been implemented? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures for each identified hazard in the vessel safety plan  
- Safe work procedures are routinely implemented and these have been documented 
- If WAFIC Code is referenced verbally? 

 
(corrective actions) 
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5) Are emergency drills conducted at regular intervals? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be evidence in vessel log or 
equivalent records that the skipper has conducted the following drills 

- That USL / NMSC drills are conducted at the required intervals and that other drills 
are being conducted at least 6 monthly 

- Checked log books 
- Checked drills register as per the following requirements 
- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Information and Training 
 

1) Is the correct certification in accordance with survey 
requirements under the WA Marine Act held by all on 
board? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Sight the skipper, MED and crew certification 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency 
procedures? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Emergency procedures in vessel safety plan 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(corrective actions) 
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3) Has a formal induction for ALL crew members been 
conducted every year? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew induction as per page PT5 of the WAFIC OH&S Code for each year 

of service 
- Written notes on the induction form of additions to the crew induction specific to the  

vessel( e.g. special handling, mooring, anchoring) 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Has the owner-skipper undertaken any additional 
training apart from the master and MED  

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the skipper understands the importance of ongoing training 
- Evidence of a training register used to record all training done on or off the vessel 
- Written agreement containing crew training options 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Consultation and Cooperation 
 

1) Does the skipper have any examples of how safety 
and health issues on board the vessel have been 
resolved 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should included that issues are taken seriously and acted upon 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are all employment agreements between the owner-
skipper and crew members formalised in writing? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is a written engagement agreement including OHS items e.g. Share Fishing 

Agreement or employer / employee with catch rate or wage 
 
(corrective actions) 
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Personal Protection 
 

1) Is there a written agreement between the skipper 
and crew for who supplies what items of personal 
protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- List of protective clothing and equipment and who supplies it 
- Written as a separate agreement or part of the Share Fishing Agreement 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check usage of 
- aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat, sunglasses 
- Procedure for use of protective clothing and equipment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Reporting Accidents 
 

1) Is the owner/skipper aware of what accidents / 
incidents must be reported to Worksafe and DPI - 
Marine Safety? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Refers to the WAFIC Code general work guidelines Appendix 3 and 4 
- Demonstrated understanding of what incidents need to be reported 
- Owner-skipper has required forms 

 
(corrective actions) 
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Safe Plant and Substances 
 

1) Are all guards, locks and devices on plant installed 
and in good working order? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Emergency stop mechanism for the winch 
- Winch controls marked forward and reverse 
- Rope guards on the winch 
- Pot tipper lock 
- Guards on moving parts in engine room 
- Identify any changes that increase the risk of an incident 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel 
are they discussed properly with the crew? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Notes made in the vessel safety procedures for modification affecting work methods 
- Entries in vessel log book or training register for updates to crew on plant and 

equipment 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Does the skipper instruct the crew to maintain the 
plant and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work instructions for the plant and equipment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Have all chemicals that are used been assessed for 
hazards to health? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 

 
(corrective actions)corrective actions 
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5) Are there Material Safety Data Sheets less than 5 
years old for all chemicals in use? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Sight all MSDS 
- Ensure they are less than 5 years old 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Visitor Safety 
 

1) Has the owner-skipper implemented a visitor’s 
induction? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a visitors safety induction template  
- Evidence of visitors induction completed and filed 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Has the owner-skipper implemented a safe 
procedure for all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty to vessel and 

reverse 
- Safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and reverse 

 
(corrective actions)corrective actions 
 

Work Systems – Crew 
 

1) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level 
of personal hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be 
- Visual evidence of cleanliness 
- Evidence of written requirements in crew contract agreements 

 
(corrective actions) 
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2) How does the crew assist the skipper in the proper 
maintenance of the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of crew signatures on maintenance forms 
- Verbal questions determining level of maintenance 
- Verbal questions of skipper and crew re supervising crew involved in maintenance 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

3) Do the crew members routinely report hazards? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the types of hazards found  
- Verbal confirmation of the hazard being addressed by the skipper 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Does the crew follow safe work procedures on the 
vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of safe work procedures in vessel safety procedures 
- Crew can describe safe work methods and confirm they are routinely followed 
- Non-conformance recorded in the vessel log book or equivalent 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Does the skipper conduct regular emergency drills? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” there must be verbal confirmation of 
what drills are conducted and when (see below for requirements) 

- Fire (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Launching life rafts (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Collision (USL requirements at least every 3 months) 
- Man overboard (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Life jackets (on induction and 2 monthly) 
- Confined spaces rescue (2 monthly) 

 
(corrective actions) 
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Information and Training – Crew 
 

1) Do the crew members take part in training for ALL 
emergency procedures? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Members of the crew are able to describe the emergency procedures 
- Emergency procedures ticked off in crew induction sheet 
- Log book or other entries for crew participation in emergency drills 
- Crew have watched the WAFIC DVD Safety Induction and completed the assessment 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Have the crew attended an onshore training course 
that is equivalent to a pre-sea qualification or at-sea 
service qualification? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Course should be equivalent to OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5 
- Check for any DPI certification 
- Check for OHS at sea certification (TAFE, SMI or equivalent) 
- Check any course attended by crew contains the items listed in the WAFIC Code – 

Pot and Trap section – Appendix 1 Part A 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Has the crew had a formal induction every year 
whilst on this vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of the inductions 
- Crew member can recount a variety of items from the induction 
- Crew member can ,locates the safety plan / WAFIC OH&S Code or other which the 

induction was based on 
 
(corrective actions) 
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Consultation and Cooperation – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members inform and cooperate with the 
skipper to resolve safety and health issues on board 
the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The answer should indicate that issues are taken seriously and reported to the 

skipper 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

Personal Protection – Crew 
 

1) Do all crew members have the correct personal 
protective clothing and equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Skipper supplies – aprons, gloves, sunscreen 
- Crew supply – footwear, bib and brace, wet weather gear, hat , sunglasses 
- Visual observation of the equipment 
- Tubigrip – who supplies 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Is personal protective clothing and equipment being 
used as required at ALL times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal discussion with crew as to when they use equipment 
- Visual observation 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Does the crew maintain the protective clothing and 
equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Gloves and aprons are washed, hung up inside out after each days fishing 
- Gum boots/ footwear are washed and left on deck under cover to dry 

 
(corrective actions)corrective actions 
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4) Does the crew recognize the requirement for 
appropriate clothing and footwear around machinery? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of recognition of close fitting clothes, no toggles, ties or torn edges around 

machinery in vessel safety procedures 
- Visual confirmation of appropriate clothing being worn 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Reporting Requirements – Crew 
 

1) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that 
are a result of work? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Incident forms completed for the vessel 
- Log book entries recording injuries or illness 
- Worksafe forms completed where required 
- DPI - Marine Safety forms completed where required 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Safe Plant and Substances – Crew 
 

1) Does the crew use the equipment on board in the 
correct way? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check that there are no 
- Entries in log book from skipper indicating misuse 
- Entries in log book indicating equipment not use for the purpose it was designed 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the crew maintain and use equipment without 
altering it? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- There is no visual or verbal evidence of guards removed by crew 
- Verbal discussion with skipper and crew to determine changes have been made that 

increase the risk of an incident 
 
(corrective actions) 
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3) Do crew members practice the safe handling 
requirements for all chemicals in use on the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of awareness of chemicals in use and hazards of various chemicals 
- Awareness of MSDS’s  

 
(corrective actions) 
 

Visitor Safety – Crew 
 

1) Do crew members assist the skipper with the safe 
procedure for all persons getting on and off the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark the vessel in from the jetty 

to vessel and reverse 
- Crew are aware of safe methods to embark and disembark dinghy to vessel and 

reverse 
- Crew are aware that visitors may require assistance to understand / practice 

embarking and disembarking safely 
 
(corrective actions) 
 

PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS 
 

2.1 Seamanship 
 

1) Is there a system to maintain a proper lookout at all 
times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation of how look out is managed between skipper and crew 
- Where does the watch keeper stand e.g. steering station where navigational aids are 

in close proximity and vision is not impaired 
- Where the vessel is set on autopilot, does the skipper or watch keeper remain in the 

wheelhouse at the control maintaining a proper lookout 
 
(corrective actions) 
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2.2 Emergency Equipment and Procedures 
 

1) Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency 
equipment? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Equipment as per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational 

Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996 
- Equipment in good condition, properly stowed and available for immediate use at ALL 

times 
- Signs / stickers identify the location of safety equipment 
- All EPIRBs are mounted so as to be self launching or easily accessed in an 

emergency 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on 
the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection on engine room hatch 
- Fire extinguisher sign above extinguisher 
- No smoking sign in designated areas 
- First aid sign above first aid box 
- Warning signs for catch points above winch 
- Controls of winch marked forward and reverse 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, 
unobstructed use at ALL times? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Fitted in a place for easy access 
- Not fastened down 
- Fitted with hydrostatic release 
- Not under warnings or deck structures 

 
(corrective actions) 
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2.3 Fire Fighting 
 

1) Are all fire extinguishers in their correct location, up 
to date and of the required types? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- ALL required locations (galley, engine spaces and crew compartments etc) 
- ALL required extinguisher types as per survey requirements 
- ALL extinguishers are up to date on tags 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in 
practice? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- The correct types of fire fighting equipment are readily available. 
- Check crew daily responsibilities checklist for fire prevention 
- Check if vessel safety procedures contain fire prevention requirements i.e. galley, 

accommodation, fuel handling 
- Check for sticker / information on types of extinguishers and fire type to be used on 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to 
use for which fire? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Question the skipper and crew to determine understanding 
- Chart showing types of fires and matching extinguishers on board, on display or in 

vessel safety procedures 
- Evidence of crew having the WAFIC safety induction pocket booklet with them 

 
(corrective actions) 
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2.4 Weather and Ocean Conditions 
 

1) Does the skipper recognise the increased risk of bad 
weather  conditions  on the safety of the vessel and 
crew? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a heavy weather procedures 
- Provision of a personal flotation device (inflatable) for crew in high risk weather and / 

or when required 
- Evidence of additional supervision of crew under high risk weather 
- Evidence of minimising deliberate pot placement in reef areas 
- Recognition by the skipper of the limitations of the vessel 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the skipper recognise cyclones increased risk 
of cyclones on the crew and vessel safety  and the 
need to have a specific procedure? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of a cyclone plan for the vessel 
- Evidence the skipper has obtained the DPI - Marine Safety cyclone plans for 

harbours along the Coast the vessel uses 
- Inclusion of cyclone procedures in the vessel induction for crew 
- Vessel safety procedures contain cyclone guidelines from the WAFIC OH&S Code 

Appendix 2 or an equivalent policy exists 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.5 Hearing Conservation 
 

1) Does every person who enters the engine room 
while the engine is running wear hearing protection? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Hearing protection sticker on the engine room hatch 
- Inclusion of this requirement in crew induction 

 
(corrective actions) 
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2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on 
the use of hearing protection? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Shown as per manufacturer recommendation 
- Recorded in the vessel log book and/or training record 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to 
minimize noise? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel maintenance records of attention to noise in engine room 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
 

2.6 Personal Health 
 

1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a 
healthy lifestyle? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Crew members encouraged to eat a balance diet 
- Crew members encouraged to drink at least 2 litres of water a day 
- Crew members encouraged to minimise alcohol consumption 
- Crew discouraged from indulging in illegal drugs in or out of work time 
- Crew members encourage to get at least 8 hours sleep a night 
- Crew members encouraged to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity 

which raises the heart rate significantly for a fitness effect 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in 
writing? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence of policy using section 3 – page 25 of the WAFIC Code or equivalent 

 
(corrective actions) 
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3) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for 
skin cancer and eye damage? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Safety procedures include directions on the following 
- Wearing appropriate sun-protective clothing including a broad brimmed hat, shirt with 

sleeves and Polaroid sunglasses 
- Using 30+ sunscreen applied regularly 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of 
infectious disease policy for the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
The safety procedures include directions on the following 

- Washing hands after working, before eating or smoking 
- Covering sores or cuts with sterile dressing 
- Wearing gloves when handling product and bait 
- No sharing of razors or toothbrushes 
- Showering straight after fishing has finished for the day 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when 
administering first aid? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
The first aid policy contains appropriate directions on the following 

- Treatment of cuts 
- Wearing gloves for all first aid 
- Hand washing after all first aid 

 
(corrective actions) 
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2.7 Dangerous Species 
 

1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous 
species for the vessel? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
The policy includes the following 

- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- Protective clothing and equipment 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous 
species? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
The crew induction includes the following 

- Pictures of dangerous species 
- Handling techniques for dangerous species 
- Requirement to notify the skipper if something is attached to the ropes or in the pot 

that the crew cannot identify 
- What protective clothing and equipment is required to handle dangerous species 
- First aid treatments for each identified species 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

2.8 General Vessel Safety 
 

1) Is the risk of slips, trips and falls minimised? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of the deck area while working 
- Carpets on deck or non slip deck paintor mats in work areas 
- No unnecessary gear being left loose liable to cause tripping 
- Tank or other hatches (especially those flush with the deck) closed while work is on 

 
(corrective actions) 
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2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-
apparent hazards? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual observation of signs / stickers in less apparent hazard areas (e.g. nip or catch 

points, raised engine hatches, etc) 
 
(corrective actions)corrective actions 
 
3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and 
night? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Anchor lights clearly visible in a 360 degree arc 
- Anchor light to have individual switch 
- During hours of darkness sufficient lighting is provided on deck to enable crew to 

move about and work 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the 
vessel is manned? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual evidence of unlocked hatches while vessel is working 
- Unlocked escape hatches are part of the vessel safety procedures 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
5) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all 
manual handing tasks? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Evidence in the vessel safety procedures that the items in the WAFIC OH&S Code 

section 14.0, page 29 are taken into account when identifying and assessing manual 
handling tasks 

 
(corrective actions) 
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PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP 
 

3.1 Deck Safety 
 

1) Is the vessel arranged to minimise risks and 
hazards? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Ship’s lighting, spot lights, deck lights and cabin lights should be placed in such a 

position where they do not impair the vision of the person on watch when turned on 
- Regular deck cleaning 

 
(corrective actions)corrective actions 
 
2) Does the vessel have a procedure to minimise the 
risk of going overboard? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
 procedures or plans for  

- Being on deck alone working/ not working  
- Toilet/ Ablution . 
- Working in the dark 
- Rough sea / wind conditions 
- Low visibility 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3) Does the vessel have safe pot stacking method  
whilst fishing (e.g. not more than 3 high)? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation pots are stacked to a maximum of  3 high regardless of number 

of pots or the area being fished 
- Visual observation during fishing 

 
(corrective actions)(corrective actions)corrective actions 
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3.2 Pot and Trap Handling 
 

1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the 
winch? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
Evidence of a safe procedure for throwing grapple to include: 

- If thrown from near the fly bridge clear headroom is maintained  
- If thrown from the side of the vessel: lean out and throw grapple underarm and 

backhand 
Evidence of  a safe system that includes: 

- Before the winch is engaged , check that crew have no chance of becoming caught in 
the moving parts of the winch 

- Before a pot comes aboard the winch operator and crew are well clear of the pot 
tipper and other catch points 

- Before attempting to release a snagged pot with the winch all crew members keep 
clear and remain vigilant until the pot is freed and normal operations can continue 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
2) Is there a safe system for identifying sinkers or gear 
tangled on the pot rope before it is winched up? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check with skipper and crew to establish use and effectiveness of safe system 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
3)  Are safe manual handling practices used in pot 
lifting? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Verbal confirmation that the WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section – Appendix 2 or 

equivalent is being used as a guide 
- Written confirmation of a safe lifting method in safety documentation 
- Check with the crew on the method of lifting pots 

 
(corrective actions) 
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4) Is rope and float tangle minimised when pots are 
stacked? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Observation of how pot ropes and floats are stacked 
- Either ropes separated from pots when pots are stacked OR 
- Ropes and floats run down the side of the pot stacks OR 
- Ropes and floats stacked on top of each pot 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

5) Are waist height bait buckets used? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Visual check of bucket height 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
6) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines 
when retrieving pots from the water? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check one or more of the 
following 

- Hauling the pot from another angle to dislodge the snag 
- Adding extra length of rope for more leverage 
- Leaving the pot for 24 to 48 hours and try the above again 
- If above unsuccessful tie the pot rope to the bollard (away from propeller) or front of 

the vessel and tow to dislodge the pot. ALL personnel to stand well clear. 
- If above unsuccessful then cut the pot rope using the knife stored in the basket area 

 
(corrective actions) 
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7) Are safe manual handling practices used when 
lifting crates of lobster tasks? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check for a documented 
procedure addressing each of the following: 

- Crates of lobster from holding tanks are lifted by two people using a hook and rope 
- Crates of lobster from vessel to jetty are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
- Crates of lobster from vessel to dingy are lifted by two people using safe techniques 

with pitch and roll of boat through side door or transom 
- Crates of lobster from dingy to vehicle are lifted by two people using safe techniques 
- Bait boxes are lifted using safe techniques 

 
(corrective actions) 
 
8) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing 
ropes and floats to minimise leg entanglement? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check the following are 
implemented 

- Demonstration of system – observe placement of legs by crew relative to ropes 
System to incorporate the following: 

- The skipper and crew ensure each party is prepared and in position before the signal 
to set the pot is given (extra vigilance and supervision in heavy conditions) 

- Vessel is kept to a safe speed for setting pots (less than 8 knots) 
- Deckhand throwing the rope stands next to the deckhand setting the pot on the side 

of the vessel rather than further inboard to reduce risk of entanglement from rope 
- If there are two deckhands setting pots the deckhand with the rope stands clear of the 

other deckhand holding the pot ensuring the other is clear when the rope is released 
- Adequate time is allowed between each pot setting for safety 
- If the skipper does not have full view of the procedures on the deck additional forms 

of communication are in place between the deck and the skipper 
 
(corrective actions) 
 
9) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is 
there a safe work procedure? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must check 
- Check WAFIC Code – Pot and Trap section 8 – Diving Guidelines is used 

 
(corrective actions) 
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3.3 Machinery and Equipment 
 

1) Does the winch have an emergency stop 
mechanism? 

Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check accessible emergency stop lever on winch OR 
- Check that operator can stop the winch immediately using existing controls 
- Check that the winch operator has full view of the winch 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check presence of tipper lock on the winch 

 
(corrective actions) 
 

3) Are all pots in safe working order? Yes=
(6) 

Part=
(3) 

No=(
0) 

NA=(
) 

 

Evidence=(text)Please enter documented supporting evidence here… 

 

Guidance notes:(showhide) In order to answer “Yes” you must 
- Check pots have no loose nails 
- Check slats in place 
- Check pots have no loose material protruding 

 
(corrective actions) 
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	1)  Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the vessel?
	2)  Do the crew members routinely report hazards?
	3)  Do the crew members routinely follow the agreed safe work methods for the vessel?
	4) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level of personal hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel?
	5) Do ALL crew members participate in emergency drills?

	Personal Protection
	1) Do ALL crew members have the correct personal protective equipment?
	2) Do ALL crew members use the equipment at ALL times?

	Safe Plant and Substances
	1) Do crew misuse equipment on board?
	2) Has any machinery been altered by the crew?

	Reporting Hazards and Injuries
	1) Do crew report hazards to the skipper?
	2) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that are a result of work?

	Cooperation with Skipper
	1) Are all agreements with the owner or skipper formalized in writing?
	2) Have the crew been encouraged to attend relevant training programs?
	3) Have the crew been provided with an induction?


	2.1 Emergency Equipment and Procedures
	1)  Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996?
	2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures?
	3) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on the vessel?

	2.2 Fire Fighting
	1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location and up to date and of the required types?
	2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in practice?
	3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to use for which fire?

	2.3 Abandon Vessel, Survival and Rescue
	1) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, unobstructed use at ALL times?

	2.4 Hearing Conservation
	1) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is running wear hearing protection (Personal Protection)?
	2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of hearing protection?
	3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise?

	2.5 Alcohol and Drugs
	1) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing?

	2.6 Training Requirements
	1) Does the vessel have a training requirement for skippers and crew?

	2.7 Weather/ Ocean  Conditions
	1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew?
	2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the need to have a specific procedure?

	2.8 Clothing and Footwear
	1) Are clothing requirements identified for the vessel?
	2) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery been identified?

	2.9 Infectious Diseases
	1) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease policy for the vessel?
	2) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering first aid?

	2.10 Skin Cancer and Eye Damage Prevention
	1) Is there a vessel policy on prevention of skin cancer and eye damage?

	2.11 Dangerous Species
	1) Is there a dangerous species policy for the vessel?
	2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species?

	2.12 Minimizing Risk
	1) Can crew move about the deck without slip and trip hazards?
	2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-apparent hazards?
	3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night?
	4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is manned?

	2.13 Manual Handling
	1) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing tasks?

	2.14 Personal health
	1) Are crew member encouraged to adopt a healthy lifestyle

	3.1 Deck Safety
	1)  Vessel Layout.
	2) Vessel procedures / mariner / seamanship.
	3) Vessel safe system of work.
	2.0 Pot and trap handling
	1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the winch
	2) How high are pots stacked on the vessel?
	3) Are good manual handling practices used in pot lifting?
	4) Are warm up exercises used on a daily basis prior to fishing operations commencing?
	5) Are ropes and float tangle minimized when pots are stacked?
	6) Are waist height bait buckets used?
	7) How are snagged lines released when retrieving pots from the water?
	8) Are correct lifting principles used for lifting crates of lobster tasks
	9) Is there a system for setting pots and throwing ropes and floats to minimize legs entanglement
	1) Does the winch have an emergency stop mechanism?
	2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock?
	3) Are pots in safe working order?
	2) Have the crew been provided with an onboard induction
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	SAFETY BACKGROUND
	PART 1 – OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH RESPONSIBILITIES
	PART 2 – WORK GUIDELINES – ALL SECTORS
	PART 3 – WORK GUIDELINES – POT AND TRAP

	Are non employer / employee arrangements in place between the owner and skipper?
	Is a copy of the WAFIC Code kept in an accessible place on board the vessel?
	Has the WAFIC code been used to develop a safety management plan for this vessel?
	Has the owner attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety awareness sessions?
	Has the skipper attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety awareness sessions?
	Have the crew attended WAFIC / WRL pre-session safety awareness sessions?
	Has the owner attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care workshop?
	Has the skipper attended the WAFIC / WRL duty of care workshop?
	Has the vessel safety plan been updated since it was first introduced?
	Have the vessel owner or skipper taken part in the Worksafe small business program?
	Is the safety plan used onboard on a day to day basis?
	Owner Responsibilities
	Work Systems
	1)  Has the owner made provision to supply and maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe condition in strict accordance with survey?
	2)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the hazard management system for the vessel and all plant and equipment?
	3)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for the development of safe work practices?
	4)  Does the owner have evidence that the skipper is conducting emergency drills as required?

	Information and Training
	1)  Does the owner have evidence that the vessel will be manned in accordance with survey requirements under the WA Marine Act?
	2)  Has the owner discussed the WAFIC OH&S Code with the skipper?
	3)  Has the owner advised the skipper of any specific vessel requirements or idiosyncrasies?
	4)  Does the owner encourage the skipper to attend relevant training programs to enhance his / her skills and abilities?

	Consultation and Cooperation
	1)  Does the owner require the skipper to have an issue resolution procedure for the vessel?
	2)  Are all engagement agreements with the skipper formalized in writing?

	Personal Protection
	1)  Has the owner fulfilled their duty of care for personal protection?

	Reporting Accidents
	1)  Has the owner discussed with the skipper the OSH Act and Marine Act requirements?


	Skipper Responsibilities
	Work Systems
	1)  Does the skipper maintain the vessel in a seaworthy and safe condition?
	2)  Does the skipper routinely use the hazard management system for the vessel and all plant and equipment?
	3)  Has the skipper developed and implemented safe work methods for specific tasks onboard the vessel?
	4)  Does the skipper conduct emergency drills as required by legislation and industry standards?
	5) Does the skipper use the vessel maintenance recording system?

	Information and Training
	1) Does the vessel have a training requirement for skippers and crew?
	2) Has the skipper had a formal induction with the owner?
	3) Have the crew been encouraged to attend relevant training programs?

	4) Have the crew attended an onshore training course that is equivalent to a pre sea qualification or at sea service qualification (e.g. OH&S at sea, small craft / coxswain, master 5?)
	5) Have the crew been provided with a vessel induction?
	6) Has the skipper explained to the crew where hazard exist on the vessel and the safe work procedures for those hazards?

	Consultation and Cooperation
	1) Is there an issue resolution procedure for the vessel?
	2) Are all engagement agreements between the skipper and the crew formalized in writing?

	Personal Protection
	1) Is there an agreement in place defining who is responsible for supplying personal protection clothing and equipment?
	2) Is the personal protective equipment (PPE) being used?

	Reporting Accidents
	1)  Does the skipper follow the OSH Act and Marine Act requirements for reporting accidents?

	Safe Plant and Substances
	1)  Is the machinery and equipment in safe working order?
	2) Has ALL machinery been kept in a safe state by the skipper (i.e. no guards removed or other modifications that increase risk)?

	3) Where modifications affect the running of the vessel are they discussed properly with the crew?
	4) Does the skipper assist the crew to maintain the plant and equipment?

	Visitor Safety
	1)  Has the skipper put in place procedures to ensure the safety of visitors and others on the vessel that may not be working?
	2) Has the skipper a safe procedure for all persons embarking and disembarking the vessel?


	Crew Responsibilities
	Providing Assistance
	1)  Does the crew assist the skipper in the proper maintenance of the vessel?
	2)  Do the crew members routinely report hazards?
	3)  Do the crew members routinely follow the agreed safe work methods for the vessel?
	4) Do the crew members maintain a satisfactory level of personal hygiene and cleanliness on the vessel?
	5) Do ALL crew members participate in emergency drills?

	Personal Protection equipment and clothing 
	1) Do ALL crew members have the correct personal protective clothing and equipment?
	2) Do ALL crew members use the equipment at ALL times?

	3) Do the crew maintain the protective clothing and equipment ?
	4) Has the requirement for clothing and footwear around machinery been identified?
	Safe Plant and Substances
	1) Do crew misuse equipment on board?
	2) Has any machinery been altered by the crew?

	Reporting Hazards and Injuries
	1) Do crew report hazards to the skipper?
	2) Do crew report injuries or illness to the skipper that are a result of work?


	2.1 Emergency Equipment and Procedures
	1)  Does the vessel have all of the correct emergency equipment as per Appendix 1, Marine Safety Division – DPI and the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations 1996?
	2) Have the crew been trained in ALL emergency procedures?
	3) Are ALL required and recommended signs fixed on the vessel?

	2.2 Fire Fighting
	1) Are all fire extinguishers are in their correct location, up to date and of the required types?
	2) Are good fire prevention procedures in place and in practice?
	3) Do the skipper and crew know which extinguisher to use for which fire?

	2.3 Abandon Vessel, Survival and Rescue
	1) Are life rafts located to allow easy, quick, unobstructed use at ALL times?

	2.4 Hearing Conservation( for the vessel)
	1) Does every person who enters the engine room while the engine is running wear hearing protection ?
	2) Have the skipper and crew been given instruction on the use of hearing protection?
	3) Is the plant in the engine room, maintained to minimize noise?

	2.5 Alcohol and Drugs
	1) Does the vessel have an alcohol and drugs policy in writing?

	2.7 Weather/ Ocean Conditions
	1) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of bad weather conditions on the safety of the vessel and crew?
	2) Does the skipper recognize the increased risk of cyclones and the need to have a specific procedure?

	2.9 Infectious Diseases
	1) Is there a personal hygiene and prevention of infectious disease policy for the vessel?
	2) Are infection prevention techniques practiced when administering first aid?

	2.10 Skin Cancer and Eye Damage Prevention
	1) Is there a safe work procedure for prevention for skin cancer and eye damage?

	2.11 Dangerous Species
	1) Is there a safe work procedure for dangerous species for the vessel?
	2) Does the skipper provide training on dangerous species?

	2.12 Minimizing Risk
	1) Can crew move about the deck without slip and trip hazards?
	2) Has the skipper ensured there are signs for non-apparent hazards?
	3) Is there adequate lighting for the vessel by day and night?
	4) Are escape hatches fitted and unlocked while the vessel is manned?

	2.13 Manual Handling
	1) Does the skipper conduct risk assessments on all manual handing tasks?

	2.14 Personal health
	1) Are all crew members encouraged to adopt a healthy lifestyle

	3.1 Deck Safety
	1)  Is the vessel layout arranged to minimize risk and hazards?
	2) Are vessel procedures / mariner / seamanship all performed to ensure safety of vessel and crew?
	3) Are day to day safe systems of work used on the vessel?

	3.2 Pot and Trap Handling
	1) Is there a safe system for retrieving pots using the winch?
	2) Pots are never stacked more than 3 high?
	3) Are safe manual handling practices used in pot lifting?
	4) Are warm up exercises used every day prior to fishing operations commencing?
	5) Is rope and float tangle minimized when pots are stacked?
	6) Are waist height bait buckets used?
	7) Is there a safe system for releasing snagged lines when retrieving pots from the water?
	8) Are safe manual handling practices used when lifting crates of lobster tasks?
	9) Is there a safe system for setting pots and throwing ropes and floats to minimize leg entanglement?

	3.3 Machinery and Equipment
	1) Does the winch have an emergency stop mechanism?
	2) Does the pot tipper have a tipper lock?
	3) Are all pots in safe working order?

	3.5 Diving
	1) If diving is done on snagged pots from the vessel is there a safe work procedure?
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